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Foreword
Enjoy the shared experiences of the two (then) young agricultural pilots, John
Hoyte and Peter Lawton, as they recall their activity in the latter half of what was
to become a comparatively short but important period of providing essential farm
crop protection in the UK.
The origins of using fixed wing aircraft for this purpose stemmed from the early
1950s when the requirement to perform timely spraying of arable crops, such as
cereals and potatoes, coincided within the availability of surplus RAF light training
aircraft, notably Tiger Moths, which were easily converted to the crop spraying
role. By the substitution of the front cockpit with a spray tank, chemicals could be
sprayed effectively to targeted crops at a rate far quicker than the currently
available tractor mounted alternative.
At this time aerial operations were concentrated mostly in the eastern counties
where an abundance of disused airfields provided adequate and logistically
sensible ferry distances from the point of loading to treatment fields.
It should be remembered that all this was at a time where tramlines in crops were
unheard of and ground sprayer boom lengths seldom extended beyond 10 metres.
Aircraft provided a vital function in overcoming this limitation through rapid
response, especially in the case of potato blight treatment.
The advent of purpose built crop spraying aircraft, like the Piper Pawnee, with
enhanced tank capacity, more power, reasonable pilot comfort and the ability to
distribute solid fertilizer opened up a much more attractive proposition for
operators and their customers alike. The timely introduction of the Pawnee
coincided with an unprecedented influx of aphids from Europe during the hot and
dry summers of 1976 and 1977 when these aircraft were able to counteract the
threat of infestation with which the ground fleet could never have have coped.
These were the halcyon years for aircraft operations but the progressive
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development of high capacity, high clearance ground sprayers thereafter effectively
sounded the death knoll for the long term future of agricultural aviation in the UK.
So it was that by the late 1980s the fixed wing fleet was virtually retired and pilots
moved on to other careers. For John and Peter, and for others who were engaged
in this demanding, sometimes dangerous occupation these were formative years in
which hard work and unsociable hours were rewarded by the gratitude of the
customers they served and a sense of achievement, and of course, a little fun while
flying six feet above the crops.
Ironically, over 30 years on from its demise, a Norfolk company has recently
obtained rights to import a Chinese built Drone expressly designed and intended
for agricultural crop spraying operations. Given the ability of such equipment to
make accurate placements of chemicals in specific areas of crops, it seems entirely
feasible that the practice of aerial application may go full circle.
Jim Avis - Former MD, Howard Avis Aviation
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About This Book
Enjoy these tales told in parallel by two wannabes, both of whom had a burning
desire to fly agricultural aircraft and become qualified, working Ag Pilots in the late
1970s and early 1980s. Peter Lawton and John Hoyte describe their separate
tactics and routes towards achieving their Holy Grails. Their paths crossed for the
first time in 1977 and then again in 2014 when they realised that they each had a
story to tell. They wrote this book because they wanted to share their stories of Ag
pilot adventures with a wider audience. This book is for all those who are interested
in aviation and flying small agile planes in sometimes dangerous environments.
The two Ag Pilots spill the beans on flying Pawnees, Piper Super Cubs, De
Havilland Beavers, Austers and Cessna Ag Wagons to keep the bugs off peas and
potatoes, fertilize cereals and put the flavour into grapes. They describe in detail
the sheer exhilaration of flying less than six feet above the crop at 100 mph,
manoeuvring round obstacles and flying under wires.
Hear about their unscheduled landings on remote Kenyan highways and in
farmer’s fields, the oil rig disasters, motivating sheep in Oxfordshire, getting into
and out of spins, hitting the only tree in a treeless field and the only boulder on a
grass field take off. They fly their way out of trouble under 11,000 volt electric
wires, and sometimes fly through them, getting the colossal electricity bill to prove
it. They’ve avoided grumpy, one-legged swans, ran out of fuel, manoeuvred narrow
landing strips, crashed through hedges, got lost in the rain and just about managed
to not “buy the farm”.
The book captures the almost complete absence of Health & Safety during those
early days, and the fun and freedom this breed of flying offered. They share their
hundreds of hours of training, exams, failure and success, learning the trade,
sharpening their skills, changing course and direction as they face challenges and
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health problems. P-turns, Porteus Loops and press-on-itis have been taken in their
stride.
Their stories take you from Kenya to Norfolk, South Australia to Weston-superMare, Kuala Lumpur to Gloucestershire, Zimbabwe to Welshpool, following roads
and railway lines, through valleys and over fields. They’ve flown in all weathers,
through floods, with iced up wings, had fires, lost undercarriages, tail wheels and
rudders. They’ve had near misses with Gazelle RAF helicopters, fought bushfires
in Australia, shared airspace with the RAF, battled charges of violating controlled
airspace, been found guilty until proven innocent, unceremoniously lost a Flying
Instructor's Rating before the 2012 Olympics, and the two men have fought on.
Both authors have, between them flown off an aircraft carrier, flown commercial
airliners, taught many others to fly, performed at air displays, water bombed fires
and crop sprayed in Australia and Africa, operated DC3s with detergent spraying
equipment and become sick from flying airliners.
A Tale of Two Ag Pilots offers a unique insight into two extremely unusual,
interwoven career paths with all their ups and downs, and during these adventures
they’ve got married, brought up families, lived in caravans, raised funds, bought
and sold planes, and started their own companies. Their fights go on as they expose
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whitewashes and cover ups in the commercial airline industry, working to save
others from ill health.
If you’ve been in the Ag industry you’ll enjoy their stories, and no doubt have plenty
of your own. Get in touch!

About Peter Lawton

I started my career in the RAF and Royal Navy as an aviator in the early '70s, which
included a year flying from an aircraft carrier. I have logged a total of 21,000 hours
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as aircrew. This is the equivalent of nearly two-and-a-half years of being off the
ground!
On leaving the military, I became a flying instructor and qualified as a civilian
commercial pilot. This phase of my career included 5,000 hours of crop spraying,
which forms the centre-piece of my part in the narrative of this book.
I maintained all my flying skills until 2013, continuing to display my homebuilt
RV8 sportplane, teach budding pilots to fly as well as training commercially
qualified pilots to become flying instructors themselves.
After 35 years as an instructor, I saw a strong connection between training pilots
and coaching individuals, so I qualified as a Personal Performance ('life') Coach.
I believe the qualities necessary for a good instructor or coach include large dollops
of patience and calmness – which I find extremely challenging at times!
During my time flying in the Fleet Air Arm and RAF, I took on the task of being
‘Line Book artist

and compiler’, which involved creating cartoonistic

representations of the Squadron’s goings-on (this was great fun!).
It wasn’t until 1999, when confronted with several bare walls in the house we had
just purchased, that I pulled out an ancient watercolour set and created about 20
paintings. Using Wilko’s finest frames, it was a cheap solution, but it also rekindled
a deep desire to paint more seriously, as some of them were not too bad!
Since my retirement from the aviation industry, I have at last been able to indulge
my fantasy of becoming a painter. In 2011 I attended an oil painting foundation
course with Martin Kinnear in North Norfolk from which I have never looked back.
I exhibit my Impressionist-style figurative work locally and continue to develop my
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painting and drawing skills through continuously attending appropriate training
courses.
I have been a member of Toastmasters International since 2011, a public speaking
organisation - nothing to do with toasts - and have been paid to speak at a variety
of events and gatherings.
I have also been assisting my co-author John Hoyte with his Aerotoxic Syndrome
endeavours.
You can contact me at: http://peterlawtoncoaching.co.uk or
http://peterlawtonart.co.uk/
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About John Hoyte

My career began with flying instruction in the 1970s, I then flew aerial crop
spraying aircraft in the UK, Kenya and South Australia for around seven years. I
also pioneered aerial firefighting in South Australia in the 1980s for several fire
seasons in a De Havilland Beaver.
Believing that low flying was both insecure and potentially dangerous I converted
to flying DC 3 Dakotas with Air Atlantique for two years and attended the Piper
Alpha and Ocean Odyssey oil rig disasters. By 1989 I wanted a secure flying job for
the rest of my career so began to fly the BAe 146 four engine jet for TNT delivering
freight around Europe at night.
However, within a few months in early 1990, my once excellent health was ruined
by a mysterious neurological illness which I put down to ‘night flying’ and told no
one, as I feared losing my job and letting my family down. I kept night flying until
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1998, but due to my further deteriorating health I decided to change to ‘day flying’
with Flybe on short haul passenger flying – still on the BAe 146.
My health deteriorated further until I was no longer fit to fly by 2005 and walked
off airliners rather than risk my passenger’s lives.
At the age of 49 I was grounded with ‘chronic stress’ but in early 2006 was invited
to take part in some toxic cabin air research by University College London and
BALPA (British Airline Pilots Association). This study of 27 pilots found that all of
them, including me, had a cocktail of chemicals in our blood and underperformed
on cognitive tests – in short, we had all been poisoned by toxic cabin air.
On 22nd May 2006, I made a Statement to the effect that I had been poisoned, but
that professional pilot’s sworn testimony is not believed. I would soon discover that
I had been affected by ‘Aerotoxic Syndrome’, which had first been identified by
scientists from the US, France and Australia in 1999. Aerotoxic Syndrome is the ill
health caused by exposure to toxic oil fumes (including organophosphate
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chemicals) in a confined space of any jet – apart from the Boeing 787 Dreamliner,
in which the use of ‘bleed air’ has been engineered out, to avoid the poisoning issue.
On 18th June 2007, I founded the Aerotoxic Association Ltd. (www.aerotoxic.org)
to publish public information and to assist other victims – both aircrew and
passengers, including children.
I founded Simulator Flying Ltd. in 2015, to allow me to continue to share flying
with others and my goal is to make franchises available to other grounded aerotoxic
pilots and allow them to continue to make a living from their skills.
If you know of any airline pilot, cabin crew or fellow passenger who has become
mysteriously and seriously ill after a single jet flight – please consider Aerotoxic
Syndrome as a possible cause and help them.
Chairman and founder of Sim-Fly Norfolk and Aerotoxic Association, Former BAe
146 Training Captain
Contact me at: John.hoyte@sim-fly.com or john.hoyte@aerotoxic.org
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Down Amongst the Weeds;
Peter’s Story
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Chapter 1 – Getting in the Saddle
“I can’t believe I’m bloody doing this…!”
“I l-o-v-e it,” I screamed into the void between my face and the Perspex windscreen.
My goodness I was happy – a massive smile on my face – the realisation of a dream,
for sure.
Hurtling along at 100mph, the wheels just inches above the crop, the view ahead
over the Pawnee’s long nose was of a deceptively tranquil rural scene slowly filling
the windscreen, the wheat disappearing under the wings as if being devoured by
the aeroplane’s rapacious appetite. By contrast, the pilot only needed to wrench his
eyeballs away from this surreal picture momentarily to glance at one of the
aircraft’s wingtips, to be shocked by the speed at which trees, barns, fence posts
and bushes were rushing past. A stark reminder of the ease with which the whole
thing could be brought crashing down around his ears; a sneeze or an involuntary
twitch was all it would take to cause a major upset.
This is what made it so thrilling – vivid images competing with the roaring rush of
propeller wash, pulsing its way into the cockpit through a small vent above the
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windscreen and the heady, bitter-sweet smell of agrochemicals in a unique cocktail
with aviation spirit – this was boys’ own stuff… Marvellous!
Despite having many hundred hours flying in the logbook, nothing – not even
several catapult launches from an aircraft carrier – could have prepared me for the
sensations of spraying a field from an agricultural aeroplane.
The pilot's eye level is at a comparable height with that of a long-distance truck
driver, and yet there is an impression of otherworldliness - his vehicle suffering no
bumps as it passes seamlessly over tracks, rough ground and hedgerows.
I learnt at an early stage in my agricultural career that when the end of the run is
reached, it’s necessary to overcome any symptoms of target fixation and actually
haul the machine skywards. On that occasion I had fallen into the trap of
momentarily believing I was driving a fast car whilst the plane and I flew through
the top of a sycamore tree.
This incident is described more fully later on.
The end-of-run collision avoidance pull-up creates another false impression as the
pilot moves the ‘stick’ – the control column – back and to one side when initiating
the turn-around.
Instead of pitching or rolling the aircraft directly, it appears to the pilot that the
world is moving around the aircraft, not vice versa. This is a very subtle difference
which many people may not perceive, or find at all troublesome, but if – as I did –
you do happen to see it that way, it adds to the sheer magic and wonderment of the
crop spraying experience.
This unique combination of sights and sounds, smells and seat-of-the-pants
sensations – known only to an incredibly small number of people on the planet –
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was the source of my unbound joy at participating in this crazy sport… and I was
paid to do it.
In a way it was akin to being a rock star but for far less money and attracting few
(if any) adoring female fans… and without music. Nothing like rock stardom really,
except for the adrenaline rush – for a few years, at least – until the novelty wore
off and it became more of a regular job, with all its ups and downs…
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Catch-22
The term Catch-22 was coined by Joseph Heller in his iconic novel of the same
name. United States Air Force pilots flying extremely dangerous wartime missions
found themselves in a paradoxical situation: to get grounded they had to be seen
as insane, but the moment they said they were insane and therefore should be
grounded, they were deemed to be sane and therefore did not qualify to be
grounded.
In the Ag flying world, Catch-22 meant that a pilot could not be an Ag pilot until
he had done it before. Breaking this paradox is what had to be done if all the
sacrifices and hard work in becoming a commercially qualified pilot were going to
result in a paid job. Perhaps we were insane for trying!
The headmaster’s office
My story of how I succeeded in breaking the Catch-22 rule begins in the sixth form
at Latymer Upper School in Hammersmith, West London. I had been summoned
to the headmaster’s office for reasons completely unknown to me. As his office was
just off the cavernous main assembly hall, any boy waiting outside his door would
have died of shame from all the snide comments from other pupils criss-crossing
this busy thoroughfare, especially if the end-of-class bell had just been rung.
Determined not to show any outward signs of embarrassment, I bravely faced the
door with my back to the hall, hoping not to look conspicuous. At long last, the
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traffic lights (yes, really) by his door changed from red – engaged,– to amber –
wait, to green – come in, and I opened the huge, creaking oak door and entered.
Facing the pugnacious, silver haired Head over his large, mahogany desk, in my
peripheral vision, I was somewhat taken aback to notice my parents seated in
armchairs off to one side.
Without any preamble, he announced, “We, on The Board, have decided that you
have outgrown school.” He was right, of course. I was way too mature to be
bothered with all the tedium that school life offered, so this was a compliment from
a blunt Yorkshireman who knew how to call a spade a bloody shovel.
Before I could summon a response, he continued, “So, what are you going to do
with the rest of your life?”
Just then, the full force of what was happening hit me between the eyes. He was
asking – no, telling me – to leave. No more larking about as the class comedian.
No more nipping across to the local pub at lunch time for a crafty mild and bitter
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and a game of bar billiards. No more giving pillion rides on my recently acquired
BSA 650 Super Rocket motorbike to classmates for two bob a go.
Suddenly, as I thought more about it, I realised I was out in the cold – out of the
cocooned environment that school life provided. I desperately wanted to stay.
I desperately wanted to go too.
His question about my future without A-levels – and therefore without a University
degree – hung in the fusty air of his oak panelled office, creating an awkward void
of silence.
“I'm going to be a fighter pilot, sir,” I blurted out eventually.
He eyed my too-long hair and the stylised elements of my not-quite-there school
uniform.
“A fighter pilot… military uniform, discipline, haircuts… are you sure?”
“Er, yes sir – that's what I want to do.”
The Headmaster erupted into gales of uncontrolled laughter, his face reddening,
his eyes watering and his lean body shaking in his button-backed, leather, swivel
chair as he held his stomach and tried to extricate himself from such an undignified
performance in front of this troublesome boy and his adoring parents.
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Chapter 2 – An Error of Judgement
Four years later, under the glaring Mediterranean sunshine, strolling across the
vast expanse of the flight deck of HMS Eagle, one of the UK's two largest aircraft
carriers, in full combat flying kit, heading for a Sea Vixen jet fighter, I allowed
myself the indulgence of recalling the Headmaster's convulsions over my (albeit
spur of the moment) career decision. I hummed to myself, “If he could see me
now...”
Was I a serving officer in Her Majesty's Armed Forces? Yes.
Had I passed all my basic training and flying courses? Yes.
Was I an Operational aircrew member of a front-line fighter squadron? Yes.
Was I going to be sitting in the pilot's seat? No.
Due to an error of judgement on my part, the pilot aptitude tests did not go as well
as they should have. That 'error of judgement' began the night before the tests.
Five of us would-be fighter pilots had teamed up in the anteroom in RAF Biggin
Hill's Officers’ Mess during the first afternoon of the four-day selection procedure.
Later on that evening, we could be spotted at the local pub, along with five female
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Air Traffic Control candidates, having a bit of a spontaneous knees-up, fuelled by
large amounts of Double Diamond and Babycham.
Oh, what fun we had, nicely pie-eyed, larking around with the girls – our idea of
heaven. Back at RAF Biggin Hill, emboldened by the booze, we invaded the kitchen
and knocked up a feast of eggs and bacon – just the thing after a night on the razzle.
By 3am, most of us were back in our allocated rooms, chucking out the zzzzs and
other gases.
The white dots
At 06:00 hours sharp I was jolted back into the real world by the penetrating
cacophony of a bugler trumpeting Reveille at full throttle – from bang outside my
door. I sat up in bed with mad, staring eyes, very confused and now feeling slightly
giddy.
First item on the day's programme: Aptitude Tests. “Use the joystick to keep the
moving white dot in the middle of the white box drawn on the TV screen in front
of you,” instructed the Corporal in charge of White Dots.
“What white dot?” I bleated. Before he could answer, I muttered, “What white
box?” Then, with increasing urgency, “What TV screen?”
But the machine had started to rumble and whirr – and the clock was running….
I fared equally abysmally at the other hand-eye-brain-hand-leg-bum coordination
tests as my brain felt as if it was firmly located in my bum. Stupid boy, Lawton, I
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kept saying to myself in the hope that I might suddenly snap out of the chrysalis of
my sluggishness and emerge as a Douglas Bader butterfly.
Not so.
It seemed to be over before it had begun, and I knew I had just blown my dream of
life at Mach 2 in an English Electric Lightning.
I muddled through the rest of the four days of ritual humiliation, by the end of
which, the chance of realising of my dream of flying in the RAF had become
extremely unlikely.
Three weeks later, a grainy, governmental brown envelope plopped onto the
doormat of my parents' Mews flat in pre-fashionable Holland Park. I opened it with
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trembling hands, my mother and father standing by as their son and heir was to
learn if he was to fly the nest or remain grounded.
The formality of the wording of the letter almost succeeded in disguising the line
which read, 'you have been accepted into the Royal Air Force…' at which point we
had a group hug and jumped collectively for joy.
It was the next few words that brought me crashing down to earth, '...as a
Navigator...' That wasn't what I had had in mind at all.
I wrote back to the MOD explaining that my only wish was to join as a pilot, and
the MOD responded that I could have a second attempt in 12 months' time.
Second chance?
During that year I chalked up some 'life' experience first as a Wimpy chef then as
a minicab driver, at the end of which I knew my way round a commercial sized
griddle as well as a large number of London streets.
For my second visit to RAF Biggin Hill I presented myself stone-cold sober
throughout, but was unpleasantly surprised to learn that I would not be taking the
Aptitude Tests again. I was not to know the reason for this for many years.
Following the mandatory three weeks wait, the traditional MOD brown envelope
was in my hand, the content of which I read to my parents over the breakfast table.
In their usual bland prose, the bastards were offering the role of Navigator again.
During the weeks that followed, trying to renegotiate a career of piloting rather
than a brief flirtation with navigating, I was to learn how deeply frustrating it was
to try and reason with these faceless individuals. Why hadn’t I taken the aptitude
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tests again? Why was the new contract for 20 years instead of the original offer of
an 8 year engagement?
My questions went unanswered. All they would say was that I had to make up my
mind soon to avoid the travel warrant lapsing.
I tried sneaking under the Fleet Air Arm's radar – but they still spotted me and
seemed to know about the dodgy aptitude tests, which I was forbidden from
redoing. The rest of the testing was identical to the RAF's procedure with the
exception that the leadership exercises were conducted over a large tank of water.
Inevitably we all got a soaking, much to the amusement of the high-ranking Officer
In Charge of the Tank as we splashed around in a confusion of bodies, poles, ropes
and 45-gallon drums.
My timing was appalling, as in late 1967 the government chose that moment to axe
both the Navy's aircraft carriers (HMS Ark Royal and HMS Eagle) which effectively
blew my hopes of flying off the deck right out of the water.
Lacking British Airways' minimum requirement of 2 GCE A-levels, it dawned on
me that if I wanted any sort of a career in aviation I would have to take up the RAF's
offer of Navigator. I also figured that once I was 'in', behind all that barbed wire,
languishing in the cocooned comfort of a Commissioned Officer's lifestyle, I could
surely convince someone important enough that the Air Force got it badly wrong
and that I really should transfer across to pilot training to save them all from
getting egg on their faces.
After all, why should one measly drunken orgy be allowed to torpedo a brilliant
flying career?
Before reaching this point, there were a few hoops to jump through; a 28-day
outward bound course on Dartmoor, Aircrew Officer Training at RAF Church
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Fenton in Yorkshire, Basic Navigation Training at RAF Gaydon in Warwickshire
and Advanced Navigation Training at RAF Stradishall in Cambridgeshire.
Then there was a graduation ceremony which my proud as punch parents
attended, along with a newly acquired girlfriend, during which the coveted
Navigator's brevet was pinned to my chest by a passing Air Commodore.
This brevet represented the climax of two years of dedication, hard work, chasing
women and partying. It was trumpeted as being the equivalent of the pilot's wings.
Except it had only one wing….
Only one wing
And there was the rub – that's what the whole thing was all about as far as I was
concerned. We could only be flown by a person with two wings but we could not fly
on our own with just the one – obviously.
We were invited to list our top three choices of which operational aircraft types
each of us fancied being posted onto. My list looked like this:
Choice 1 – Pilot Training (might as well start as we mean to go on).
Choice 2 – Phantom F4 (almost impossible fresh out of training).
Choice 3 – Fleet Air Arm Buccaneer (possible as the carriers had been reinstated
by an indecisive government).
After a little while, I was offered a tour on the Sea Vixen Fighter All Weather Mark2
operating from HMS Eagle. I was very excited by this turn of events, and almost
forgot about my piloting ambitions.
In fact, during the nine months training in preparation to being let loose in the
right-hand seat of this ancient 1951 jet, I was totally distracted by a jet
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acclimatisation course at RAF Valley in Anglesey, zooming around the Welsh
mountains in a Folland Gnat. I was even more distracted when upgraded to the Sea
Venom, flying out of RNAS Lossiemouth, hugging the deep valleys and contour
flying at 360 knots round the Scottish highlands. Low level flying at high speed is
dangerous, but intensely pleasurable, and it was this prolonged experience that
probably sowed the seeds of the desire to be a crop spraying pilot several years
later.
Then, and only then, I was cleared to join the Sea Vixen course, down at the other
end of the country at RNAS Yeovilton in Somerset. Still wearing a virtual L-plate,
the main challenge here was to learn to perform interceptions on incoming enemy
aircraft by sole reference to the on-board AI18-R radar.
Difficult though this was, I graduated along with the two rookie pilots, one of whom
was destined to be crewed with me for the duration of Eagle's forthcoming cruise.
Into the coal-hole
The Observer (for that was now my official title) occupied a seat to the right and
below the pilot in a womb-like position known affectionately as the 'coal-hole'. As
most of his time was going to be spent looking into the twin radar screens and it
was undesirable for him to be blinded by sunlight from outside the cockpit there
was no clear canopy for him to look outside. Any likely claustrophobia in the coalhole was mitigated by a small window set into the right-hand side of the fuselage,
and even this tiny consideration was fitted with a black blind. Apart from directing
the pilot round interceptions, it was the observer's job to work the radio, operate
the wing-fold mechanism and monitor and move the fuel around the incredibly
complex fuel system. The map of all the fuel galleries, tanks and pumps resembled
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a map of the London underground. He also ran the check lists and monitored
everything the pilot did.
It was Navy policy to crew inexperience with inexperience. This was on the basis
that new pilots and observers would learn their jobs far more rapidly than if they
were spoon-fed by the old hands.
So it was that my first deck landing was to be performed by a pilot for whom this
was also the first time. The Atlantic seas off the South Western approaches were
rough and the carrier was pitching and rolling; so far so bad...
It took two attempts before our flight was brought to a sudden standstill by one of
the four arrester wires. In keeping with tradition, we stumbled our way below decks
to the wardroom for our First-Deck-Landing glasses of champers – we had
certainly earned them!
The next day, we had to do it all again – minus the champers – but plus the drama
of the steam catapult launch. This proved to be the most extraordinary experience
an aviator was ever likely to have, which could only be eclipsed by sitting atop a
Saturn 5 space rocket.
Steam pressure of 50,000 psi is generated to overcome a frangible hold-back block,
and when that block shatters, the aircraft surges along a groove in the deck towards
the open sea.
For the aircraft to reach flying speed, it is necessary to generate 30 knots of wind
over the deck, so in calm conditions, the enormous vessel has to plough through
the water at the full 30 knots. The aircraft can then be accelerated to 132 knots (152
mph) in around 1 second, and it is that breathtaking headlong rush that makes it
so sensational. After the launch, it feels as if the engines have shut down, as the
acceleration from them alone feels so puny after leaving the catapult. The danger
here is in receiving a 'cold shot'. Less than 120 knots will send you heading down
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towards the cold, wet stuff, and if you are lucky, you will pick up just enough speed
to fly away from the water.
In a nutshell, the differences between the sensations of carrier take-offs and
landings would be sensual delight versus a violent affront to all the senses!
Carrier-borne flying was extraordinarily terrifying, and after 141 launches and
land-ons, I still experienced a fair degree of anxiety during those vital phases of
flight.
It was also very exciting, and deep down it did suit my desire to be a bit of a
daredevil. As a mad keen motorcyclist, I could see that being Navy fighter aircrew
was similar to being a Hell's Angel – just a different uniform and somewhat shorter
hair.
Hell’s Angels of the air
Following a three month Mediterranean cruise, we returned to the UK for six
weeks R and R (rest and recuperation), during which time I got married to the poor
girlfriend who had already suffered many geographical upheavals since my
graduation.
We were soon off again – this time on a trip to the Far East, calling in at Cape Town
en route to cover the 1971 withdrawal of British troops from Singapore which was
to last for nine months. The new bride had not been forgotten – we made
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arrangements for her to join me in Hong Kong – conveniently placed about halfway
through the tour.
Those nine months were not without incident, and although we lost one aircraft,
no crew members suffered death or injury, and we all returned to the UK safely.
My first book, Whispering Bolter, spans the time spent at sea on HMS Eagle, and
although it is a novel, most of the incidents described are true!
Back home, all my efforts were focused on becoming a pilot. As had become the
custom, I put 'Pilot Training' as my first choice for my next posting, this time
accompanied by a slightly begging letter, asking their Lordships if they could
possibly see their way clear (following a successful tour on the Sea Vixen, where
real pilot-like skills were needed to achieve successful intercepts…) to granting me
my lifelong dream of becoming an RAF pilot.
They turned me down.
I then decided that not being master of my own destiny was no longer acceptable,
so I plotted to become a civilian commercial pilot and when the time was right, to
resign from the Service. I hoped this would not be too difficult, as I had completed
only four of the 20 years that I had originally signed up for.
In February 1972, on my return to the RAF from the Fleet Air Arm, I bought a 1946
Auster J1N and took flying lessons in it, gaining my PPL (Private Pilot's Licence)
that same year with just the minimum 40 hours in my logbook. I had managed to
go solo after only eight hours, so that was further evidence – to me anyway – that
the faceless ones at the MOD (Ministry of Defence) had lost out by not giving me
my heart's desire.
Phase two of my plan was to clock up a total of 200 hours as pilot-in-command,
which would enable me to become an Assistant Flying Instructor (AFI). At this
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point I could start earning from flying rather than paying for it all myself. As an
instructor, I could accumulate the 700 hours required for the issue of a
Commercial Pilot's licence (CPL) with which I could become a crop spraying pilot.
The final piece of the plan was to start my own spraying business. But that seemed
a distant dream from where I stood with no commercial piloting qualifications at
all.
It took a holding posting at RAF Scampton, followed by a full tour on the English
Electric Canberra B2 at RAF West Raynham in darkest Norfolk before I had racked
up enough time in my log book to do the foul deed and submit my letter of
resignation.
I acknowledge that I had become a thorn in the side of the RAF with the continuous
stream of correspondence with which I had been bludgeoning them. Serve them
right I say, as no-one would allow me to discuss my 'case' with them, so what else
could I do? I was always taught to be persistent – and I was!
I could almost hear the cheer coming from the MOD as my letter plopped onto
their doormat.
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Chapter 3 – Hanging up the Hat
I finally hung up my RAF hat in February 1976 and headed off to East Midlands
Airport to attend the AFI course which was going to provide my passport to earning
some much needed cash and get me from 200 hours up to the 700 hours needed
for the Commercial Pilot's Licence (CPL).
The course was to last six weeks, and was run by the legend that was Hector Taylor.
No-one in General Aviation (light planes) had not heard of Hector Taylor. Hector
was brilliant at playing the part of the elderly, hapless student pilot getting
everything wrong, challenging the student instructor who was trying to teach him.
He would usually be dressed in corduroy slacks, a cream, chunky-knit, roll-neck
sweater, and a flat hat. He also wore his signature scarf. His mistakes were always
delivered deadpan followed by a helpless look across the cockpit at the floundering
student instructor. He was side-splittingly funny, so not only was the course
immensely enjoyable, but it inspired me to decide that one day in the distant
future, I would become an Instructor's Instructor. It was just too much fun not to
do.
After the Assistant Flying Instructor course the money was extremely tight and I
desperately needed a job.
A flying job
In the aviation industry, it is well known that as far as getting a flying job is
concerned, there are regular peaks and troughs in the supply of such work. In those
days it was a seven year cycle, five years of which would be on the down-curve and
two years would be on the up-curve. I must have been somewhere on the down
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side, as I could find just one instructing job, and that was at the Achilles School of
Flying, Weston-super-Mare aerodrome.
I must have been the only applicant because I got the job. I was to be paid £20 per
week, a pittance even in the seventies, but the lure of hundreds of free flying hours
in the logbook overcame most of the potential for grumbling. To save money, I blew
a week-and-a-half's wages, buying a caravan for £30, trailing it from Norfolk to
Weston-super-Mare and parking it in a nearby farm paddock free of charge.
Despite the low income, I had a whale of a time. I was still a young man in his midtwenties and it was the hot summer of '76. The social life was very good and the
flying was terrific around the coasts and hillsides of the Southwest peninsular that
comprised Somerset, Devon and Cornwall.
The Club aircraft were two Gloster Airtourer 115s, uniquely equipped with one
central control column in the shape of a spade handle which the student and
instructor shared.
This was quite a bizarre arrangement, because if the instructor needed to take
control of the aircraft, he would hold his side of the spade handle, say, 'I have
control,' and expect the student to let go of his side of the handle. If the student
had frozen on the controls, then with both pilots tugging at opposite sides of the
stick, the result viewed from the outside would be of the wings rocking abruptly
left and right as the internal arm-wrestling match ebbed and flowed. Looking into
the cockpit while this pantomime was being played out, it would look to the
untrained eye as if the occupants were holding hands.
To offset the ergonomic inconveniences, aerobatics were permitted in the Airtour
115, so that the hopelessly underpowered machine could be described as 'sporty'.
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There’s always one exception
I liked to say that I could train practically anyone to fly, but Ray Soper was the
exception that very nearly proved the rule. During training for the Private Pilot's
Licence (PPL), student pilots can expect to fly their first solo after between 10 and
20 hours with their instructor, and it is a unique, unrepeatable experience which
most pilots remember for the rest of their lives. Ray took 40 hours before I felt he
could be let loose on the skies around Weston-super-Mare without my steadying
hand to rescue him if needed.
Pilots averaged 55 flying hours to complete the course and achieve their PPL. Ray
took 100 hours. I had to take my hat off to him for his dogged persistence. At his
passing-out celebration, he sidled up to me and in his trademark West Country
burr, said, 'Oi didn't want to tell-ee before, in case you did me any favours, but oi
used to floi Lancasters during the war!'
I was flabbergasted. Ray's aptitude for piloting was close to, if not actually, zero,
and no matter how large the interval had been, a tiny scintilla of basic skill or
knowledge of flying would have been noticeable. I thought he was fibbing, but it
would have been such a colossal lie that it might just have been true. All I could
muster was, 'Well, I would never have guessed!'.
That summer passed by happily but rather too quickly. I had made a lot of new
friends as well as acquiring the 500 hours instructor time that was needed which,
when added to the 200 I already had gave me the magic 700 hours necessary for
the Commercial Pilot's Licence (CPL). I had also passed a flight test and oral exam
to be upgraded to a Full Flying Instructor's rating.
So I hitched up the caravan and set off back to Norfolk, where I would set about
completing the remaining formalities which would enable the issue of the coveted
CPL. These consisted mainly of passing an exceedingly expensive, long (2.5 hours
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in the air) and exacting General Flying Test (GFT) as well as sitting and passing a
plethora of CPL exams. All of which I passed after a couple of minor resits.
Now it was time to find my first job as an Ag pilot.
First job as an Ag pilot
Continuing on the theme of breaking through the Catch-22 rule, I set about
sending letters out to every crop spraying outfit in the UK, and highlighting the
tailwheel experience which formed most of my initial 200 hours. I felt the
community of agricultural operators might smile upon me with those very relevant
skills. Amazingly, one of them did!
Mike Pruden, boss of Farm Aviation Services at Little Staughton airfield near
Bedford was the man who broke Catch-22 and took a chance by letting a rookie on
to his payroll.
Soon, I was whizzing up and down fields next to Little Staughton's runway in a
Piper Super Cub – a classic '40s tandem seater, high wing, fabric covered American
trainer/military spotter and crop sprayer. Mike was sitting behind me, offering
handy hints through my headphones. We were aiming to fly at a steady 60 feet
above the ground to demonstrate the perspective required for the spreading of
fertiliser, or Top Dressing as the farming fraternity call it.
Now, when I say fertiliser, I mean prilled pellets of ammonium nitrate, not the soft
and smelly stuff they chuck out of a muck spreader…
Up and down the field we flew at a steady 90 mph, each run about 15 yards further
into the field than the last, aiming to fly parallel with the cultivation lines and
allowing for the wind drift. At the end of each run, I was taught to roll briskly into
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a 45 degrees angle of bank turn and pull the aeroplane up and around into a
climbing turn downwind.
Why downwind? Many pilots would argue that is the more dangerous of the two
options, in terms of a potential spin, but, with proper training, you become
proficient at making that part of the turn safely. Then after only about 45-60
degrees, you reversed the turn back into the wind, which would take you through
around 240 degrees before you were aligned for your next run. It was called a 'Pturn' as the aircraft traced out the letter 'P' over the ground.
The trainee Ag pilot realises at this stage that during his career, he would be flying
thousands of such turnarounds and the P-turn would become his stock-in-trade,
the quality of which would determine the speed at which the work would be done
and the safety of the operation.
There was a popular myth surrounding these turns that some of the more daredevil
Ag pilots – to save time – would pull straight up at the end of a run then perform
a stall turn, cartwheeling the aircraft through 180 degrees using full rudder
deflection, then flying vertically downwards, feathering the dive as required to start
the next run without hitting the ground or ballooning back up again to end up too
high for proper application of the material. It took me many thousands of hours
crop spraying before I got even close to performing a stall turn at the end of a run,
but the hopper needed to be almost empty, as the all-up weight greatly affected the
probability of the manoeuvre's success. It would be a high price to pay if you
mucked it up, being so close to the ground.
Getting the permission
Generally, agricultural pilots inhabit a vertical space between ground level and
around 300 feet and become comfortable with seeing the world from this
perspective. This further divides into working heights of 0-150 feet and ferrying
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heights of 150-300 feet. Contrarily, the Air Navigation Order prohibits flight below
500 feet above ground level (agl) 'unless for the purposes of taking off or landing’.
To remain on the right side of the law, all crop spraying operators have to provide
the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) with an Operations Manual, setting out their
way of conducting agricultural operations in a safe and expeditious manner, a
complex application form and a cheque for an enormous amount of money.
If the application is successful, the operator is issued with an Aerial Operator's
Certificate, colloquially known as 'the Permission', because it was, in effect giving
us permission to break two essential rules; the low-flying rule previously
mentioned as well as the one that does not allow anyone to drop articles from an
aircraft whilst in flight. I always thought they (the CAA) had no sense of fun!
Mike told me that during each run I had to shout “spray on!” at the beginning and
“spray off!” at the end. This was to embed the habit of remembering to apply the
material that we were being paid to put on and not merely swanning up and down
fields at ridiculously low heights enjoying ourselves.
After I had flown several runs and demonstrated reasonable competency
performing the P-turn, Mike took control and showed me how to set about the
clean-up runs. As the name implies, these runs are flown free-hand, with no
markers, and are intended to place the agrochemical along areas previously missed
or given less coverage due to wind drift or obstacles. You would almost always do
headland runs across the line of flight to catch any raggedness by poorly judged
“spray on/off” announcements.
As Mike performed his artistry swooping down to fly along that headland then
pulling up at the end and blending a climbing-then-descending turn to place him
perfectly on this snake-end of the field which would have missed the main passes,
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I could see and feel through the aeroplane how much he still enjoyed doing this
work.
This is legalised hooliganism I thought just as Mike said, 'You have control – see
how you get on doing the clean-ups.'
Solo in a Pawnee
After a few flights with Mike in the Cub, he announced that it was time for me to
get checked out in the Piper Pawnee (PA25). The main challenge here is that the
Pawnee has only one seat, so the new pilot's first flight is also his first solo, and the
instructor – Mike – has to cover all aspects of the sortie to be flown in a very
comprehensive ground briefing.
The two main differences were first, the extremely high seating position for
improved visibility of the terrain immediately ahead which meant the pilot was
looking down over the long, pointed nose of the Pawnee and second, when it came
to the landing, you had to aim for a 'tail-down wheelie', as in the stalled attitude
(i.e. the normal landing attitude), the tail wheel would strike the ground first,
throwing the aircraft and its contents forward onto its main wheels from which a
messy bounce is quite a likely outcome.
To place all three wheels on the deck at the same time meant that the pilot had to
fly the aircraft onto the strip rather than the normal technique of holding off until
the plane ran out of flying speed and gently stalled on.
My brief was to get airborne, climb to the overhead and fly a series of manoeuvres,
culminating in a simulated engine failure and a practice forced landing onto the
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airfield. This was all to be performed under the watchful eye of the Type Rating
Examiner – Mike.
Nepotism? A little bit, but wholly practical in the case of a small, single seat
aeroplane. Not so acceptable in the case of certifying a new Boeing 747 crew
member.
Amazingly, I passed this rigorous test and was then legally permitted to fly the
Pawnee PA25-235, marks a,b,c and d for commercial purposes – and, most
importantly, be paid for it!
In reality, it was several days before I was actually sent out to apply chemicals to
crops.
There's an old saying in aviation that you can train a monkey to fly an aeroplane
but it takes a clever human to operate one. That said, in my case I was the monkey,
merely flying around enjoying myself, but to be a proper Ag pilot I was going to
need considerably more skill and knowledge than I possessed at that moment.
Getting paid to enjoy myself
Thus, I found myself flying up and down various fields adjacent to the runway as I
had done in the Cub, but this time without Mike to nudge me when necessary, and
applying water to the crop to give me the experience of flying the Pawnee at
diminishing weights as the load went down.
I was told to do this over several sorties, taking off with progressively increasing
loads until we reached the maximum permitted – roughly equal to 100 gallons or
450 litres, which would weigh in at just under 1,000 lbs.
And my goodness, what a difference! Empty, the Pawnee had an excess of power –
always a good thing in my experience as there are so many underpowered examples
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floating around. As the load was increased above the halfway mark, the handling
characteristics became more and more dreadful, with the aircraft needing to be
nursed around bigger and bigger P-turns, until it was more like flying a navigation
exercise than merely executing a 180 degree turn. Despite the hopper being located
very close to the centre of gravity, there was still a noticeable trim change with
decreasing load. This was easily countered with the highly geared elevator trim
lever.
So, with handling lessons learnt at different all-up weights, it was time to have
some (more) fun experiencing the dump facility. One hundred gallons of water was
pumped into the Pawnee's hopper, followed by an incredibly long take-off, a
staggeringly slow rate of climb and massive turns positioning to head back towards
the airfield for the show.
Apparently, watching a full Pawnee-load being dumped from the ground is an
awesome sight, for not only does the liquid take on the appearance of a huge white,
cloudy upside down speech bubble coming out of the bottom of the aircraft, but
the plane itself rockets upwards in its relief at suddenly being unburdened of its
cargo.
From the cockpit, the moment the dump lever is pushed fully forward, the pilot
feels the plane going up like a lift, but is unable to get much of a glimpse of the
ejected water. He just has to remember to push the stick forward to avoid
performing an involuntary loop and stalling…!
That done, I was deemed fit for purpose and assigned various 'easy' jobs. More
difficult jobs involved awkward landing strips or a profusion of wires in and around
the working area. Other hazards would include the proximity of any built-up areas,
sensitive buildings such as hospitals, sites of special scientific interest and so on.
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The seemingly peaceful, bucolic countryside viewed from the ground often
translated into a nightmare of 'must avoids' when looked at from the air.
Avoid unscheduled uphill landings
One potentially dangerous mission I was given early on was to apply fertiliser
granules to a field that was on a hillside. The problem was that the lines of
cultivation ran up and down the hill, not across it, and the fieldsman had placed
the marker flags across these lines. The only way I could treat this field accurately
was to fly uphill. The first run was going well enough until I realised that the
ground beneath my wings was climbing faster than my poor old Pawnee could and
was gradually getting too close for comfort. My only hope was that the rate at which
the aircraft was getting lighter would provide enough improvement to the rate of
climb to prevent an unscheduled uphill landing.
Sadly, this did not remedy the situation.
Dumping? With the spreading of granules, you are practically dumping anyway, so
that would not help much.
The only remaining option was to turn downhill. The aircraft was too close to the
ground to roll on any bank angle greater than about 5 degrees, so all I could do was
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take the 5 degrees and flat turn using rudder and holding off bank with opposite
aileron.
How I did not stall and spin – a trick I was destined to perform later – nor touch
the ground with some part of the Pawnee's anatomy I shall never know.
After what seemed an age of skidding round the bushes, trees and hedgerows, so
close you could reach out and grab them, the aircraft and I were pointing safely
downhill, airspeed building nicely to join my equally raised heart rate.
I completed the job by climbing ponderously away from the rising ground until I
was high enough to fly the next run downhill, and established a racetrack pattern.
It took ages longer than P-turning at each end, but it was worth it – a valuable
lesson was learnt that day.
Press-on-itis & motivating sheep
The routine was for the pilots to report to the ops office at the briefed time and
collect maps and paperwork for the day's work. The lorry driver/loader combo
would have set off much earlier to be in position, ready for the arrival of the
aircraft.
One morning, I set off from Enstone in Oxfordshire en route to a job near Swindon.
There was still some early morning mist clinging to the valleys, which was dense
enough to prevent a pilot seeing anything through it, so quite a few navigation
features were hidden from view.
If one is going to survive a career in aviation, there is the knowledge of a
particularly pernicious disease which is taught to all pilots; it is known as Presson-itis. The main symptom is an overwhelming desire to reach the destination no
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matter what obstacles may be put in your way, and the sufferer will use all his guile
(and even start taking a few risks) to avoid the dreaded turn-around.
So there I was, living the dream in my first appointment as an Ag pilot, flying along
in the smoothest of unruffled air you could wish for, the sun shining into the
Pawnee's cockpit out of a clear, blue sky and the beautifully tranquil mist covered
Wiltshire countryside rolling under the aircraft's long nose. But instead of feeling
one of those gorgeous, golden moments of pure bliss, I was deeply vexed, and in
the vice-like grip of Press-on-itis; I was by this time completely lost.
True, I had been flying a heading on the Pawnee's wobbly magnetic compass, but
I had omitted to note the time that I set off from base. Therefore I had no idea how
far along track we were.
I did the only thing I had left to me. Turn back? Not on your life. I dropped down
over some ground which was high enough to have avoided a covering of mist and
also had a road running along it and flew down the road until I could read a road
sign and work out where I was.
Fortunately, the landing field was not affected by the mist – I spotted our white
loading lorry which acted like a beacon, guiding me in. So, much to my relief I was
able to make an approach to the grass field… until I saw… sheep. Dozens of them
littered across the landing area. I was forced to perform a go-around and fly
another circuit, but the sheep had remained rooted to their spots, munching away,
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oblivious to the trouble they were causing me. I tried making a call on the radio to
the crew – no answer. What to do?
Again, I was forced to do the only thing left to me – land elsewhere? No. I buzzed
the landing area very low and fast at full power to motivate the sheep to vacate the
runway.
This worked a treat, so I racked the Pawnee round a very tight circuit and threw it
onto the ground before the sheep had a chance to return to their original places.
I joyfully taxied back to park next to our lorry, shut down and opened my window
with a huge grin on my face. Against all the duff cards I had been dealt that
morning, I had come through it all unscathed and ready to do an honest day's work.
I was still grinning like an idiot when the farmer arrived in his Land Rover.
“Look what you've done showing off with your beat-up,” he shouted directly at me,
pointing to a gaggle of sheep nearby. Realising this was serious, I clambered out of
the aircraft and stood on the wing root to get a better view of the scene that was
being pointed out. On close inspection, you could see that each sheep was trailing
an opalescent, reddish bag behind it. “Those ewes were all pregnant and you have
just caused them to abort their lambs prematurely, and we've lost the lot!” the
farmer added by way of explanation.
So, I went from hero to zero in my own eyes and in those of my loading crew. “I am
so sorry,” I blurted and attempted to explain that had I known they were in that
state I would not have used that tactic, that I was short of fuel and I had tried the
radio to no avail and felt that was my only option. I wanted to say that it was his
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fault for not clearing the strip as he had booked the work, but none of this was
going to placate him, and none of it did.
As it turned out, I didn't get into too much trouble with the boss, as he agreed with
me about the farmer's mistake of not clearing the field. Phew! Even so, little did I
know that I was only days away from an abrupt end to my crop spraying career….
Getting into a spin
The following week, I flew out from Enstone en route to a 95 acre top dressing job
from the disused aerodrome at Chipping Norton. A nice, easy, straightforward
piece of work very near the landing strip which had been a proper full length
runway once upon a time but now, although a fraction of the original length, it was
more like Heathrow than our more usual Hedgerow type of make-do strips.
It was a pleasant enough morning, but as I tootled along at 300 feet, I couldn't help
but notice a nagging feeling that I had forgotten to do something important.
I arrived at the site and taxied to the loading lorry, indicating to the driver that I
could take a full load. They obligingly slung a few more bags of Nitram into the
lorry's hopper and manoeuvred the vehicle's outstretched arm to hover over the
Pawnee's open lid.
The stuff cascaded into the fibreglass hopper with a loud swishing noise, and as it
did so, the lorry visibly rose on its suspension as the Pawnee sank on its bungee
damped undercarriage with the exchange of weight.
As soon as the lorry had backed away, I applied full power and accelerated slowly
down the concrete runway. Empty, the Pawnee will fly off at 55 mph, but with a
full load, the unstick speed rises to 80 mph. This gobbles up a huge amount of
runway, especially if the surface offers any rolling resistance, such as long grass. If
it is short as well, then the pilot has to calculate (or guess) the amount of
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agrochemical he can safely take without rolling off the end of the runway. If after
the first take-off he feels he could take a bigger load, then he waggles his wings
after becoming airborne which the lorry driver interprets to mean “one more bag
please”.
To be properly commercial, it is in the company's interests to get landing strips as
close to the work as possible and for the pilot to carry as large a load as possible.
As I continued to work my way through 190 bags of Nitram (19 trips at an average
of 10 minutes per flight would take just over three hours) I noticed that the wind
was starting to pick up. It was then that I twigged that the 'something' I had
forgotten to do was to check the weather forecast for that day. Unforgivable. A pilot
should never – ever – overlook checking the weather before flying and that is
exactly what I had not done.
If I had, I would have been aware that the wind was going to get up to around 50
knots by midday and it would be across the runway back at Enstone.
So, suffering from my daily dose of press-on-itis, I fought gallantly to finish the job
even though the granules were probably being blown into the next county. I figured
that the boss would be thrilled that the job could be invoiced, and it would probably
be the only job done today as all the other planes had not taken off. This would
make me a complete star in his estimation, reinforcing his wise decision to hire me
in the first place.
As I flew back to base, the plane was bucking like a Wild West bronco in the
turbulence from the gale force winds swirling round the Oxfordshire countryside
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and I tightened my straps as much as I could to stop myself bouncing round the
cockpit like a rag doll.
Then, at last Enstone swung into view and I lined up on the main – the only –
concrete runway.
Except I wasn't lined up – this vicious wind was blowing mostly across my flight
path and taking my eyes off the runway for a split second was enough to find I was
suddenly 100 yards off the centreline and really struggling to regain it.
I knew this crosswind was probably more than double the recommended
maximum of 15 knots for the Pawnee and I was struggling to stem the fear which
was threatening to flood what little rational thought I had left.
I could divert, but where? All the aerodromes I knew in the locality were wrong for
the wind as well, so if I'm going to crash, it's best I do so at the home base.
As the runway started to fill the windscreen, the long nose pointing about thirty or
forty degrees to the left of the centreline to counteract the colossal amount of drift,
my sense of impending doom was only getting worse.
I then had a bright idea; why not land across the runway? It was probably 40 – 50
yards wide, and the aircraft's speed over the ground would be so little as to be
practically hovering!
To reposition, I allowed the wind to blow the plane off the centreline to the right.
For this to work, I would have to touch down on the near edge of the runway, and
I was worried that the turbulence could pick us up and plonk us down too far across
the runway to stop before running into some debris along the side.
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In the end, it had to be a compromise – I would land diagonally across the runway
and thus 'enjoy' the best of both worlds – reduce the drift and have some length to
play with.
As with so many things in life, it is said that technique is everything, and it’s a
shame that I wasn't more experienced than I was at the moment of the touchdown.
The old hands – who would not have got themselves into this situation in the first
place – would have used the wing-down method of containing the drift and thus
touched down straight on the into-wind mainwheel and with sufficient speed not
to stall the plane onto the ground, making it extremely vulnerable to the capricious
air currents to have its wicked way.
The new hand only knew the stall-it-on method. So, as I floated diagonally along
the runway at about 30 degrees off centre, power off, nose still at some crazy angle
into the howling gale, I tried to pull off the beginner's textbook landing; kick the
plane straight just prior to touchdown by using a boot-full of rudder then hold off
with progressive back pressure on the stick until all three wheels touch the ground.
Incredibly, I pulled it off. In an unexpected lull just above the tarmac, the plane
followed my control input exactly as intended and we touched down in a
reasonably collected fashion. What the textbook did not cover was what happened
next.
Just as I thought it was all over, a gust of wind underneath the left wing physically
lifted it off the ground causing the aircraft to roll rapidly to the right.
Instinctively, I moved the stick fully to the left in an attempt to counter the roll and
keep things on an even keel. But the wind was too big to be overcome by a flimsy
little pair of ailerons, so the roll continued. With the right-hand mainwheel still in
contact with the ground, my prediction was that just after the wingtip struck the
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tarmac, the whole plane would cartwheel majestically across the airfield, shedding
bits as it went, eventually catching fire and bringing me to an untimely end.
So, I applied full power and hoped that I could fly my way out of trouble.
The aeroplane did obligingly leave the ground, but as the force of the wind shoved
us downwind, the illusion from the cockpit was that we had a healthy speed over
the ground to remain airborne, but a glance at the airspeed indicator told a
different story – not enough lifting air over the wings to avoid plummeting to earth
any second...
All my efforts to control the plane were hopelessly ineffectual and I soon realised
that I was merely a passenger – just along for the ride.
The textbook said that 'at too great an angle of attack, an aircraft's wing will stall,
then spin if the aeroplane is out of balance'.
The textbook is seldom wrong, because that is precisely what happened.
From a height of about thirty feet.
Right after the aircraft stalled, the left wing dropped and we completed about a half
turn of a spin before hitting the ground. The collapsing undercarriage and the
crumpling aluminium spreader which was mounted under the fuselage combined
to soften the blow, and the wreckage scraped along the rubble of a derelict taxiway
until it all shuddered to an uncertain stop.
Fearing an inferno erupting, I hurriedly unstrapped, threw open the side window
and swung myself out onto the wing root walkway then jumped the short distance
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to the ground. I sprinted away in case it all blew up, stopped at a safe distance,
turned on my heels and watched and waited for the bang which never came.
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Chapter 4 – Meeting Mac
In 1977, the year of my arrival at the Club, the Chief Flying Instructor (CFI) at the
Norfolk and Norwich Aero Club (NNAC) was Vietnam war veteran Mike McCarthy,
also known as Mac. Mac had welcomed me with great warmth and respect for my
500 hours instructing and 30 hours crop spraying experience and had taken me
onto his books as a Flying Instructor. Of slender build, Mac's hawk-like features
focused on you if you had something to say. He was very interested in the workings
of the human mind and was studying for a degree in psychology through the local
Open University scheme. These studies of his had noticeably increased the
intensely of the attention he was paying you as he calculated how much of a
psychopath you were. He was permanently at war with the Board of Directors over
the various ways in which they seemed hellbent on ruining the safety record of the
Club or bankrupting it.
My brief was that if ever I was conducting a check flight on any of the board
members – especially the chairman – not to pass them if they flew badly! One or
two of them did expect to be treated with great sympathy and generosity of spirit
because of their hierarchical position.
I had confessed to Mac how I had become persona non grata at Farmwork services
following my prang and had packed up my caravan and slunk off back to Norfolk
feeling thoroughly ashamed of my myself. In true Mac style, he said, simply: “They
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didn't recognise your true potential – anyone could have had that happen. More
fool them for letting you go!”
Of course, this was exactly what I wanted to hear, so Mac's psychology skills were
bang on the money. I went from feeling wretched, unwanted and unemployable to
respected and needed. What a nice man!
Mac insisted on introducing me to all the other members of staff; Homer the Greek
engineer, Ginny the admin lady and Dick Francis, Al Basin and newly-qualified
Brian Porter formed the posse of full-time flying instructors. Manning the ops desk
was a keen, young, 'total aviation' buff by the name of John Hoyte. Mac explained
that John was working for the club in exchange for flying lessons so that he could
fulfil his ambition of becoming a professional pilot. He seemed to be capable of
surviving on next to no pay as long as there was a steady trickle of flying hours into
his logbook and Pot Noodle on demand. This was a well-trodden path previously
walked by Brian Porter, who was about a year ahead of John.
Little did we know during that perfunctory meeting we would be destined to get
together over John's Aerotoxic Association project some 37 years later – and then
in 2016 to collaborate over this book.
In the months that followed, thanks to the warmth and kindness of the staff and
most of the student pilots, my self esteem was almost completely restored,
following the severe bashing it took in the wake of my accident at Enstone.
It also served to remind me that a Flying Instructor's rating was a real life-saver
when the chips are down and a pilot can't get a commercial job for a period of time.
Flying hours you have logged are everything in the aviation fraternity – it is the
question a pilot is asked before the interviewer even wants to know your name.
Instructing keeps those hours flowing in to the logbook, keeps the bank balance
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from straying too far south and keeps you in touch with what is happening in the
profession.
Even so, a lot of pilots with commercial qualifications will scorn 'going back' to
teaching people to fly. This strange snobbery can often return to bite you on the
nose in later years when the airline is looking for experienced First Officers to
promote to Captain. When they say they need you to have 'X' thousands of hours
as Pilot-in-command, where 'X' is a number greater than that which you have in
your logbook you might feel an urge to weep. If only you had done a bit more
instructing...
These days, John generously tells people that I taught him to fly. I actually only
flew some of his navigation exercises towards the end of his Private Pilot's Licence
(PPL) training, and some post-PPL instrument training, but I could see that he had
been well taught and was definitely CPL material.
Rebuilding my self-confidence
Towards the end of 1977, my self-confidence was such that I felt fired up enough
to have another go at getting a crop spraying job. Rather than flood the Ag flying
world with letters and CVs, I thought I would try to engineer an introduction.
Peter Charles (read the story of Peter Charles's agricultural flying career – Six Feet
Over) was a well-known North Norfolk based operator-pilot who used to come and
spray farmland close to where I lived on a regular basis. I made a point of going up
onto Massingham airfield where he flew from as often as I thought I could without
appearing to be stalking him.
Luckily for me, he turned out to be a kind and thoughtful man and quite keen to
help an enthusiastic apprentice Ag pilot get back into the saddle. So much so that
he organised two interviews for me; one at Pat Miller's base at Wickenby airfield
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in Lincolnshire, the other with Cliff Annis at Boston aerodrome, in southern
Lincolnshire.
I don't remember much of my somewhat rushed interview with Pat – I have a vague
recollection of being unsure as to whether I got a job or not.
By contrast, Cliff Annis offered me a position at Lincs Aerial Spraying Company
(LASCo) despite my confessed prang. “All spray pilots write one (aircraft) off
during their career – let's hope that was yours!” he said in response to my
revelation. Cliff was my idea of a proper boss – he had a plush office and usually
wore a tailored suit. He lived in a palatial property in nearby Algakirk. The property
was undergoing extensive renovations, and the young men who were hired to be
part of the gangs which marked fields and loaded the aircraft worked on these
renovations during non-flying days.
On first meeting Cliff, it was noticeable that he would shake hands using the
'wrong' hand. Some time later I heard the story about his most extraordinary
incident which left him with severe damage to his right arm and several broken
bones.
He had been flying his Lancaster bomber during the Second World War behind
enemy lines when the aircraft suffered massive damage from ground artillery,
which caused Cliff, as captain, to give the 'bale-out' order to the crew.
The sequence of events that followed are a little unclear, but the upshot was that
Cliff jumped out of the burning Lancaster either without a parachute, or with one
which was on fire. In either event, his descent was almost entirely unretarded as
he effectively free-fell the 20,000 feet to earth. To say his survival was a miracle
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would have been an understatement, as his fall was only broken by a collection of
pine trees and a greenhouse.
Smashing its way through dozens of branches, Cliff's body was being preserved and
damaged simultaneously, but when it reached the glass roof of the greenhouse, the
real harm was done as the jagged hole created by his impact shredded Cliff's right
arm as he passed through it.
Despite being in agony from his injuries, he still had the awareness to be astounded
that he had survived. The true gravity of his situation was to become clear shortly
afterwards when he was arrested and became a prisoner of war for the duration.
Although the Germans gave him hospital treatment for his injuries, it was quite
rudimentary and did little for his damaged arm. Cliff's time in captivity must have
been extremely unpleasant, made more so by the constant pain and discomfort he
would have suffered, but apart from the wrong-handed handshake, you would
never have known any of this unbelievable story had happened.
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Chapter 5 – LASCo
My training for LASCo was similar to that which I had received at Farm Aviation,
except the two-seater element was carried out in an Auster instead of Mike's Super
Cub. This was trickier in some ways because my mentor and I sat side-by-side
which meant the pilot was offset from the aircraft's centre line which in turn made
it harder to fly straight at markers and waypoints in general. There was a tendency
to follow a curve of pursuit which if uncorrected would give rise to gaps in the
application of chemical.
My instructor was Ken Harness, the company's Chief Pilot. Ken had worked his
way up from being a marker on one of the gangs through dogged determination
and use of his powers of persuasion, and was renowned as being one of the top Ag
pilots in the world. Ken flew for LASCo during the UK season then went to the
Sudan to work for the Swiss pharmaceutical company Ciba-Geigy, the earnings
from which allowed him to rebuild a damaged Pitts Special aerobatic biplane which
he flew with great skill and élan.
Soon, Ken sent me off in one of the company's five Pawnees and I repeated the
exercises I had done at Farm Aviation until Ken thought I could be given an actual
paid job to do. The differences between the two training experiences were mainly
cultural in that LASCo had a pilots' crew room and the new pilots spent a great deal
of time in there, with the opportunity to discuss elements of the work with vastly
experienced and skilful senior pilots. I learned a huge amount from these guys
because of the crewroom time, and also their willingness to share the knowledge
they had acquired over the years. By contrast, my time spent with Farm Aviation
hardly ever allowed conversations with the other pilots, and on one of the rare
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occasions I did manage to ask someone about the airspeed he used for top dressing
runs, he said, “I don't know – I've never really looked!” Great help!
I had been the fourth pilot to be hired by Cliff for the 1978 season, with Ken as
number one, Digby Goss, the other hugely experienced doyen of Ag flying at
number two and Dave Leatherdale as the other newbie ranked number three,
having joined the previous season as a pleasure flying pilot. LASCo also ran the
grass airfield at Skegness and operated several Auster aircraft giving pleasure
flying trips mainly to clients of the local Butlins holiday camp, and it was a
recognised route for would-be Ag pilots to get a toe-hold into the company, as Dave
had found out.
The fifth and last man in was American Chuck Michael. Chuck was very funny, and
his English wife Lesley became hell-bent on pairing me off with one of her single
female chums.
So, 1978 was to be my first proper season, and it passed with only a small handful
of incidents, one of which involved a set of power cables and another a tree, which
I will relate shortly.
The other major difference between Farmwork and LASCo was the marking
system. In order to cover the crop properly, it is important to know if any of the
field has been missed. To aid this, each run the pilot flies is marked either by static
markers (Farmwork's method) or by human markers (LASCo's method). Static
markers are small and hard to see from a P-turn, which sometimes forces the pilot
to have to go around and do it again. He also has to remember, then count which
one is next to be flown over.
This is very wearisome and distracting. A static marker also can’t rescue the pilot
from the wreckage following an accident, and it can't talk to concerned members
of the public who may be worried about the aircraft's presence at such low level
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and the ramifications of any chemicals drifting onto them or their property. But
they are the cheaper option!
A LASCo crew would consist of; the pilot, the ground supervisor, the lorry
driver/loader, an assistant loader and two markers. There were five crews, around
thirty crew members on the payroll, plus their vehicles – three vans and a lorry per
crew. Oh, and an aeroplane.
Watch out for the wires
My first significant incident occurred after a few weeks of top dressing, just as I felt
I was getting the hang of it (always a dangerous time). I was ferrying the aircraft
back to the landing strip empty to pick up the umpteenth load of the day, when, to
break the monotony I decided to fly at about ten feet above the fields and hedgehop my way to the strip. Then, to my horror, I looked up to see my windscreen full
of wires. It was too late to avoid them, but even so I hauled back on the stick and
still struck the 11,000 volt set of wires on poles.
My instinct was to throttle back and fly as quietly and inconspicuously as I could
to the sanctuary of my landing strip to avoid anyone thinking I was the culprit.
First set of wires down – but also many valuable training lessons to be learnt from
it. For example, at the moment of impact with a set of electricity cables, there is a
loud bang and an immediate loss of around 20 mph of airspeed. If the plane flew
wings-level through them, the pilot would probably live to fly another day, if he
flew through with any angle of bank, the aircraft would cartwheel and he would
probability die in the wreckage and ensuing fire.
If you have emerged unscathed as I did, the bad news eventually comes in the form
of a very large electricity bill!
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And trees!
The second incident happened on the first run of a summer's day when I was still
half asleep. The sky was blue, there was a light breeze behind me and the
temperature was still cool. Almost perfect, but I would have preferred the wind to
be across the field which would avoid spray drift obscuring the windscreen.
My marker was actually the ground supervisor – nicknamed Poz – and he was
standing under the bough of the only tree in the field, which just happened to be at
the end of this first run. It could have been a sycamore or even an oak, as it stood
about 30-40 feet high with a rounded canopy.
It wasn't that I had not seen it – I was probably slightly mesmerised by it as it
became bigger and bigger in the windscreen. I suddenly thought I had better pull
back on the stick to clear it, but I had neglected to factor any allowance for the
tailwind.
Just as this important fact dawned on me, the aeroplane smashed through the top
of the tree.
The Pawnee's construction is by necessity simple, strong and light. A welded steel
tube frame defines the shape of the fuselage and provides enough strong points
from which to hang the engine and attach the wings and tail feathers. The lifting
surfaces (wings and tailplane) have aluminium spars supporting ribs and the whole
assembly is covered in dope-shrunk fabric, as is most of the fuselage.
This works well all the time the aircraft is not crashing, but if and when it does
crash, the flimsiness becomes apparent to all, but mainly the engineers tasked with
repairing the machine and returning it to service as quickly as possible.
On this occasion, I nursed the aeroplane back to Boston aerodrome whereupon the
engineers swarmed all over the thing. I disappeared into the crewroom tout suite
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to escape all the ribald comments that ground-based sensible folk usually reserve
for crazy fly boys.
With the underside of the wings latticed with gaffer tape and a new spray bar fitted,
she was good to go in under 30 minutes, so off I went back to the field-with-a-tree,
which I managed to finish without further incident.
When the day's work was over, my supervisor, Adrian (Poz) Penniston drove into
the yard where I was washing out the aircraft and came over for a debrief.
“What happened on that first run?” he asked.
“I hit the only tree in the field,” I replied.
“Yes, I got that – but how come?”
“Oh, the tailwind had more effect than I anticipated. I hadn't really got my eye in.”
He nodded wisely then told me about the incident from his own point of view.
Unnoticed by me, Poz was standing under the bough of the tree, chatting with one
of the farmhands (FH) where the conversation ran something like this:
FH: “Does he (the pilot) ever hit anything?”
Poz: “Nah – never – he's a very good pilot.”
Bang on cue the aircraft flew through the top of the tree sending a shower of twigs,
leaves and small branches raining noisily down on both of them.
“I didn't know what to say to him,” Poz told me, “So I just shrugged and moved on
eighteen paces to the next run.”
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During that first season, the new pilots – Dave Leatherdale ('Leathers') and I –
were trusted with progressively trickier landing strips and more sensitive
treatment areas.
The strips were graded A, B and C in order of difficulty 'A' being like Heathrow, 'B'
like 'A' but restrictive in length or width or obstructed in some potentially harmful
way. The 'C' category was like 'B' but with two or more restrictive factors
interplaying with each other.
For example, the disused railway line running north out of Spalding was a class C
strip due to its uneven surface, its narrowness, the six foot drop-off each side – and
if that wasn't enough, a water tank on brick plinths on the line itself to restrict the
length of the take-off run.
LASCo used the part of the track to the north of the water tank and one or two other
spray companies flew off the track to the south of the tank. To make things really
exciting, two operators would sometimes fly from both the north and the south
tracks, so each pilot had to be aware of the position of the other before departing
or arriving back to land.
In good company
On one occasion, I had arrived at 'our' strip, having noticed another Ag plane on
the southern strip. I taxied down to the water tank, turned around and got out with
the intention of wandering down to have a chat with the other pilot about our
combined operations. As I approached, his aircraft – a Cessna Agwagon – swung
its nose towards me and started to gather speed, the angry growl of its engine
getting louder rather too quickly. Having nowhere else to go to avoid being struck,
I jumped down the embankment as the Cessna's wing passed over my head.
Sensing that something was not quite right, I scrambled back up onto the track and
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watched the diminishing plane heading towards the water tank, its wheels still
firmly on the ground.
Well before impact with the tank, I remember thinking 'he's not going to make it',
and the pilot must have had the same thought, as his aircraft started to turn to his
right, perhaps in the hope that on leaving the ground he would pass cleanly to one
side of the tank. Nice try, but the plane did not come unstuck and instead of
levitating, its wheels obediently followed the contours of the embankment
downwards, off the track until the starboard wing-tip struck the ploughed field and
performed a slow motion cartwheel, shedding wings and tail feathers. Even the
part of the fuselage aft of the cockpit broke on three sides, hinged on the fourth
side back on itself such that when all the parts of the recently intact, functioning
piece of wondrous equipment, the pilot could open his window/escape hatch and
reach out and hold the rudder in his hand. I noticed a sudden, eerie silence
descending as the mechanical cause of all the racket was now deceased.
Running towards him, I noticed that there were no signs of fire, and the engine and
bent propeller were laying several yards up the line, well clear of the wreckage. On
my arrival, he muttered an audible expletive, wearily clambered from the cockpit
and said to me, 'Doubtless you'll read about this in the paper tomorrow,' and
wandered down to meet his groundcrew.
My theory was that he was carrying too much payload, had just refuelled, and the
headwind had swung round just enough to be that well-known last straw. A
salutary lesson in load management.
Another class C landing strip was Johnny Morris's at South Kime, Lincolnshire,
which was a straight-ish, concrete runway which passed through Johnny's
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farmyard. Whilst this strip was long enough at 600 yards, it was extremely narrow,
being a mere one foot wider than the Pawnee's undercarriage track.
Other factors were; the wall to the right of the runway with a tall, immaculately
trimmed hedge seemingly perched on top of the wall, was 18 inches from the
plane's wingtip during take-off, so you had to keep straight at all costs. There was
a pond close and to the left of the runway, which was inhabited by a grumpy, onelegged swan and there was also a wire across the runway.
All these factors combined to make this set-up quite nerve racking for the sprog Ag
pilot.
Recalling my first take-off from Johnny's strip, as I opened up the throttle and
concentrated like crazy to keep straight, dancing on the rudder pedals so as not to
slip over the grass verge and into the pond on my left and not to catch the righthand wingtip on the wall/hedge combo the other side, my heart was racing, the
adrenaline was coursing through my veins and my senses were heightened almost
beyond usefulness. And where was that swan – I half expected to see him hopping
across my path, hellbent on losing his other leg and wrecking my aeroplane.
What I did not know was that I was destined to have an incident there some nine
years later which I’ll relate in a future chapter. Up until then, I survived dozens if
not hundreds of take-offs and landings without coming to grief, so I was doing
something right, I suppose.
Learning when not on the job
During those first three years, the work kept me quite busy, but there were many
non-flying days when all the pilots would sit in the tiniest crew room imaginable
which was brilliantly placed behind another corrugated building whose undulating
wall you could view through the only window. Frustratingly, we could not see out
over the runway and beyond to get any idea if the weather was deteriorating or
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improving. As a result, a management team member would often burst into the
smoke-filled room in high dudgeon, saying, 'Come on you lot, haven't you seen –
it's a nice day now – and there's work to be done!'
The upside from all those hours spent in the crew room, was the massive amount
I learnt, mainly from Digby Goss on subjects as diverse as; how to solve cryptic
crossword puzzles, the performing arts (he had been in a repertory company as an
actor), understanding odds and form in order to bet on the horses (he was a regular
customer of the local bookies) and sometimes we talked about crop spraying
techniques.
It was all good stuff. I still do the Telegraph crossword, but have hardly ever won a
bet on a horse!
During the first three years of working for LASCo, I decided that as part of my
Grand Plan to have my own crop spraying business I would buy a plot of land, build
a house there and sell it at an enormous profit in order to fund the start-up.
I was lucky enough to find a plot in a small village in the Lincolnshire Wolds near
Horncastle, which was a quarter of an acre and included a pond – perfect! I then
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had to set to and design my dream house, apply for planning permission, get
quotes, hire builders and so on.
Several months later, I was below broke financially as my budgets had been
substantially violated coupled with the 'unmissable' offer of purchasing a further
half acre directly behind my new house.
During this time I had become formally separated from wife and I had been
introduced to two of Lesley's (Chuck's matchmaking wife) friends. The first date
she set up for me was alright, but no chemistry.
Then Lesley said, “Well, you simply have to meet Lyn, my friend from Australia –
you will love her! She's coming over here for six weeks in a couple of weeks' time.”
Despite my misgivings, I must admit she was right – the date with Lyn was the
exact opposite of the first one and we really hit it off.
We began a relationship during which she seemed to morph from being a sweet,
loving angel to an angry, fire-breathing dragon. While I am sure that in some way
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unknown to me I must have played a part in this change, our tryst was destined to
finish with her returning to Oz some two and a half years following our blind date.
Getting out of a bad patch
At the time of Lyn's departure, I was going through what euphemistically could be
described as a 'bad patch'.
Both my parents had died within a year of each other, my white elephant of a house
refused point blank to sell and my finances were in a permanent state of meltdown
furnishing the mortgage, loans, overdraft and shell-shocked credit cards.
But at least I had my freedom back and I could better concentrate on earning my
way out of trouble.
Almost immediately my fortunes seemed to change; I had a buyer for the house, I
met a lovely lady who was the complete antithesis to the previous incumbent and
I felt closer to my holy grail of having my own business.
I had been flying for LASCo for six years by the time I was ready to make my move,
but my relationship with the company had been fantastic at all times. They were
sympathetic if I screwed up and congratulatory for a job well done. It was also my
good fortune that LASCo chose that precise moment to lay off two pilots, and as
Chuck was not planning to stay, for the four remaining pilots it was a case of good
old LIFO – Last In, First Out, which meant that I was in line for a small but useful
redundancy pay-out.
I needed all the help I could get, as I had had to let the house go for a knock-down
price, and take my buyer's house in part exchange to complete the deal. Mercifully,
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I was able to sell that one fairly quickly and actually showed a small profit, so a new
phase of my life was about to begin….
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Chapter 6 – Apple Aviation is Born
I do enjoy a good list, the best part being crossing out items as they are achieved.
When Apple Aviation was no more than an idea floating around in my mind, it was
the list of things needed to set up the business that bonded my idea to the real
world.
Here is an extract from that list:
Agricultural aircraft
Van
Lorry with large water tank and hydraulic gantry and arm
Aerodrome
Office
Hangar space
Loads of other stuff, but you get the drift...
The money I had in the bank following the house sale was not enough to buy an
aircraft outright, so I decided I would have to hire one. Likewise the aerodrome,
office and hangar space could all be rented.
Then there was the location – where to base the business was crucial to the plot.
In my experience, I had felt that there was a gap in the coverage from other
operators in the Peterborough area. I was already familiar with Sibson aerodrome,
having dropped in there a few times before, so I paid them a visit. Within the hour,
I had struck a deal with the airfield manager whereby I had an office and a hangar
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space for the outrageous amount of £10 per week each! 'Oh, and by the way, that
gives you full and free usage of the aerodrome,' the manager added as an
afterthought.
What a gift that deal was – it was one of those slightly soppy 'it was meant to be'
moments that people bang on about, but this really was the enabling device that
allowed me to dare to think that the business could actually come into being.
The next piece in the jigsaw was to persuade Poz to leave his in-laws' fish-and-chip'
shop somewhere on the Norfolk Broads and become Apple Aviation's Operations
Manager.
We had worked so well together during those six years with LASCo and trusted
each other implicitly – despite the tree incident – and, above all, we shared a zany
sense of humour which was always guaranteed to make things better after
something ghastly had happened.
So, my second gift was Poz agreeing to come and join me. Now I really was
committed!
Committed!
By this time, I had a flimsy arrangement with another small, Lincolnshire based
spray company designed to secure a Pawnee for the 1984 season. It was flimsy
because although the owner had agreed to lease the plane to me for 50 flying hours
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at £60 per hour, there was no guarantee that I could keep it beyond those 50 hours,
nor that I could have it for the whole season if I used up less than 50 hours.
Nevertheless, my only option was to hand over a cheque for £3,000 to my
namesake, Bill Lawton, Sprayfields' boss in order to have the most important tool
for the job.
Bill was a classic Yorkshireman of sizeable proportions, usually sporting a tan,
camel-hair, gangster coat with a black velvet collar and a large cigar seemingly
screwed into his face, directly under his moustache.
I did have enough left to buy a van and an ancient Bedford 3-tonner which had the
lifting gantry I needed, but the huge water tank would have to be added sometime
before the spraying season.
All the office furniture and equipment was bought second hand, but until we could
afford to take on a secretary, we were going to need an answering machine. Huge,
typewriter-sized reel-to-reel tape decks, were outrageously expensive to buy, so I
rented ours from Ansaphone for an eye watering £800 per annum – up front.
While all this procurement was going on, I had written (I should say copied
Sprayfields') Operations Manual as part of the application to the Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) for the granting of the Aerial Permission, which was necessary for
the legality of our company.
Needless to say, the application was accompanied by another large cheque.
The telephone line was installed into our new office which was on the side of the
main hangar where the parachutists trained, and I managed to obtain the easily
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remembered number Elton 777. I regarded this as a minor victory which would
undoubtedly give the firm a little bit of kudos amongst our customers-in-waiting.
By now, having added up all the costs so far, I was sweating a little, as we had yet
to find any actual work for our new service to tackle in order to generate some
income, so that issue suddenly found itself at the top of the priority list. We made
appointments for Poz and me to visit the main agrochemical suppliers to local
farmers, so that they could recommend Apple Aviation to their customers as they
saw fit.
As we trawled round them, they all gave us the impression that they were happy to
put Apple on their books and refer farmers to us as required. One of our keenest
supporters was Mark Simpson of R.J. Farmspray Ltd, with whom we were destined
to be partners in another agrochemical supply enterprise.
Pleased with our efforts, we retired back to the office to wait for the phone to ring.
So convinced were we that they (the chemical companies) would be fighting over
our services that if we left the office even for a few minutes, we would make a
beeline for the Ansaphone to check for messages.
As 1984 passed from January into February, the only calls we had were from
companies trying to sell stuff to us, and as March shaped up to be unusually wet,
we were convinced that farmers would be fretting about getting fertiliser spread
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onto their crops and getting advice from their chemical suppliers to apply by air.
Soon we would be inundated and struggling to satisfy the heavy demand.
Still that wretched phone remained obstinately silent. I even asked someone to ring
the ironically memorable Elton 777 to check the line was still intact.
It was.
“Right, that's it,” I announced one rainy day, doing my best Basil Fawlty
impersonation. “I've had enough of this silence. Let's pay all the local farmers a
visit and cut out the useless middle men!”
Waiting for the phone to ring
It is actually quite challenging tracking down working farmers in the pre-mobile
phone era. You had to drive round fields and try to intercept them while they are
in their tractors or Land Rovers. We learnt to visit them just after dark, when they
were back in the farmhouse having a well-earned cuppa.
It was a huge effort, but even then, the telephonic silence prevailed.
To add to my frustrations, one of the unwanted calls Apple's office received was
from Bill Lawton, informing me that he was going to sell 'my' aeroplane as soon as
possible, but not to worry because I could have first refusal. He was asking £15,000
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for it – but anything more than a fiver was going to be tricky for my ailing business
to find.
I frantically checked the small print on our agreement – there wasn't any. I checked
the large print – this situation had not been covered nor agreed to, so I was stuck.
Then a brainwave hit me – I'd heard of marine mortgages for buying boats, so why
not the equivalent for the purchase of an aircraft?
I rang round a few places and ended up talking to Lombard Finance, who said they
didn't do mortgages on aircraft but they would lend up to two-thirds of the
purchase price – £10,000. I assured them that I had the other £5,000 and
immediately rang my bank. “I've got £10,000 for this essential item – would you
lend me the other £5,000?” I asked the manager. Just a little bit naughty, but
desperate times need desperate measures.
To offset the extra misery of saddling myself with a £15,000 debt, the slightly good
news was that Bill had to knock the £3,000 I had already paid off the purchase
price of the Pawnee, so when all was said and done, I ended up with my own
aeroplane sitting in the hangar and £3,000 in the bank! I had to chuckle.
The reality was that money would soon be gone unless we got some orders, and I
didn't have a plan to cater for the possibility that we may go bust.
When the Great Hope finally materialises, it so often comes when you are least
expecting it; meeting a future partner, being offered a job… or getting your first
order.
Our first order
So it was with my fledgling business. One moment Poz, Allan (new lorry driver)
and I were stuck in our daily ennui, trying to be doing something 'useful', and the
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next, the phone rang and instead of someone trying to sell us something, it was
Trevor Buxton. Trevor was farm manager of a large local estate, and he was ringing
to ask if we could 'fit him in' for 1,000 acres of top dressing.
FIT HIM IN… in just those three words, Trevor had epitomised how I wanted my
business to be – fitting customers in and providing a great service for them. I told
him it would be tricky, but we would squeeze him in somehow.
As first jobs go, this was a whopper – at 100kgs per acre, I was going to have to fly
100 tonnes of Nitram fertiliser from three or four different landing strips. As the
Pawnee can only carry half a tonne per flight, that would require 200 trips.
On the upside, it would put £6,000 in the bank and Apple Aviation would be
solvent for quite a while, so it had to be done – no two ways about it!
It proved to be a terrible job. The whole reason for hiring us was the unusually wet
conditions on the land, which meant that if we operated from grass or 'soft' ground,
we suffered the same as the ground machines, with the possibility of the loading
lorry and the plane slithering into each other. Inevitably three out of the four strips
were grass.
At first light on the allocated morning, a procession of tractors and long trailers
rumbled down the approach lane to the airfield. Each trailer was neatly stacked
with dozens of white, 50kg bags of fertiliser. Watching this, I suddenly felt the
enormity of what we were about to do. Could we walk the talk? This was it – the
moment of truth was upon us.
As far as our own preparation was concerned, we had notified the local police, the
military and Uncle Tom Cobbley and all by phone. The ancient lorry was parked
outside, ready to go, as was the marker van, and the Pawnee was just outside the
office on the grass. Poz, Allan, and a young lad we had hired called Steve – he would
be the bag 'chucker inner' – were all sitting in the office in a high state of readiness.
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I was outside, chatting to the foreman about the positioning and sequencing of the
trailers.
When everything was in place, I stuck my head round the door of the office and in
my finest BBC announcer's voice shouted 'scramble, scramble!'
All four of us walked excitedly to our respective vehicles and five minutes later we
were all back in the office, morale down on the floor.
What can go wrong...
The Pawnee wouldn't start. The lorry started, but produced a massive hydraulic
leak when Allan tried to deploy the loading gantry, and the clutch failed on the
(relatively new) Ford Escort van.
I looked at their glum faces and thought. 'Well, that's that then. We cannot deliver
on this job and we are finished – washed up – kaput – goodnight sweet Prince...'
Instead, Poz rang Eric, the agricultural engineer and I went to see the interestingly
named Fearnley Lynn, our resident aircraft engineer. Within an hour, all three
vehicles had been fixed, morale restored, and we started work with gusto.
As predicted, it was grindingly slow, difficult work and it stretched the crew and
challenged Poz and I to bring the full weight of our experience to ensure the job
was done safely and at the same time retaining commercial viability.
We used a combination of a grass paddock, running onto and across the East of
England Showground car park as a combination runway when the other strips were
too waterlogged and cut up (by us) to use for a day or two.
With weather delays and repositioning, it took us two full working weeks to exhaust
the seemingly never ending supply of ammonium nitrate. But when it was over, all
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four of us were in need of some rest and recuperation – which we were not destined
to get...
Far be it from me to suggest that farmers are lemming-like, but the sight and sound
of the mighty Pawnee buzzing round the Cambridgeshire countryside seemed to
trigger several other local farmers into ringing Elton 777 to book their top dressing
work with us. The next few weeks saw us flat out in our quest not to let any of our
new (they were, of course all new) customers down.
The volume of work fully justified hiring a secretary, so that put us up to five
members of staff.
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Chapter 7 – From Strength to Strength
After the labour intensity of top dressing, changing the spreader for spray gear
heralded a transition to easier, more profitable work which, being flown very close
to the ground carried its own intrinsic dangers.
At the top dressing height of 60 feet, the aircraft is above most trees and wires on
poles, but not those attached to pylons.
At spraying height of zero to six feet, you are below… everything, so the survivalist
pilot has to fly under, round and over these obstacles to avoid damage and injury.
It is not enough to look out of the windscreen for wires – you have to keep a mental
map of where they all are in relation to the treatment area to avoid one
unexpectedly popping up.
Due in part to our track record from the top dressing weeks, farmers who had used
us and were pleased with the service were all potential spraying customers too. So
it was pleasing when they did book summer work. Our local chemical rep, Mark
Simpson was starting to play a bigger part in bringing business to us, and he would
always turn up at the strip to help and advise us on doing an even better job!
Despite the lack of 'elf and safety we were very safety conscious, we usually found
something amusing to laugh at, and I remember that Mark would always come to
talk to me while I was being reloaded with chemical mix. I often kept the engine
running to save the starter motor, and he would chat to me through my open
window, which placed him directly in the prop wash. He would always say, 'There's
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a hell of a breeze today!' which, after the first time was only funny because you
knew he was going to say it.
Even though Fearnley (the engineer) and I scheduled the aircraft's servicing
intervals so as to cause the least impact on the spraying programme, we were
caught out quite badly on one occasion.
Only one Pawnee?
During a check, Fearnley received a Service Bulletin from the Pawnee's
manufacturer, Piper which made it necessary to replace a flexible high pressure oil
pipe. Apparently there was a risk of bursting if left unchanged, with catastrophic
consequences for potentially seizing the engine.
The problem was that we couldn't find such a pipe – anywhere. So one had to be
made up by an authorised organisation.
While all this was going on, my money making machine was stuck on the ground
and the customers were beginning to bother us with queries about an ETA for
completion.
It was this that made me realise how dependant we were on one piece of machinery
and how vulnerable we would be if it went wrong – or had an accident.
I needed to cover that eventuality with a cunning plan...
With the dodgy oil pipe replaced, we managed to complete our first spraying
season without incident and showing a healthy profit.
That was until I decided to buy another Pawnee.
An end-of-season Pawnee is worth less than a start-of-season equivalent, so it
made sense to acquire another aeroplane then and use the off-season to ready it
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for the following February. This purchase would achieve my aim of not being prey
to accident or maintenance problems in 1985. An added bonus would be having
the potential to launch a second team if the work overwhelmed us.
It was LASCo that supplied my second aircraft, which meant it would be in tip-top
shape requiring minimal maintenance during its first year. Because Apple Aviation
had had such a wonderful first year, I could afford to buy the new plane for cash,
electing to leave the debt running with Lombard (it was 'cheap' money) on the first
plane.
It was October before the transaction could take place, which coincided with the
crew out at a strip a mile-and-a-half east of the A1 near Huntingdon. It was a top
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dressing job which was only part completed when the aeroplane had been pulled
off line for a service check.
This was a perfect time to fetch the new aircraft and fly straight to the Huntingdon
work.
So Poz drove me to Boston, I handed a cheque to Cliff Annis and then wandered
out to the hardstanding where my new mount was being refuelled by one of the
motor mechanics.
The early marques of Pawnee had a fuel gauge comprising a perspex bubble on the
top of the fuel tank which was worryingly situated between the pilot and the engine,
with a float needle indicating the fuel contents which lay beneath.
Reg the mechanic dutifully and carefully squirted avgas into the plane such that
the fuel level coincided with the maximum allowed on the gauge.
I thanked him, jumped in, started up and took off en route to the Huntingdon strip.
On the face of it, all Pawnees look the same, but there were actually four different
marques, with nothing much to choose between the PA25 A, the B and the C
models. The D model was the result of the US Federal Aviation Authority (FAA)
insisting the manufacturer reposition the fuel tank into two wing-tip tanks to
minimise the risk of fire in the event of a crash. Having flown the D model
extensively whilst at LASCo, my main observation would be that when there is fuel
in the tip tanks (when wouldn't there be?), the aircraft is noticeably slower to roll
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into a tight turn and much harder to maintain on an even keel when encountering
turbulence.
Some of the roughest air could be found directly above wooded areas, so the D
model was shunned by the pilots if working around any woods.
Apple was spared this dilemma as both planes were C models, and I was guilty of
the self-indulgence of basking in my own glory as I flew southwards in my new
aeroplane for which I had just paid cash!
On arrival at the Huntingdon strip, I was straight back into work mode as the lorry
and its outstretched gantry swayed towards the aircraft laden with half a ton of
Nitram fertiliser. I heard the usual loud hissing sound as millions of the white
granules transferred from the lorry to the aircraft and rattled into the fibreglass
hopper immediately in front of me.
Then the uncoupling ceremony as the lorry backed off while the plane was gunned
to full power and surged forward down the strip and almost out of sight before it
clawed its way into the air where it belonged.
They were quite quick trips, and I flew a few more loads onto the target area before
indicating to the lorry driver that I would like to refuel on my return. The standard
signal for this was to simulate operating a wobble pump, which, on this occasion
the lorry driver acknowledged with a nod of his head.
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Now, where to park that new Pawnee?
Off I went again, still proud of my latest acquisition, spread the load onto some
winter wheat and flew back towards the strip. Approaching the A1 with the grass
runway in sight a mile and a half beyond, it’s not hard to guess which was the first
word to come out of my mouth when the engine stopped, and the Pawnee started
to glide – straight towards the A1 arterial road.
I did briefly consider landing on a traffic-free length of the dual carriageway, as the
adjacent fields all looked way too small and inhospitable.
From experience, I knew that if the cause of the stoppage is fuel starvation and the
propeller is windmilling, most aircraft piston engines will, after a couple of heartstopping seconds, give a short, sharp burst of power before finally quitting.
Sure enough, the Lycoming's 235 horses came back from the dead just long enough
to waft the plane a few precious yards over the A1 where a large stubble field
presented itself to me.
After a half-decent landing, I climbed out of the cockpit, muttering something
about The Good Lord smiles on fools and drunks and unscrewed the fuel filler cap.
On shaking the aeroplane to-and-fro, there was no sloshing noise and no visual
sign of any fuel. The gauge read one quarter full (or three-quarters empty for the
pessimists out there), so that was a bit of a rotten trick. I had previously thought
that all LASCo's aircraft under read, i.e. on the safe side – this one being the
exception that proved the rule...
I then walked purposefully over a small rise to the strip on which the ground crew
was expecting me to land. As no-one had seen (or heard!) the Pawnee land, the
groundcrew, Allan, Poz and one of the farmhands, were all deep in conversation as
I came into their field of view. One by one they swung around and spotted me
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walking towards them minus the aeroplane. Their slack-jawed astonishment, was
quite funny in a sitcom sort of way.
Before anyone could find any words, I said, 'The bad news is that I've just run out
of fuel and the aeroplane is in a field, but the good news is that I have found a
landing strip closer to the work!'
Mercifully, the aircraft was undamaged, so a top-up of fuel was all it needed to be
flown out of the field and onto the strip from where I carried on until the job was
complete.
As the fuel gauge was of the float-and-wire sort, we carried out a scientifically based
re-calibration by bending the wire until it read zero when the tank still had two or
three gallons remaining.
For the following two seasons – '85 and '86 – the two planes acted as back-up for
each other, and while there was a cost penalty, it paid off several times over when
the working unit needed any prolonged maintenance.
We chose the end of the 1985 season to hire a film crew to make a very low budget
promotional video of our work. You can view that film through this link.
The work rolls in
By 1987, the volume of work had increased to the point where we needed another
pilot to operate the second aircraft. The parachute jump plane pilot, Paul Havard,
was the obvious choice as we knew him to be a great tailwheel pilot and a good
team player. His training was going well and he was close to being allowed to
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perform some paid application work, when he was offered a job flying a jet airliner.
So that was that.
We advertised for the position and received one reply from a pilot who shall refer
to as Richard. Despite having a laugh like a hyena, we took him on and I started to
train him using a borrowed 1946 Auster (side-by-side seating) which was based on
a private strip at Ropsley Heath in Lincolnshire. From its appearance, I was slightly
concerned about the airworthiness of this craft. It had been standing outside all
winter and in all weathers, but the owner assured me it was a 'goer'….
After draining gallons of water out of the fuel system of this ancient machine and
scraping the ice off the wings and tailplane, we climbed in. Then some brave soul
hand-swung the propeller many times before there was any sign of life from the
engine. We sat there for a long time, waiting for the 130-horse Gypsy Major to
warm up, eventually taxiing down the hill, turning into wind and performing the
engine run-ups and the pre take-off checks.
I suppose that I was using the trip not so much as a training flight, but more of an
audition. Having obtained my own PPL on an Auster, I recall my instructor saying,
'If you can fly one of these, you can fly anything!' My feeling was that if Richard,
the new pilot could fly this wreck, then he could probably be trusted in a Pawnee.
It should be noted at this point that the strip not only curved around to the right in
a banana shape, but it also came supplied with a noticeable upward gradient when
taking off to the west.
It was unfortunate on this bitterly cold winter's day that the westerly wind was of
a sufficient strength to determine that the take-off direction would have to be
uphill. Following the application of full power, the old ship accelerated painfully
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slowly up the grassy hill and Richard did a reasonable job of ruddering the plane
to keep in the middle of the arcing centreline.
The application of forward stick is normal practice with a tail wheel aircraft during
the initial phase of take-off in order to get the aeroplane into the flying attitude as
soon as possible to minimise drag and maximise lift. That done, with sufficient
flying speed, the pilot then eases back on the stick to coax the aircraft into flying
off its mainwheels.
Except in this case, Richard kept full forward stick applied beyond a time when the
plane should have left the ground.
Having gently mentioned to him that he should start applying back-pressure – 'pull
back, you moron, pull back!', I instinctively grabbed my own stick (directly
connected to his) and started to pull it back while he actually increased the forward
pressure on his. At this stage, it could be seen that the combination of my pulling
and his pushing was resulting in a stalemate as the Auster clung stubbornly to the
last few feet of usable grass surface. I think it might have been a combination of my
elbow in his stomach and a herculean pull on my joystick, but the old girl rose like
a reluctant phoenix just missing the rough ground of the overrun and saving us
from certain disaster.
Although technically airborne, due to the rising ground beneath us, we weren’t out
of the woods yet. In fact on the present heading, we were going to fly into the woods
which ran across the top of the ridge ahead.
At this point, no-one in the plane knew exactly who was flying it. A casual observer
might think that we were both flying it as we were both clutching our respective
joysticks and we were both trying to push the single, centrally placed throttle
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through the instrument panel in the vain hope that we could squeeze an extra
horsepower or two out of the grumbling Gypsy.
We needed to turn away from the woods but to apply bank would result in the lower
wing striking a tree or some power lines.
As I had been in this situation before in the top-dressing-uphill near miss incident,
I felt I knew what to do. So I shouted across the cockpit for us to rudder the Auster
round a flat turn to the left. This we both did, and the old aeroplane's nose
obligingly tracked slowly along the tree-lined horizon as the fabric-and-dope skin
panted with the sideways airflow acting on it.
Then there was a loud bang accompanied be a rush of Arctic air into the cockpit as
one of the sliding perspex side windows popped out of its runners having given up
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the ghost against the relentless pounding of the unequal air pressure from the
drastic manoeuvre the poor old Auster was being forced to perform.
Once out of danger, I gave full control back to Richard while I allowed my racing
heart to slow down to a more normal rhythm while he tootled up and down a
preselected field practising some top dressing runs.
Then it was time to call it a day and see my student attempt a landing back at
Ropsley.
I admit it was asking a bit much of Richard to land the Auster (tricky at the best of
times) on an uphill, curved grass runway, so when we did arrive with a bump and
sideways lurch, I felt he had done a reasonable job.
Overall, I didn't think he would be ready to be let loose with a gang and a Pawnee
on his own for quite a long time and therefore would not be of sufficient benefit to
Apple Aviation to justify hiring him.
As the season hotted up and it looked more and more likely that we would be
needing to launch another Pawnee to cope with the work, we were very lucky to
secure the services of Digby Goss (main author of ‘Under the Wire’) who was,
predictably, a pleasure to work with and turned in an incident free mini-season
which definitely boosted our coffers.
I, on the other hand, had two near misses; one which was easily repaired and the
other which was not.
They say that the most dangerous trips for a working Ag pilot are the first and last
of the day, but I would go one step further and say that for me, it was the first few
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minutes of the first flight (remember that tree?) and the last few minutes of the last
flight.
This makes perfect sense to me, as during the early moments of the flying day, the
pilot is getting back in the groove, recalibrating heights, distances, relative speeds
and wind effects amongst many others, and in the case of the last part of the last
trip there is a tendency to let one's guard down and cruise on autopilot, thinking
about the evening ahead – a date or a pie and a pint – or all three.
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Chapter 8 – Fire and Ice
I have already described the strip at South Kyme – the narrow concrete roadway,
slightly staggered as it passes through the farmyard, the 18” proximity of the
hedged wall to the wingtip and the one-legged swan. This is the scene for the next
tale.
It was a bitterly cold March morning in 1987, the mercury showing minus 6 degrees
Celsius, and my crew had arrived at South Kyme to continue a top dressing job
which had been started the previous day and abandoned due to a strengthening
wind.
In the interests of saving expensive flying time, the Pawnee had been left in the
farmyard overnight, as had the loading lorry. Poz and I arrived at the strip in his
van and Neil in his marker van dropped Allan – Neil's dad – off at his lorry. Poz
and Neil then left in their respective vans while Allen and I prepared our machines
for action.
The wind was flat calm and the sky was that dark blue ultramarine of a new
morning which had only just risen from its slumber. Checking round the aircraft,
and noticing a thin covering of ice, it occurred to me that its mostly white colour
scheme rendered visual detection almost impossible and that you had to feel for
the ice with your fingers.
I must confess that I was wholly ill-equipped for these semi-arctic conditions – I
had no gloves or hat – just my standard pilot's winter uniform of Chelsea boots,
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jeans, shirt and anorak. The summer version was the same combination minus the
anorak.
Neither did we have any de-icing liquid nor scraping or brushing tools. Instead, I
used the back of a comb I carried to remove the ice from the top surfaces of the
wings.
At the risk of stating the obvious, I should mention that any ice present on an
aircraft will adversely affect its take-off and flying performance as it adds to the
weight and the drag and reduces the amount of lift available. All in all, a very bad
thing is ice.
By the time I had finished, Allan had, to his great surprise, managed to start his
lorry and was lurking in his cab, getting nice and cosily warm. By contrast, I was
chilled to the bones, having scraped most of the ice off the vital surfaces and faffed
around fumbling oil and fuel filler caps off to check contents, then faffed them back
on again. I could barely feel my hands as I climbed into the cockpit and started the
engine.
Then I discovered a film of ice on the inside of all the windows, meaning that I
couldn't see out at all. So I fished out my credit card and used the edge of it to curl
the frozen stuff off the perspex onto the floor of the cockpit. 'At least it's good for
something,' I reflected ruefully, my bank balance being exhausted after a long
winter.
Half an hour later I felt that the aircraft and I were sufficiently warmed up to start
work, so I slowly taxied forward and presented the rear left quarter of the plane to
the front of the lorry with the hopper lid open, as an invitation for Allen to give me
the first load.
The strip was 600 yards long and had seldom been restrictive on the aircraft's
weight. This, combined with the low ambient temperature of that day had caused
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me not to worry about taking a full load straight away. After all, we were running
late with the job and needed to get to the next one tout suite.
I trundled the Pawnee with its half-ton of Nitram slowly towards the end of the
'runway', spun around and completed the checks before opening up the power and
commencing a careful take-off roll. Keeping the fuel gauge bubble on the nose in
line with the yellow-dashed line painted down the middle of the roadway ensured
wingtip clearance from the hedged wall on the right and that the plane's main
wheels, seven feet apart, would not wander off the eight feet wide hard surface and
into the pond.
Stick firmly forward to get into the flying attitude as soon as possible to minimise
the drag, through the farmyard, right stick to roll the plane onto the right wheel to
confirm you almost have flying speed which also serves to lift the left wheel off the
grass (remember the staggered runway factor?) and then ease her off the deck
entirely.
That is what should have happened.
Instead, the tail came up far later than expected and the plane refused to roll onto
the right main-gear – all indicative of a slower than normal acceleration.
With about 150 yards of runway remaining, I glanced at the RPM gauge which
showed maximum allowed, then at the airspeed indicator, which read a steady 70
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mph. I had no idea what was wrong here – everything appeared normal – other
than the speed.
Knowing when to dump
A fully laden Pawnee needs 80 mph of air over its wings to lift off, so I had to
decide: dump and carry on or dump and abort the take-off?
As both options involved the word 'dump', I moved the dump lever forward, as I
decided which way to jump. If I abandoned the take-off I would not be able to stop
in time to avoid rolling into the ploughed field. This lay immediately after the
concrete surface ended abruptly like a diver's spring-board into a brown, hard sea
of curled over, glistening, wave-like soil.
By default, I continued the take-off, hoping that the farmer's helpful innovation of
providing an upward facing lip to the end of the concrete (a similar concept to the
Harrier ski-jump arrangement which helped those amazing war planes carry a
greater weapon load to the enemy during the Falklands war) would get us unstuck.
I knew that the fertiliser granules would not actually dump as rapidly as the word
implies. Indeed, if I had been carrying spray liquid, the load would have
disappeared in seconds, and the plane levitated, Harrier-like and been saved from
what I now faced.
Just before rolling up the end ramp, a glance at the speed showed 75 mph – still
not quite enough, but no choices left in the bank. When I hit it, the ramp imparted
a barely noticeable amount of up-force, and as the plane sank slowly back towards
the ploughed ground, I knew I was going to be very lucky to get away from this
worsening situation.
I was caught between a sod and a sod of a hard place; if I pulled the stick back too
much in my effort to avoid hitting the ground, the wings would stall and the plane
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would hit hard, dig its main wheels in and probably nose over onto its back, catch
fire and roast me. If I didn't pull the stick back enough, then we would strike the
surface with a glancing blow and perhaps somersault over the main wheels as
before and roast me.
As I juggled the stick between too much and too little back pressure, trying to find
the sweet spot, the aircraft started to drop its right wing in an involuntary roll,
which I knew from the Enstone accident heralded a spin. I relaxed the back
pressure and squeezed on a small amount of left rudder to counter the roll. This
seemed to do the trick – until we dropped the other wing and in correcting that,
we hit the ground and flying was no longer an option. We crossed a dyke, which
took the undercarriage off, saving me from somersaulting, and came to rest right
side up.
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Knowing when to dash!
Wary of a potential fire, I unstrapped, opened the side window and clambered out
onto the wing root. With no undercarriage legs, it was a short drop from the wing
leading edge onto the ground. Noticing flames licking from underneath the engine,
up and round the cowling, with the word 'roasting' still firmly at the front of my
mind, I decided to make a dash for it.
Sprinting away from the burning wreckage, I was brought to a sudden and
unexpected halt, whereupon I realised two important things: The first was that I
still had my headset on, and the curly cord had run out of curliness which brought
my head to a halt while my legs kept going. The other point of interest was the
presence of a sheet of ice on the top surface of the wing, melting in the warmth of
the newly risen sun.
Flinging my expensive headset into the wreck, I continued my run past the wingtip
to a safe distance and stood and watched for the explosion. I always enjoy a
firework display so I wasn't going to miss this!
In the event, the plane burnt as a bonfire would, no explosions just a steady spread
of flames accompanied by a loud sizzling sound as what I guessed was the
ammonium nitrate fertiliser liquefying in the inferno.
If ever we needed a spare aircraft, it was then!
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A colossal electricity bill
An end-of-the-day incident took place on the last run of the last flight of a 10-hour
flying day, operating out of Sam Raby's grass strip near Huntingdon. The strip runs
up (or down) a fairly steep hill, so 99% of the time, you have to take off downhill
and land uphill, positioning the loading lorry at the bottom of the hill. The wind
would have to be far too strong for spraying to be carried out before you would
even think of taking off uphill.
To make the uphill landing even more exciting, there is a line of 250 foot high
132kVa National Grid pylons running across the approach path, which, if you want
to clear comfortably, you have to make a dirty dive or sideslip to get down to the
runway threshold.
I was just coming to the end of a 1,000 plus acre job flown from Sam's strip when
I set off with the last load at about 6pm. The weather was great – blue skies and a
gentle breeze and I was coming to the end of a long and tiring, but satisfying day.
On the third-to-last run of the last field, I dropped down early to fly under a set of
wires on poles which ran along the headland of that particular field. I had also
switched on my landing light to indicate to the marker that he could pack up and
go home – I would finish the field off on my own.
I made the return run, under the wire at the end, pulled up and flew the final Pturn of the day and eye-balled the last run by a fence which delineated the field
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boundary. It must have been a combination of fatigue and distracting thoughts,
but my mistake was to forget the presence of those wires.
I dropped down onto the crop as if the wires weren't there, moved the spray lever
forward and was suitably brought back to reality by the loud bang, the deceleration
and the sudden loss of airspeed as the wires impacted the front of the Pawnee.
Over the years, agricultural aircraft have evolved an array of protective devices to
preserve the pilot and keep the plane flying. Nine times out of ten, the propeller
will chop the wire(s) and allow the aircraft to pass through and stay airborne,
usually some 20 mph slower than before. If the wire does get past the propeller
and over the aircraft's nose, a deflector bar is positioned up the centre of the
windscreen. This was fitted to take the wire over the pilot's head and keep him
alive. It then became apparent that a steel cable was needed between the cockpit
roof and the top of the fin, as the deflected wire, having missed the pilot would
unceremoniously chop off the tailplane, which would cause the plane to crash and
burn, and probably kill the pilot. Wire cutting strips were also welded to the leading
edges of the undercarriage legs in case the wire passed under the nose and survived
the propeller.
In this case, I guessed that the wire had been chopped by the propeller as I worked
the controls to track a steady course back to the strip and reclaim some of the lost
airspeed. There would almost certainly be some damage to the Pawnee which I
would need to assess before flying it back to Sibson.
Cursing my luck (and my own lack of vigilance), I was brought out of my depression
by a sudden onset of vibration through the airframe accompanied by a very loud,
machine-gun type pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa brouhaha.
Through the fog of my fatigue and self-pity, I twigged what was causing the ruckus:
the spray pump fan. In all the excitement, I had omitted to close the spray valve,
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so we were still spraying after the wire strike. When the spray liquid is exhausted,
the pump runs dry and becomes noisy which signals the pilot to apply the fan brake
and prevent the pump from destroying itself.
Sure enough, the simple act of applying the fan brake restored relative peace and
quiet to the cockpit and I continued towards the strip, hoping for minimum
damage to the plane.
For some strange reason, I instinctively climbed the Pawnee to transit back at 600
feet instead of my usual, lazier 300 feet. Positioning on the approach, I made
myself fly over the big wires with even more clearance than normal. Once over
them, I had to place the Pawnee in a steeper than normal descent to stand a chance
of getting down to make a safe landing.
I really didn't want to go around again.
At this point, I felt a nerve-jangling tingle pass briefly through the airframe and I
wondered if I was trailing something...
Just before touchdown, I noticed a pall of grey-black smoke rising from a bonfire
that Allan had lit by the side of the runway in order to burn the empty chemical
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containers. After landing, instead of swivelling round and taxiing back to the
loading area, I stopped on the runway, shut down and got out.
What I saw made my jaw drop.
Under the propeller spinner, embedded into the nose-cone was a thick copper wire
which extended rearwards, under the wing and coiled about 300 feet along the
runway.
And there was one the other side as well, so there was a total of about 200 yards of
the stuff attached to the aeroplane.
I signalled to Allan to come up the runway to give me a hand, and as he took in the
scene, he said, 'It's incredible what some people will do to steal some copper.'
I had to laugh despite myself. Then we set about trying to extract the wire from its
new home under the Pawnee's front end.
Just then, eight emergency vehicles arrived on the strip, flashing an array of
different coloured lights. They were all there, Police, Fire, Ambulance, Doctor,
Uncle Tom Cobley and all, and they were all geared up for a major incident
involving many casualties.
So they were very surprised (and a little disappointed, if we're honest) to find that
there was nothing for them to do. I did ask the policemen how they got to the scene
so quickly, and he told me that a motorist had seen the aircraft pass above the big
pylons, apparently striking the top wire (he saw a puff of smoke there), the plane
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dropping rapidly to the ground and the plume of dark smoke rising from the point
of impact.
Luckily, the motorist was one of the few people to have a carphone, so he made the
999 call and here they all were….
Amazingly, the damage to the plane was minimal – the dent in the nose-cone and
a scorch mark on each wing – and I was able to fly it back to Sibson to be properly
repaired.
On arrival, I was met by the aerodrome manager who told me that my little
entanglement with the National Grid had cut 100,000 homes off in and around St
Neots, but most had been quickly restored. This was bigger than I thought.
Obviously the houses in the village near where I had been spraying would be off
power, but the whole of a town the size of St Neots?
Knowing when to drape!
Re-enacting the incident with Poz, I realised that the wire I had been trailing had
draped itself over the big wires as I flew over them. That explained the intense
tingling I felt in the plane at the moment of draping, and it was that which knocked
100,000 houses off their electricity supply. Then, as the system is designed to selftest – typically following a lightning strike – it found no residual short and
switched them all back on again.
The next day, we received a call from Sam Raby who told me that they had found
two coils of copper wire underneath my flight path over the National Grid wires
estimated at about 100 yards each!
All-in-all then, I had been towing about a quarter of a mile of cable behind me.
Thank goodness I had flown higher than normal, Lord knows what a path of
destruction might have produced otherwise. And how the plane managed to fly
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with the sheer weight of all that copper is a testimony to the Pawnee's tractor-like
ruggedness.
The postscript to this saga came many months later in the form of an electricity
bill. It was a normal looking Eastern Electricity (EE) bill, but it read:
To replace wires in the Spaldwick area..............£2,162.23
There was something inherently funny about this, but I was relieved that EE had
not found any damage to the Grid after all and was not charging(!) me for anything
over and above the local wire strike.
There was also some interesting debate with an EE technician around my claim
that I had felt that tingling referred to earlier pass through the aeroplane as I flew
over the Grid.
'Impossible,' he said. 'You would only have felt something if the electricity could
find its way to earth.'
I am still convinced that the current did pass along one of the trailed wires, through
the airframe then down the other trailed wire and back into the grid. In the
meantime, the wires I had been towing had been melted on impact with the Grid
and at that point we suddenly lost the two lengths which fell to the ground.
Whenever I look back on this incident, I am in awe that I survived it and am still
around to tell the tale…

Chapter 9 – Difficult Decisions
In 1988, we were starting to see a downturn in the demand for our services and I
was thinking of giving myself a break from aviation by starting another business.
This was going to be a Corporate Fitness Centre and I was going into partnership
with a good friend of mine, Malcolm Beese. We had both been passionately
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interested in personal development for some time so we set up office inside
Barnsdale Country Club which was idyllically positioned on the north shore of
Rutland Water.
Regarding Apple Aviation, Poz and I felt that the business could support one of us
but not both, so we agreed that he would purchase it from me, but I would sell the
Pawnee as it was my property and he would hire one from LASCo as required. He
would hire me back if he was short of an experienced Ag pilot.
The new venture started slowly, as we were selling a new concept to big businesses
such as BP, Thomas Cook, P&O and Norwich Union, and they were naturally
sceptical. Malcolm was our sales and marketing guru and he did well to persuade
these huge corporates to try us out.
Even so, I needed to do some flying work as I wasn't drawing much from the Fitness
Centre, so I did nip off from time to time to do a bit of spraying for Poz, which was
more fun than when I was responsible for the whole show.
By the end of 1990, we were just beginning to reap the rewards for our persistence
– the overdraft was huge, but it was stable and reducing and we were anticipating
being in the black by the end of '91. Then we really let our imaginations run amok
by planning to franchise the Corporate Fitness brand to suitable candidates.
Naturally, we would need a company helicopter to get round all of them in quick
time!
If only...
Big dreams
In February 1991, it all went pear-shaped. All our big 'whales' (as Malcolm called
them) pulled the plug. The recession which we had been studiously ignoring was
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really beginning to bite, and all four companies' accountants decided that our
services were not 'bottom line effective' and had to be axed forthwith.
Malcolm and I had an emergency meeting and, realising that no customers equals
no income equals no business, we decided to pack up and stop trading.
After licking our wounds, I went back to Norfolk and found some flying instructing
work at Shipdham near Dereham and Malcolm looked for a sales job in his old area
of expertise – industrial cleaning.
I really enjoyed the following two to three years, as I had cheap accommodation,
no family to look after and the best variety of flying I could have wished for. Here's
a flavour of my aeronautical menu from which I could pick and choose as the mood
took me:


Teaching ab initio, instrument, aerobatics and tailwheel conversions on all
the usual club aircraft but also a Piper Super Cub, a De Havilland Chipmunk
and an occasional Tiger Moth.



Display flying for Sandy Topin's Vintage Aircraft Team in an ex-RAF Jet
Provost and getting practice in the Team's Vampire Mk 11.



Crop spraying for Apple in a Pawnee and passing my seaplane rating on
Loch Lomond in a Cessna 206 Amphibian.



I also learnt to fly a Wallis Autogyro under the great man's tutelage, where
my first flight was my first solo, as the craft only had one seat.
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Overseas adventures
At the end of 1993, I was ready for another adventure, and my old RAF pal Roger
McGowan invited me to base myself at his place and go exploring. Where was his
place? Kuala Lumpur, the Malaysian capital.
Whilst over there, I did attempt to get some work for myself as I really liked the
lifestyle – and I actually enjoyed the heat. I tried to sell the Glasgow based seaplane
(in which I had a share, but it wasn't making any money) to a Malaysian company
who were planning on building the Dornier Sea Star under licence and starting
some commercial routes with the 10-seater twin engine flying boat. I had suggested
to them that for a relatively small outlay, they could purchase the Cessna
Amphibian and employ me to fly it and operate it for them. I suggested that we
could run it from Kuala Lumpur to Lake Toba on Sumatra as a proof-of-concept
trial.
They made encouraging noises, but never actually bought the aircraft – or me.
Another missed opportunity was the offer of an Ag flying job, applying around five
thousand tonnes of urea fertiliser on huge expanses of palm oil trees in Borneo.
The Pan Malaysian Spraying Company's Chief pilot had actually offered me the job
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but then disappeared and no-one at their offices could – or would – acknowledge
that they had heard of me nor tell me his whereabouts.
Whilst waiting for these opportunities to materialise, I resisted the temptation to
stay in KL and get drunk every night by organising tours for myself of Malaysia,
Indonesia and Thailand. All of which were much enjoyed.
After six months of this, I decided that I should return home, upgrade my
Commercial Pilot's Licence to an Airline Transport Pilot’s Licence and get a proper
flying job.
Back on home turf
Back in the UK, this was going to be easier said than done. The ATPL written exams
would take the rest of the 1994 spring and all the summer to study the 15 or so
subjects then sit the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA's) exams. I was destined to pass
them all except Flight Planning, which was ironic I suppose having been
extensively (and expensively) trained as a navigator once upon a time.
The really expensive part of the ATPL is the Instrument Rating – I estimated it
would cost between £5,000 and £8,000, but I couldn't afford anything
approaching that amount. But I was in it up to my neck already, so I took out a
Student Loan for £5,000 and presented myself at SFT (Simulated Flight Training)
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at Bournemouth/Hurn Airport with the full intention of not leaving until I had an
Instrument Rating in my pocket.
A lot of my fellow students were also there on a shoestring budget, and one of them
was particularly vociferous about the risk of not getting a first-time pass, and how
that would wipe him out financially and he would be unemployable and and...
Remembering an old Corporate Fitness adage, I said. 'Life is risky – you won't get
out of it alive!'
That shut him up for a while.
The great thing about SFT was they made the experience fun but exacting and
created an atmosphere of calm, structured learning which I thought was brilliant,
and I really blossomed under their culture.
Their system was sympathetic to the cost burden of the trainees in that you 'flew'
the simulator, which was relatively inexpensive, for as many hours as you needed
to take you to the standard where you would start to benefit from flying the real
plane. The School used twin-engined Piper Aztecs which were at the cheaper end
of the spectrum, and the simulators were exact replicas of the aircraft.
Come the day of my test, in common with most of the other impoverished
candidates, the cost of failure was unthinkable. (But if you did think about it, you
were looking at around the £1,000 mark for a training flight, a further fee to the
CAA and the cost of the Aztec for the hour-and-a-half retest).
In the event, I went a fraction outside the centreline limit on the Non-Directional
Beacon (NDB) approach when close to the runway, so I ended up with a Partial
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Pass. This meant I only had to fly the departure and one more NDB approach to
convert the Partial into a Full Pass.
Mercifully this short flight went well and I was awarded my dream piece of paper
– an IRT Pass. I drove back to Norfolk that Friday evening – a journey that took
about 9 hours in the rush-hour traffic and still managed some celebratory
champers on arrival.
Airline Transport Pilot’s Licence – pass!
Once back home, I returned to Shipdham to keep flying and earning, but eager to
put my brand spanking new ATPL to work and try to recoup some of the cost of
getting the wretched thing. I started trawling through the Flight International
magazine's situations vacant columns.
That exercise resulted in getting hired in the post of Chief Pilot at Caernarfon
Airfield in North Wales for the 1995 season. From the flying point of view, it was a
peach of a job, as it offered so much variety; teaching, pleasure flying trips round
Snowdon and the Menai Strait, banner-towing, charter work and archaeological
surveying to name but a few. Best of all was operating the DH89 Dragon Rapide, a
1940s twin-engine biplane fitted with 8 passenger seats. As there was only one
pilot's seat, the training pilot had to occupy the front, right-hand passenger seat
and shout instructions through the open bulkhead into the flight deck.
It was a real privilege to be entrusted with this incredible piece of aviation history,
and I made sure I handled it with love and affection, but not being afraid to use a
firm hand if needed!
Towards the end of that year it became apparent to me that I couldn't afford to live
on the salary I was receiving from Air Atlantique (who had bought the airfield and
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the businesses on it from Snowdon Mountain Railway) and with the admin side of
the job becoming increasingly irksome, I felt it was time to move on...
...to a three week fact finding mission to Zimbabwe and into South Africa.
Time for more overseas adventure
In Zimbabwe, I visited a few airfields looking for work, and at Charles Prince
Airport was offered a job flying Beech Duchess twin-engined planes in and out of
safari strips and when I wasn't doing that, I would be spraying with an Air Tractor
Ag plane.
It looked like another 'perfect' job but for one small point; it was awful pay – again!
The salary was in ZWD, Zimbabwean Dollars, and it was not enough to pay my
meagre standing orders back home, so I had to – reluctantly – turn that one down.
My foray into South Africa was to visit a friend of mine – Tim Oglesby, who had
been in the Bethlehem area for a few years with a crop spraying and fire bombing
enterprise. There wasn't a job for me, but I learnt a lot about his set-up.
Home again and back to my bolt-hole – Shipdham once again, where I decided to
start a Flying Instructor Course (FIC) school within the existing flying training
establishment. In parallel with this, I also ran a Commercial Flight Test training
course which was necessary for pilots to have before embarking on the FIC
training. This new enterprise went quite well, with the income being just about
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survivable. Prior to being allowed to do this, I had to upgrade my Flight Instructor's
ticket to an FIC Instructor's rating.
FIC Instructor’s Rating Exams
This had to be done with a CAA examiner, and I drew Captain Dickie Snell down
at Bournemouth. I took the opportunity to ask him to renew my aerobatic
instructor's rating as well, the significance of which will be seen later.
I faced an in-depth oral examination (more pain than any dentist could inflict), to
include a pre-flight brief on a flight exercise of his choice, give him a 40 minute
lecture on a previously notified groundschool subject and then be grilled on general
knowledge around all the other groundschool topics.
Then there was the flight test, where he would occupy the 'student instructor's' seat
on the right, and the candidate (that is of course me) in the left hand seat.
Confusing? More of that coming up...
The ground-based testing proceeded reasonably smoothly, with the lecture out of
the way and the pre-flight brief (which needed to be a demonstration to a trainee
instructor) delivered. It was when the slightly built, wiry and fiercely intelligent
Dickie (I had been warned about this) started to ask questions (playing the part of
a smart-arsed, know-it-all student) that the going got tough. No sooner had I
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stumbled my way through answering one of his awful questions than he would ask
another, digging deeper and deeper into my severely eroded bank of knowledge.
Apparently I 'scraped' through that phase but now it all hung on the flight test, so
no pressure, then...
During his briefing as to how the flight would be conducted, he gave further
evidence of his enormous intellectual capacity by offering me the following
information:
'On this flight, you will need to understand all the role-playing we will be
performing.
There will be eight people in the cockpit, and you and I will play their parts as
follows:
I (Dickie) can be (1) the student pilot or (2) the student instructor or (3) the FIC
instructor or (4) myself – your examiner.
'You can be (1) the FIC instructor or (2) the student instructor or (3) the student
pilot or (4) yourself – the candidate! We will need to be very clear at all times
who is who.'
I caught myself about to say 'we could always look it up in the Who's Who guide'
but to my credit I managed to resist the temptation.
When that flight was completed, we would have to change planes and strap into a
Pitts Special for my aerobatic instructor's renewal test, so it was going to be a long
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day for me and judging by Dickie's occasional look of exasperation, an equally
onerous one for him as well.
The first flight consisted mainly of Dickie telling me to 'show me how to demo
Straight & Level Part One' and then 'Climbing at Best Rate' and 'Stalling Part One'
and 'an incipient spin' and many more. Often he would then have a go himself as
the trainee instructor and make mistakes which I was expected to pick up and
correct. To be honest, during this flight, I did find the role-playing tricky, and I
would sometimes morph into the 'wrong' person, but again, I muddled through
somehow.
By the time we shut the Piper Warrior down outside the School, I was well and
truly done for. Dickie said nothing about the flight as we tucked into our sandwich
lunch, but I felt a distinct foreboding.
Soon, we were in our tandem seats in the Pitts Special for the last bit of the ritual
humiliation – me in the front and Dickie in the rear cockpit. I had to remind myself
this was entirely at my own request and I could just as easily back out and do it
another time with an Examiner who was not in the full-time employ of the CAA
and therefore not as tricky as Dickie.
But the 260-horse Lycoming was ticking over and I was tightly strapped into the
little biplane and we had just been given take-off clearance so we were past the
point of no return.
As the plane was privately owned with Dickie as a named pilot, he performed the
take-off and the eventual landing, so all I had to do was a few manoeuvres whilst
giving him the 'patter' (running commentary) to teach an imaginary student the
techniques. It was actually great fun looping and rolling, stall-turning and spinning
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such a responsive, powerful aeroplane, and Dickie seemed to be relaxed and
enjoying himself.
'This one's outside the syllabus, but it is fun to do,' he announced over the intercom.
‘Heard of a Porteus Loop?'
I knew this to be the figure which had been exemplified by Auster's Chief Test Pilot
Ranald Porteous in the early 1950s in the Auster Aiglet. It was actually known as
the Avalanche, but the RAF adopted it as the Porteous Loop. Dickie was ex-Air
Force.
'Yes,' I replied.
'Right – I'll show you one, and you can demonstrate it back to me.'
With that, he pulled us up into a normal loop, then, when almost at the top, he
applied full into-spin controls; stick back to the stop and full left rudder. The
aircraft performed an exaggerated roll with a sideways force which he stopped with
the wings dead level but inverted. He then completed the loop.
'You have control!' he shouted.
I took control, waggling the stick to show him that I had indeed got it and
attempted to reproduce the figure as Dickie had flown it.
The loop went just fine, until I tried to do the one-turn spin, or 'flick'. The poor old
Pitts lurched sideways then kept spinning until I managed to stop it with the wings
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vertical instead of horizontal. This effectively ruined the manoeuvre, so I gave it
another go.
By the third attempt, I had it nailed, and with a rallying cry of, 'I have!' Dickie took
control and gyrated our way back to base.
Once out of the cramped cockpits, we strolled to the School for the debrief of the
whole day. I knew I hadn't done the best FIC test ever, but I felt I had regained a
few brownie points by doing the Pitts sortie.
Sure enough, this is what was in Dickie's mind too. Apparently the ground school
and the flight were 'marginal' but I had shown some real talent during the
aerobatics. On that basis, overall, he felt he could pass me in the knowledge that it
was the academia and my nerves that had let me down somewhat and once out in
the field, all would become good with experience. I was so glad I went through with
the Pitts flight after all.
My new qualification started to pay off, with a steady trickle of would-be flying
instructors coming to Shipdham for my FIC courses. But it was to be the next year,
when, due to an acute cash flow crisis I found myself looking for more lucrative
employment, that my combination of teaching qualifications won me the job I
needed.
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Chapter 10 – Hanging up my Headset
So, it was in early 1997 that I started work for Cabair at Cranfield as a Commercial
Flying Instructor and as one of their few FIC instructors, earning more than I had
for a very long time. Cabair also trained me to be a Multi Engine instructor on their
Cougars which would serve to boost my hours on these aircraft to a level which,
with another useful dollop of serendipity, would play an important part in the job
I would do next.
In the meantime, I had married Anne, whom I had met on a fly-in from Shipdham
to Old Buckenham where she was working in the refurbishment of that airfield
project. She had managed to get a job as one of the professor's PA at Cranfield's
MBA College. As soon as we had accumulated enough cash, we bought a house in
Great Massingham, Norfolk, which would serve as a holiday let until such time as
we could live in it ourselves.
Two-and-a-half years after joining Cabair, during one of those rare moments spent
in the instructors' crewroom, I watched a Jetstream 32 twin-engined turbo-prop
taxi in and park just outside our window.
'Neat little plane,' I thought. 'Wouldn't mind a go in one of those'.
Two uniformed pilots soon emerged from the rear entrance, and I felt sure I
recognised one of them as having been an instructor I worked with at Caernarfon
– Ned Coakley. I made my way out of the Cabair building and intercepted the pair.
It was Ned and he did remember me, so we shook hands and went inside to have
a chat.
It transpired that he and his chum, fellow captain Dave Richards, were working for
a new incarnation of the old Eastern Airways, based at Humberside Airport, and –
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get this – they needed pilots to start a new Norwich to Aberdeen route… and…
would I be interested?
On the basis that airline flying was mostly boring, automated flying, where a pilot's
life was dictated by a gang of teenagers working in the airline's ops department, I
had, up to that point avoided such aeronautical purgatory. However, I was
persuaded that this start-up route could be quite fun, especially as I would almost
certainly go straight into the Captain's seat.
The interview was short and sharp, with, as predicted, the offer of a direct entry
Captain on the Jetstream 32, based in Norwich, to start as soon as possible as pilot
number 13.
This meant that Anne and I would be able to move into our new house in Norfolk
and not have to bother with the holiday-let phase. So, not one, but two dollops of
good luck came my way the day that my old mucker Ned Coakley taxied up to the
instructors' crewroom at Cranfield.
From 1999 to 2011, I stayed with Eastern, converting from the 19-seat J32 to the
29-seat Jetstream 41 soon after the company acquired them. Eastern was then
persuaded to take on a couple of Saab 2000 50-seaters to ply the Norwich–
Aberdeen, onto which I was again converted. The Saab is a brilliantly thought out
airliner, the performance is wonderful and the automated systems keep the pilots'
workload to manageable levels.
Prior to flying the Saab, I was a training Captain on both the Jetstream 32 and 41
and for a brief period I operated both on a regular basis, which was fun, as they
were totally different aeroplanes. I loved the work up until 2009, when the
economic recession really started to bite, and we all found there was a new, more
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combative culture emanating from the company which soon made life quite
unpleasant.
Where we had been operating with sufficient crew in the past, under the new
austerity measures, we ran a lean, mean ship with insufficient pilots and cabin crew
to satisfy the airline's needs.
As a direct consequence, if a crew member called in sick, the young crewing staff
would have to issue roster changes to sometimes up to nine pilots to cover the one
that wasn't going to report for duty that day. Roster changes were the bane of our
lives, because it would invariably mean having to rearrange family and social
commitments, which was sometimes very hard to do.
In one year alone, 60 pilots and 37 cabin crew left the airline, mostly due to the
poor quality of life the instability of their rosters had created. These people all had
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to be replaced, with the inherent training cost of such a large number of recruits,
so the policy of running lean on crew seemed to be a false economy.
There was no company pension scheme either, so once I had sorted out a survivable
retirement package for myself, I gave notice to quit three years before the
mandatory retirement age of 65 and haven't looked back since.
Between then and the time of writing this memoir, I received a call from someone
I hadn't seen for thirty years – John Hoyte!
Old friends
There followed a lunch reunion in Norwich, during which John told me the story
of how his airline career flying the BAe 146 for TNT, then Flybe was cut short by a
mystery illness which, sadly, was to keep him grounded for many years.
When the condition was finally diagnosed by a research team in University College
London, it turned out to be what was becoming known as Aerotoxic Syndrome.
Aircrew and frequent flyers can be prone to building up toxins which are present
in the cabin air of modern airliners, which can attack the human nervous system.
Symptoms include nausea, giddiness, muscular control issues, cognitive
difficulties and speech slurring. The toxins which are responsible are
organophosphates which come from additives in the engine oil which lubricates
the bearings of all jet engines.
Unfortunately, the cabin air system designed common to all airliners – with the
exception of the Boeing 787 – takes 'bleed' air directly from the engine
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compressors, so even the slightest oil seepage will find its way into the only filters
in the aircraft which stand at the front line – the lungs of all those on board.
Baffled as to why the authorities, the airlines and the manufacturers, when
challenged, all went into hard denial, stating their mantra that, 'there is no
evidence,' in 2007 John founded the Aerotoxic Association. Its purpose was to
provide a base from which to run a campaign to get changes made which would
stop people getting sick unnecessarily from inhaling engine fumes.
Ten years later, it is still aviation's darkest secret. They are still in denial, fearing
massive litigation while many people's health is allowed to suffer, often causing the
early onset of Multiple Sclerosis, Motor Neuron Disease and other neurological
illnesses. Sometimes even death itself can be attributed to this fixable
phenomenon.
My involvement,– based on my previous experience of writing and publishing a
novel – Whispering Bolter – was to assist John in editing his Aerotoxic Syndrome
book, which I and many others helped him complete in 2014 and is available via
www.pilotpress.net (as is Whispering Bolter).
During our many discussions, John asked me why I had not only quit the airlines,
but also seemed no longer interested in the branch of flying which I had loved all
my working life – General Aviation (GA).
I told him that following my retirement in 2011, I took up some freelance work at
Andrewsfield Aerodrome near Stansted Airport as an FIC instructor. I reported
directly to Carol Cooper, the flying school's Chief Flying Instructor, also a Flight
Instructor Examiner. I had chosen Carol to renew my various Instructor ratings
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every two years, and I really liked the atmosphere of learning that she and her
partner Mike created – friendly and fun and always educational!
Subsequently, I was deeply flattered to be offered the chance of working for them
as an FIC Instructor. I loved training student instructors, you could have a lot of
fun acting the idiot student to see how the trainee would cope. Then, one fateful
day the following year, my love of aviation was shattered for good.
Going rogue
In 2012, Andrewsfield, along with many other GA aerodromes in the Greater
London area was subject to some truly draconian measures at the instigation of the
CAA in the form of the Olympic Restricted Airspace. With the fear of a potential
terrorist attack during the Games, it was natural for the Authority to create some
restrictions to air movements, but complying with these temporary rules and
procedures was actually quite challenging, so much so that nearby Stapleford
ceased flying training for the duration as they felt that 'getting it wrong' was too
likely and it wasn't worth taking the risk.
As I launched that August, I had no idea that that was exactly what was going to
happen to me. Andrewsfield's Ops had notified the Authority of my training flight
and we had a clearance to launch at a specified time, so off I went with a student
Instructor on an instrument training sortie to the east of base.
After take-off, despite having this clearance, you could not leave the Aerodrome
Traffic Zone until you had established two-way radio communications with the
Olympic airspace authority – call-sign 'Atlas'. Often, the frequency was so busy that
you could not get your call in, so you had to orbit over the airfield until you did
manage to talk to them.
They would then issue you with a 'squawk,' a 4-digit code to set on your aircraft's
transponder, which we did. You were then free to fly to the edge of the Olympic
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zone and cross the boundary beyond which you could operate normally. It was
expected that when you wanted to re-enter the zone to return to base, you had to
call Atlas again to get clearance to do this.
My instrument exercise had involved flying in and out of cloud to the east of the
zone, and as we eventually headed west for our return transit, I was working hard
to guide my student in his demonstration of flying on limited panel (no artificial
horizon), and navigate with radio aids and map reading, and also find a gap in the
radio traffic to give Atlas a call to re-enter the zone.
As we popped out of cloud, I realised that we were either about to enter the zone
or we had already inadvertently entered it, so I initiated a 180 degree turn back
onto an easterly heading. As we had been squawking the previously allocated code,
I figured that Atlas would know who we were and not get too excited.
When I finally managed to talk to them, they confirmed that we had infringed the
zone, but cleared us to transit to Andrewsfield. After we landed, all hell broke
loose...
A CAA Enforcement Officer rang the airfield and insisted on talking to me, as the
commander of the rogue Cessna 152.
He was completely unmoved by my remonstrations of the difficulties of going
about our lawful business of flying training under extremely trying circumstances.
My argument about the squawk code was 'irrelevant' as I could have landed outside
the zone, picked up a terrorist and deliberately crashed into the Olympic Stadium.
Despite my alleged 5-mile infringement, I had turned away, and had managed to
call Atlas, so that was alright, wasn't it? No, he had already made up his mind – I
would still have to be punished. No judge, no jury, no evidence – on this Officer's
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say-so, my Flying Instructor's Rating was suspended with immediate effect. This
meant that I could no longer work.
When I came off the phone, I was shell-shocked, so I just packed my bag and drove
home to Norfolk to reflect on what had happened so swiftly and with such ghastly
consequences.
I must say that Carol and Mike were very supportive throughout, and never once
blamed me or castigated me in what we all believed was an understandable error
for which the punishment far exceeded the alleged crime. So much so that I worked
for them again the following year, and I owe them a huge vote of thanks for their
faith and trust, for that is what gave me my self-respect back.
In order to instruct for them again, I had had to get my Flying Instructor's rating
reinstated by submitting myself to a navigation flight test conducted by a CAA
Examiner, for which I got a 'faultless' assessment.
Part two of my punishment was that I had to remain squeaky clean for two years –
i.e. no further infringements, otherwise it would be my ATPL – Airline Transport
Flying Licence – that would be taken away.
As Andrewsfield lay beneath a fairly complex controlled airspace structure, I flew
with the constant dread of another infringement, which could happen so easily,
especially as I was not as current I needed to be to feel entirely in control. This was
no fun at all, so I decided to hang up my headset for good. Not a great way to end
a logged 21,000 hours over a 45 year flying career, but the CAA's hostile
intransigence revealed to me how things have changed towards pilots. Helpful
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guidance once offered has become aggressive bullying with no facility to appeal
and has become too totalitarian for my taste, so that was that.
Having told John this story, his eyes were wide open in disbelief that a pilot – one
he knew and respected – could be treated so badly for something that could so
easily have been dealt with by a verbal debrief and some useful advice.
As he had recently felt himself medically fit enough to return to GA flying, John
had renewed his Private Pilot's Licence and on my recommendation attended
Carol's school to reinstate his Flying Instructor's Rating and was all geared up to
fly some instructional sorties out of Old Buckenham.
But, my uncharacteristically unhappy tale of feeling overwhelmed by bureaucracy
(for example there were, at that time nine different Private Licences – each with
their different privileges and renewal criteria) as well as my less than enjoyable
experience of the 2012 Olympics resonated with how he started to feel whilst flying.
So much so that he created a flight simulator facility, which he will say more about
in his 'Tales'.
I believe that both John and I look back with great affection to those halcyon days
of zooming under wires and operating from quite dangerous strips where the flying
could have been hazardous to our health, but was so rich in its incredible freedom.
Days when you could never have predicted that the Tale of Two Ag Pilots would
have come together like this to combat the evils of Aerotoxic Syndrome and the
intransigence of the authorities.
The fight goes on...
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I Only Wanted to Fly Aeroplanes!
John’s Story
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Chapter 1 – Starting Young
Every Agricultural or Ag pilot vividly recalls their earliest memory of flying and
particularly their first awareness of aerial crop spraying.
Mine was back in the late 1950s, when my father worked for Westwick Distributors
in North Norfolk as a chemical salesman and general manager. At around the age
of four I well remember the dull red De Havilland Tiger Moth aircraft with
WESTWICK written in large, yellow letters on the tops of the wings and the sides
of their fuselages, as they stood in open grass fields gently rocking in the wind.
There was the most incredible aroma from the cockpit, which reeked of avgas,
chemicals and nostalgia, but to me it shouted daring, challenging flying and
excitement.
Denys Howard was Westwick’s chief pilot and as an ex World War II DC 3 Dakota
pilot he radiated a jolly air of confidence and pleasure in the work he did. So as a
young boy, this was my first introduction to aerial spraying and although I could
never appreciate the reality of the job at such a young age, it was something that I
felt I just had to do in later life.
I also have vivid memories of my father’s van getting stuck in the mud as we
travelled to remote airstrips and fields, and having to bounce around in the back
to try and create more traction – always confident that somehow, all would be well.
At the time we lived in North Walsham, a small market town to the north of
Norwich. We lived on a road where I went to school, that had a hospital, police
station, vicar, doctor, old people’s home, farm, veterinary surgery and market
garden – it was rather like living at the centre of the universe as I imagined it to be.
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But, as I stared across the fields from my bedroom at night to the flickering street
lights in the distance, I knew there was a much bigger world out there to explore.
At the age of eight I was sent away to boarding school in Norwich at Town Close
House, Preparatory School. I never recall being asked if I wanted to go, but the
experience suited me down to the ground as suddenly I was living with other young
lads, enjoying endless sport with many new challenges to take on.
I quickly learnt to fit into the small group of around 25 boarders but was also keen
to test the rules. It was bit like a Prisoner of War camp for little boys. We had a
particularly colourful House Master, Richard Millard, who was also a lay preacher.
I had little interest in or understanding of religion, apart from being a decent
human being and not killing people. As boarders we had to attend St Peter
Mancroft in Norwich, every Sunday, walking down in crocodile file from the
school.
Richard would often preach, and I vividly recall a series of sermons he gave on the
Battle of Britain, with some colourful photographs of Spitfires, Hurricanes,
Messerschmitt’s, Junkers and Dornier’s. So if this was religious education it really
stuck a cord with me; before long I was devouring books on heroes such as Douglas
Bader, Robert Stanford Tuck, Al Deer and even Adolf Galland.
I had a calling not to religion, but towards aviation.
My academic work left much to be desired and I have to say that I did not perform
well. Whilst I could understand the future significance of science and maths,
neither Latin nor art were my strengths and were quietly forgotten.
The headmaster of Town Close House, Mr Walter Dearnley, in his frustration at
my poor academic results, felt he had to give me the cane for ‘poor work’. Bizarrely,
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I felt quite sorry for the old man and I vowed to work harder, so that he wouldn’t
have the job of caning me again.
I well recall working out mathematical fractions whilst walking along the
Newmarket Road on the way up to games one day; rather a light bulb moment.
I was very sporty and made the first XV rugby team. In 1968 we had a marvellous
season beating all of the other local schools’ both home and away, which was
immensely gratifying. The only team who beat us was the local secondary modern
school at Heartsease, but they were local lads and a bit rough, so the result was put
down as a ‘friendly’ and airbrushed from history. This would be my first
understanding of ‘fixing by omission’.
Soaring interest in aviation
It was about this time that my interest in aviation soared and in my holidays I
would cycle the five miles over to RAF Coltishall and spend odd days with a little
brown sack full of sandwiches, a notebook and other useful stuff, at the end of the
runway in a straw field getting as close as I could to the English Electric Lightning
fighter aircraft that were based there.
My time would be spent building towers of straw bales so that I could get as close
as possible to the fighters as they came into land over my head. I also took my
father’s complex 35 mm camera along one day but sadly had not loaded the film
correctly so no photos resulted. There were regular open days where one could get
close up to the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight Spitfire, Hurricane and Lancaster
which were based there at the time and there was a constant stream of articles in
the local Eastern Daily Press about flying.
Meanwhile, I started my own log book of aircraft which happened to fly past our
house on final approach to Coltishall and even now I can tell you that a
Supermarine Spitfire flew over the village of Edingthorpe at half past nine on 5th
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January 1966. My lifelong friend, Peter Dawson, who lived next door was
frustratingly not in the slightest interested in aircraft despite my best efforts to
convert him; apparently there are things in life other than aviation but to me it was
by far the most fascinating subject - ever.
Indeed, in my last year at Town Close House (TCH) I pulled myself together and
instead of being caned I actually won massive quarter pound bars of chocolate for
good work, and at the end of term in 1968 I won a book for ‘General Improvement’.
The title? Skymen – Heroes of Fifty Years of Flying by Larry Forrester. So my five
years at TCH had probably institutionalised me from an early age into living with
others and surviving, but those years had been a real pleasure and some of the
happiest days of my life.
I managed to pass the Common Entrance exam which allowed me to progress onto
a minor public school, Woodbridge in Suffolk. Woodbridge was a good choice, as
many of the other boarders were RAF children so I felt I was getting closer and
closer to flying.
I quickly joined the Combined Cadet Force (CCF) and entered the RAF section. We
were acutely aware that the Army section had by far the most fun, driving tanks
and shooting their guns but whilst we learnt about the theory of flight and aero
engines we also got to fly once a year from Cambridge Aerodrome in a De Havilland
Chipmunk. This was a total joy and I have a letter I wrote home from around 1969:
‘We then went into land – most thrilling – really exciting – I was hoping all along
that I could bail out; I would really have enjoyed that!! I had a 35 minute flight
which was the best 35 minutes I’ve spent in my life so far.’
We also went away on summer camp to German airfields.
During this time, I attended a gliding course at nearby RAF Debden, and within a
week we all went solo. It was really ‘flying by numbers’ as you only had to complete
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a circuit of the airfield from three consecutive launches. It was a fabulous feeling
of freedom – in fact I was so excited on the first launch that I pulled the airbrake
instead of the release and the aircraft dropped like a stone until I found the right
lever. I learnt fairly early on not to mention certain mistakes.
My first air miss
After going solo we graduated onto soaring away from the airfield and I vividly
recall thermalling up to over 3,000 feet with the help of the rising hot air from
stubble fields burning below, whilst a Comet airliner slid beneath us by about 1,000
feet into nearby Stansted. To me it was the most normal thing in the world, but to
my instructor it was definitely not, and moments later we were back on the ground
reporting my first ‘Air miss’ or ‘Near hit’.
As we were just a few miles from RAF Woodbridge and RAF Bentwaters – both
American bases – we had USAAF McDonnell Douglas F4 Phantoms roaring over
the school all day on their approach to land, which brought many a lesson to a
standstill.
Clearly, I was enjoying the flying and up for any excitement going. I also recall
flying in a Hercules C130 from RAF Northolt to RAF Valley on the Isle of Anglesey
and back, but as we flew back to Northolt it appeared that one of the four engines
was faulty and we had a ‘problem’. My fellow cadets in the aircraft cabin looked
terrified, but I was confident that the RAF pilots would somehow get us down safely
and it was a thrill to stand behind them on approach to Northolt in the dark for the
successful night landing.
I’d actually got a thrill from the potential danger situation, which surely whetted
my appetite for yet more calculated risk taking, later on in my life.
Each Saturday we would assemble an ‘A’ frame ‘simple’ glider and with the impetus
provided by two massive elastic bands, we would be catapulted across the playing
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fields then leap in to the air for a few seconds before touching down again and
slithering to a halt. Apparently the simple glider was towed to 1,000 feet once a
year to prove it was airworthy.
So by the time I left Woodbridge with modest ‘O’ levels, I had definitely got the
taste for flying, but sadly lacked the academic scores to get into the RAF. I would
have to find another way to fly.
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Chapter 2 – Growing Pains
After leaving school, I discovered that North Sea gas had recently been found off
the Norfolk coast at Bacton and I was fortunate to get a job there working for
Phillips Petroleum of Route 66 fame. The job involved measuring the natural gas
as it came ashore – its calorific value, density and pressure. Part of my job was to
test the air at monitoring stations within a few miles of the Bacton plant. The
plant’s chemical process was to extract the sulphur from the natural gas and
Phillips had set up half a dozen testing stations within a few miles to track any
increased pollution levels of sulphur dioxide and it was my job once a week to do
the rounds (rather like a milkman collecting the bottles), test the hydrogen
peroxide solution for sulphur and to log the results.
The best part was that Phillips insisted that I went to Norwich City College one day
a week to further my studies of Maths, Physics and Chemistry. So as well as earning
a good wage of £1500 a year, I also passed an Ordinary National Certificate in
science with a credit in elective Chemistry, but could never quite understand the
endless theory very well.
At around this time my comfortable, perfect world was shattered by the divorce of
my parents and the sale of the family home; something I vowed that I would never
allow to happen to me, as it caused a seismic shock in my life and lasting emotional
difficulties in trusting others in the future.
It must have been the summer of 1975, that a Piper Pawnee crop spraying aircraft
sprayed the field to the west of the Phillips’ gas site where I worked. That looked
seriously good fun, flying just above the crop at 100 mph and it rekindled memories
from fifteen years earlier of the aerial crop spraying I’d witnessed as a child. I recall
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on that day vowing to learn to fly and who knows, maybe even sample the obvious
joys of aerial crop spraying?
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A vow to fly
It was on 4th January 1976, that I went up for a 30 minute trial flight in a Cessna
150 (G AVTO) at the Norfolk and Norwich Aero Club (NNAC) at RAF Swanton
Morley as my New Year’s resolution. I had actually been to Swanton Morley some
years earlier as my father had cadged a trip in a glider which was used by the RAF
to train their cadets in the same way that I had, whilst at Woodbridge.
So now I had a target to aim for, gaining my Private Pilot’s Licence (PPL), which
was expensive at around £17 per hour, as you had to do a minimum of 40 hours
flying to qualify. I soon realised I had joined a really professional and well equipped
club – there were at least five full time instructors with four Cessna 150 two-seat
aircraft and a Cessna 172 four-seater.
My first instructor, Norman Rhodes, was only a few years older than me but
already a seasoned instructor. I imagined him as some sort of former Battle of
Britain ace. Now, there was suddenly so much to learn and a purpose to one’s life.
I qualified for my licence in the summer of 1977, having gone solo on my twenty
first birthday in G AWUG on 17th October 1976 but was rather upset to have my
North Walsham Rugby Club tie chopped off and pinned over the bar as some sort
of bizarre initiation ceremony. I would talk endlessly with other aspiring pilots
about how to get around the system and soon worked out that if I could accumulate
700 hours, I could gain a Commercial Pilot’s Licence. The only affordable way to
build this mass of hours was to instruct others to fly.
Take the opportunities
It became clear that there was an opportunity at the NNAC as they needed an
Operations Manager to take bookings, refuel aircraft and to generally eat, sleep
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and breathe aviation. As I was still single and without any ties this was a chance
not to be passed up.
I think the message of aviation or indeed life is, if you are offered an opportunity,
recognise it for what it is and grab it!
I had met Peter Lawton by then, who had tried to teach me navigation for my final
few flights for my PPL. I was slightly in awe of him, as he was a few years older and
already a seasoned pilot having done some crop spraying. I would take the job of
Operations Manager at NNAC recently vacated by Brian Porter, who was again a
year ahead of me on the journey to becoming a commercial pilot, and who would
also become a lifelong aviation friend.
So my new job was in flying and although my colleagues at Phillips Petroleum
thought I was crazy to leave for a job with little pay, they had no idea of my burning
passion to fly for a living. My new job was perfect in that each morning I had to
take a Cessna 150 up for a ‘weather check’ to report back the cloud base and
visibility, which to most people was blindingly obvious. In reality it was a free 15
minutes in my log book every day and would accumulate over a year to give me
around 150 hours, or the minimum required to get onto a Flying Instructor’s
Course (FIC). This would allow me to progress onto aerial crop spraying – one day.
I also flew Derek Edwards, a Norfolk aerial archaeologist, employed by the Norfolk
County Council, on his spring time flights to photograph the crop marks in fields.
This was exciting flying as Derek would often shout, ‘Stop!’ above the engine noise,
after he had found a particularly interesting crop mark in a field down below. Stop
is impossible to do in a Cessna 150! The next best thing was to do a very steep turn.
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My task was to allow him to photograph the crop mark, whilst he partly hung out
of the window.
I recall Derek finding a particularly ancient burial mound whilst flying back to
Swanton Morley at the end of a long day. It was really rewarding to find something
so old, so important once-upon-a-time and yet until that evening totally unknown.
I also began to do the odd ‘trial lesson’ where the often worn-out flying instructors
allowed me to take up prospective flyers. That’s how I met a great friend-to-be,
Bryan Littleboy, who I would later ironically both work and Ag fly with, after a
particularly successful ‘Trial Flight’ which introduced him also to the wonders of
flying and a life time career in aviation!
Finally, one year later in 1978, I had got my 150 hours flying experience in my log
book, and went to East Midlands Airport to do my Flying Instructor training with
Hector Taylor, a seasoned instructor who had actually been too old to teach during
WW2. What Hector didn’t know about instructing wasn’t worth knowing. He also
wore sandals without socks and ate bananas – slightly eccentric but no less than a
master aviator. I had known prior to choosing Hector that Peter Lawton had also
been trained there as an Instructor and had highly recommended him to me (see
Peter’s account of his experience there, in his Chapter 3).
The great thing about flying, or any profession, is that one never stops learning.
There is endless information to process and take in, new skills to learn such as
instrument flying (for bad weather), aerobatic flying, night flying, multi-engine
flying. As a student instructor, I was learning to pass on information I had only just
understood myself. It was quite hard work but, by July 1978, I had passed my Flight
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Instructor test with Frank Morgan at Humberside and I could now instruct others
and be paid for the first time in my new profession.
Getting paid
Unfortunately, it soon became clear that there was no room for more instructors
at Swanton Morley, so I would have to spread my wings and look over the horizon
for other teaching opportunities.
I soon found a position as an Assistant Flying Instructor at the Staverton Flying
School (SFS) in Gloucestershire, and I found a caravan to live in on the owner’s
farm. In flying, one soon gets used to sacrificing the comforts of life for simple
pleasures.
The school was a particularly well equipped place, with four full time instructors.
It was owned by Jenny Lyons and her family.
I spent two happy years at the SFS and accumulated well over 700 hours, but, then
I became aware of an opportunity to enter aerial crop spraying. My good friend
Brian Porter, who I had last known instructing at the NNAC, advised me that if I
were to work as a field marker and general dogsbody for a year, I would be able to
ferry the odd aircraft and demonstrate that I had an interest and enthusiasm for
the business and maybe fly for the same company in the season of 1981.
I also graduated to being a full Flying Instructor after a brief course and test. This
allowed me to send my students on their first solos and work unsupervised. The
world of aviation is very small and I continue to be in touch with many pilots from
Staverton.
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Chapter 3 – The Bottom Rung
I joined Howard Avis Aviation Ltd. in the December of 1980, and got to know my
new boss Jim Avis. Jim had founded the company with Denys Howard, who I had
first met as a four year old in about 1958. Denys had sadly lost his medical and was
no longer able to fly. Once again I was fortunate to join a company with excellent
standards but very well organised and a closely knit team.
The company was based at Old Buckenham, former home of the 453rd Bomb
Group in central Norfolk. Maintenance was done by Westwick, who were still based
at Ludham (an ex-Spitfire base), but on the verge of closing down their crop
spraying division after a good run. Some maintenance was also carried out at
Shipdham airfield near Dereham, former home of the 44th Bomb group.
The company HQ was at Silver Farm Besthorpe and as there was no hangar at Old
Buckenham in those days, the two Piper Pawnee PA25s were tied down at the top
of the runway out in the open. The aircraft were G AVXA a ‘C’ series with the fuel
tank behind the engine and G BEXK a ‘D’ series with the fuel stored in the wings
for safety in the event of a crash.
So began my career in agricultural flying. I started as a field marker but on 24th
March 1980, as promised, I did my first flight in G AVXA, just 30 minutes to start
with and as it is a single seater, no chance for any dual apart from a good briefing
by Brian Porter.
In my log book notes I can see that there was a crosswind and it was my first solo
on a tail dragger (small wheel under the fin and rudder instead of the easier-tohandle nosewheel configuration). I did several more ferry flights in 1980 and note
a black spot (my code for a near miss) on 12th April 1980. I remember coming into
land at Old Buckenham on the north easterly runway but must have got a bit slow
on the approach so that the aircraft suddenly stalled just as I was about to land. I
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recall only just recovering, but it was a reminder that I still had much to learn and
that the traps were never far away. No one had witnessed my ‘arrival’ and there
was no damage done, so the least said the better.
Chief pilot, Brian Porter, insisted that we all wear bone domes, flying suits, boots
and gloves, just in case the worst happened. I bought an old RAF flying helmet
from Brian which served me well throughout my Ag flying career and which I still
have.
I returned to the Staverton Flying School later in 1980 to do my night cross country
and then was ready to do all of the ground exams and flight tests for a Commercial
Pilot’s Licence and a promised season of crop spraying in 1981. I always managed
to pass all of my exams first time with no retakes. I would aim to ‘over achieve’ –
shoot for the stars and if I missed I would have done my best. This was due to Mac
McCarthy (NNAC’s Chief Flying Instructor) and Brian Porter, who both knew how
to win at aviation and kindly passed the knowledge on.
I have always enjoyed keeping a detailed personal diary and my sister Gillie often
gave me a hand made diary for Christmas – which I assumed needed filling in by
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me so from 1978–1983 I kept daily diaries which are quite interesting to review
now – 40 + years later.
I would also critically keep a detailed daily diary from 17th October 2006 – 23rd July
2013 as I was keen to record my premature grounding from airline flying, which I
knew would be of interest in future years to a public Court.
For example, I can see that on Tuesday 6th May 1980 “Jim off to Salop to recce an
old hangar with a view to bringing it back to O. Buckenham”.
And on Tuesday 13th May 1980 I went for my initial aviation medical and I was very
nervous least I should somehow fail it, as a few of my friends had already done with
colour blindness and other career stopping ailments.
“I was horribly nervous! Did the four odd tests for epilepsy & cardiograms – not
a v. talkative bird (whoops!). Good bloke on eyes etc. v. chatty, made up for her.
Took a blood sample for OP’s (Organophosphates). Took photos of my pupils –
flash didn’t work. Good chat on OP’s etc I got it – HOORAY, I’m almost there”.
So clearly, even in 1980, as a trained almost professional chemist I had been
reading and obeying the Howard Avis Operations manual and was terrified at the
prospect of being poisoned by OP exposure and would always take extreme
measures to avoid any future exposure by these known poisons, which were well
understood and documented - forty years ago. (See Operations Manual appendix
for details of OP’s)
Whilst marking the fields I could continue studying hard for my Commercial
ground exams. I had developed a colour-coded card system where I wrote the
technical question on one side and the answer on the other side. This worked well
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as I learnt both whilst writing the cards and then by flicking through them during
idle moments.
Crop spraying is only one aspect of the aerial application of agrochemicals; the
other main activity is that of top dressing, or the spreading of granules, mainly
fertilisers and normally in the spring time. Nitrogen is a vital compound to allow a
more vigorous growth of crops and is usually applied at about 1-2 hundredweights
per acre. Gauging the load was made easy by each bag of fertiliser contained exactly
one hundredweight of material.
A salesman friend of mine mischievously told farmers that the bag had gone up in
price, whilst the fertiliser price was still the same, to cushion the blow of price rises.
Learning the trade from the ground & in the air
The top-dressing flying is less dangerous, as it is done from between 60 feet and
100 feet above the ground so that the fertiliser has a chance to drop down from the
aircraft hopper, into a spreader which then fanned it out onto the crop. A doubleswath overlap technique was used to ensure an even cover. As the width of a swath
is around 24 paces, a marker will walk across a field into the wind and stop every
half swath – twelve paces. Markers normally wear white overalls for ease of sight
for the pilot or a twirl a coloured umbrella, such that the fertiliser doesn’t end up
in their hair and cause unwanted extra growth…
This way, a new pilot has the advantage of starting a season with relatively high
altitude runs at 60’-100’ whilst top dressing, flying over trees and power lines but
still with the usual problems of horses and houses.
The maximum load of fertiliser for a Pawnee is 10 bags or 1120 lbs. The bags would
be sliced open by a loader-driver into a large bucket on the front of the lorry and
then lowered over the hopper of the aircraft. All the pilot had to do was to pull a
handle in the cockpit which was connected to the large lid on top of the aircraft
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hopper. The loading lorry would then be driven forward until the loading sock
draped itself into the Pawnee’s hopper whereupon the fertiliser would be released
into the aeroplane.
With a slick loading operation the crew could reload the aircraft in about 45
seconds and the pilot would have a brief chance for a breather and to do the vital
take off actions before getting airborne again. This meant that in any day of top
dressing an aircraft may take off and land around 30 – 40 times; each take off and
landing has to be judged for the air strip available. The main variable being the
number of bags of fertiliser carried versus the quantity of fuel on board. With full
fuel, one might cut back to 8 or 9 bags, but after burning fuel at around 13 gallons
per hour, one could soon trade bags of fertiliser for fuel.
The best sort of runway is a solid macadam surface whilst the least desirable would
be a grass strip with long, wet grass. The length is also important and slope is
significant in that an uphill take off can add 20% to the take-off distance.
According to the Operations Manual (see Ops Manual annex), ferrying to fields
should be flown above 500 feet, but in practice it was pointless labouring a heavy
aircraft up that high, only to start an immediate descent. The trick was to find an
airstrip as close as possible to the fields. One soon learnt about cost effectiveness
and quickly became expert in doing the most work in the least time.
The fuel generally lasted around two hours which was a convenient amount of work
time before taking a short break. It was very satisfying to see a lorry load of
hundreds of bags of fertiliser gradually reduce to empty. The farmer or his agent
would have requested a certain rate of application and it was up to the pilot to
adjust the gate opening to achieve this. It was always wise to keep a bit in reserve
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for headland runs as the farmer would inevitably check the field by walking in a
few paces.
One classic fault is for the pilot to fly too low; ironically if this happens the fertiliser
will not have enough time to spread and create too narrow a swath, which, when
the fertiliser starts to nourish the crop, leaves bright yellow stripes in the field and
an unhappy farmer. It is also not good to have fertiliser landing outside of the field
onto someone else’s land; this again could be controlled by a skilful pilot, but
invariably there was scope for white nitrogen pellets to rain down outside of the
target area.
In 1981, it was especially good for me to fly once again from Swanton Morley’s
massive, 250 acre grass field. Many of the East Anglian airfields were previously
RAF or USAAF bases from WW2 and one of my most memorable days was flying
off Matlask airfield from an exceedingly narrow, downhill length of what had been
taxiway, which had previously served as an RAF Spitfire and Typhoon base.
The Pawnee had the approximate dimensions of a Spitfire and shared the feature
of having a long nose in front of the pilot. When it was empty and without any
spreading or spaying appendages, it could be handled like a fighter. I once had a
dogfight with a gaggle of American A10 ‘tank-busters’ aircraft over the Fens, which
was huge fun while it lasted.
One problem with the propeller being so far forward was that when it rained, where
the propeller blast in most light aircraft blew the rain off the windscreen, the
Pawnee pilot’s forward vision suffered badly. He actually had to look out of each
side window or behind him when flying in rain, to see where he had been, not
where he was going. (This would become a factor in my last flight in a Pawnee in
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poor weather on 17th September 1987 and which very nearly became my last flight
– ever.)
Enjoying the work
So learning top dressing went to plan and I even became a bit cocky by filming my
own landing at Martlesham on the old perimeter track in Piper Pawnee G AVXA. I
had borrowed a Super 8 camera and managed to film Brian Porter taking off
beneath and to the side of me in Pawnee G BEXK. I then set the aircraft up to land
on the runway working the throttle with my left elbow, whilst having my left hand
on the joy stick and holding the camera with my right hand and looking through
the viewfinder with my right eye. As can be seen from the film, it all looked quite
normal, and within a few weeks I had got the hang of landing whilst filming – it
wasn’t a big deal. As I taxied in for another load of fertiliser I spotted Jim Avis my
boss and thought he wouldn’t be too amused at my film work and hurriedly stowed
the camera out of sight.
Top dressing fertiliser was fun, relatively safe flying at 100 feet and always a team
of others to work with so that decision making was spread amongst more
experienced colleagues.
The commercial success of a top dressing season depended upon the land being
too wet for the farmers to get out with their tractors and spreaders; so we often had
to fly in rain and unpleasant low cloud. Ferry flights to the fields were only a few
miles and with the help of air/ground VHF radio communications with the
markers we could cover around 300 acres a day (or 30 take offs and landings). A
farmer would have only managed a fraction of that, with considerable compaction
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damage to the crops. Not only was the aeroplane quicker, but it was also the
ultimate low ground pressure machine!
Each job was mapped out on 1 inch Ordnance Survey maps in pencil with the shape
and corresponding acreage to the nearest acre. The mapping kept somebody busy
going ahead to check exactly the location of each field and note any hazards around
it. Houses, roads and special sensitive nature areas, as well as any livestock were
always respected and allowed for by adjustment of the Ag plane’s flight path.
I recall doing some topdressing down on the marshes in Suffolk and the fields were
actually on islands which would be difficult for a marker to get to. The solution was
for him to hop into the hopper, I’d fly him to a suitable wheat or barley field, land
and let the marker jump out to mark the field. Memory has faded, but we were
amused that a local passer-by might witness such a drop and wonder what in the
world was going on!
Inevitably, depending upon the season top dressing usually took place in February,
March and April. Normally, by the end of April the crop was beginning to grow well
and there was a brief break in May whilst we prepared for the intensive spraying
season from June to September.

Chapter 4 – The Mechanics
The fertiliser spreader was dropped off the Pawnee and the spray equipment was
fitted. This comprised of a wind driven pump with either two or four wooden
propeller blades, which was latched on to the underneath of the aircraft and joined
by a big rubber hose to the bottom of the hopper. A smaller rubber pipe was
connected to the on/off valve, before it was fed into a chamber with a filter and
then out into two spray booms on the wings, which were held in place by clips.
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Every quick release fixture was fitted with a split pin to prevent fittings from
vibrating loose, everything has a back-up plan in flying.
There was a braking mechanism attached to the fan by which the pilot could stop
the rotation of the blades when the liquid ran out. If the pump ran dry, it would
burn out as it relied upon a constant throughput of liquid for lubrication.
The spraying version of a Pawnee was much more streamlined than when fitted
with the top dressing spreader, which helped in climbing away from very low level
to get up and out of the fields being treated.
The hopper held around 120 US gallons or 100 Imperial gallons of liquid; that was
enough for a 50 acre field at two imperial gallons per acre. If you had a 55 acre
field, you could miraculously adjust the pressure to stretch the load. It didn’t pay
to fill the hopper too full as it simply leaked out over the windscreen, which created
visibility problems. The hopper was marked in US gallons on two scales down the
inside and easily read by the pilot. One scale was calibrated for the ‘amount on the
ground’ and the other the ‘amount in flight’ as due to the pitch change of the
aircraft when on the ground, both amounts were somewhat different.
Perhaps the most vital instrument in the aircraft is the spray pressure gauge. The
pressure itself was regulated by a control lever on the left side of the cockpit, near
the cluster of engine controls; throttle, mixture and carburettor heat. The normal
working spray pressure to aim for was 30 psi. The liquid travelled through a filter
which took out any troublesome lumps and then along two booms which had 22
spray nozzles each side. Swirl plates in the spray nozzles could be changed to
achieve larger droplets, but in practice we used the same ones all the time. There
was also a rubber diaphragm which cut off the flow cleanly, but invariably a few
nozzles would leak a bit due to lumps or bits getting stuck under the diaphragm.
This was easily remedied on the ground by unscrewing the nozzle and cleaning the
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diaphragm in water. There were also three nozzles under the fuselage to provide
full coverage from wing tip to wing tip.
On the left side of the aircraft was a loading point with a simple on/off ball valve
which allowed the loader to connect a plastic hose with a coupling and pump the
liquid into the aircraft with a petrol pump; this would normally take around five
minutes and was a good opportunity for the pilot to either stretch your legs, refuel
or check on the overall job progress.
Spraying a full load of 50 acres may take around 20 – 30 minutes; it obviously
depended upon the size, shape, obstacles, sensitive areas and the number of fields.
We craved long, rectangular fields with no hazards but seldom got them like that.
At the end of each spray run the pilot pulled the aircraft into a climbing turn,
always turning downwind unless hazards dictated otherwise, then reversed the
turn to form a P shape (known as a procedure turn) before dropping back into the
field – 14 paces further into wind.
Each Piper Pawnee was fitted with an ‘Auto-Flagman’ – a marker box with a
trapezoidal cross-section shoe on the right hand wing root. It could be filled with
cards, which had two one metre lengths of biodegradable white tissue paper
attached (making sure the card was in front of the concertina of ‘loo-paper’). The
box had an air inlet at the front to pressurise the contents ready for ejection.
An electric solenoid, with a pilot activated trigger on the stick, could be energised
to pop a marker into the crop and as it was on the right wing, in theory, due to the
clockwise rotation of the propeller, it would be exactly under where the aircraft had
just flown and act as a marker from which the next run could be judged. In reality,
each paper marker cost around 10 pence and it was much easier to note a passing
tree or reference point for the next spray run. But on fields in the middle of
nowhere, the marking device came into its own. You could also write messages on
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the card and drop a marker next to somebody on the ground, hoping desperately
that they would read it!
No mobile phones!
This period was long before mobile telephones and pagers would be available, so
in order to make essential communications, we relied on telephone calls from
phone boxes, a VHF radio which had a 20 mile radius, plus a large dose of common
sense.
By working into wind, the spray always drifted down wind and the next spray run
was invariably in clear air. However, if you were working first thing in the morning
in calm conditions, the spray would hang in the air and it was all too easy to fly
back through some spray mist from the previous run and suddenly lose vision as it
speckled the screen. The only thing to do would be to open the direct vision panels
in the main windows and stretch a hand outside (clutching a chemical-encrusted
cloth) to clean the screen.
A fresh-air inlet was above the pilot and if opened fully, would blast cool fresh air
into the cockpit and give it a positive pressure.
Sandwiches, camera, and odds and sods were kept on the back shelf behind the
pilot’s head. There was also an under-seat box for a First Aid kit. The seat could be
adjusted up and down, and I always felt safer with the seat as low as possible – just
in case a wire struck the cockpit, which one eventually did. A five point harness
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with an inertia reel was also fitted, as one needed to be well secured for the
inevitable crash.
Maps were kept in metal clips against both windows; the windows could actually
be jettisoned on the ground by red Emergency Pulls, if it were ever necessary.
Instrumentation on the Pawnee was very basic: an airspeed indicator, a compass,
an altimeter and an RPM gauge with oil temperature and pressure. The ‘C’ model
had the fuel tank in the nose between the engine and the hopper and had a direct
sight floating fuel gauge in a Perspex bubble which could not go wrong…, allegedly,
but see Peter’s story about fuel management in Chapter 7. The ‘C’ model was
nicknamed the ‘Widow Maker’ as many aircraft had caught fire on crashing and it
had a poor reputation for survival.
The later ‘D’ model had the fuel stored in two wing tanks, which although they gave
the pilot a better chance of survival, also made the wings heavy whilst turning. It
also necessitated an electric fuel gauge and a low fuel warning light on the pilot’s
console, both of which could misread, as I would find out one day….
Sharing airspace
In the early 1980s the Cold War was still very much in full swing and jet fighters
would be routinely sharing our airspace flying at between 300 and 500 knots at
around 200 feet. These aircraft were usually Phantoms, Jaguars, Buccaneers, A10s
and Harriers, and they had set routes to transit to their training areas or ranges
which were kept secret by the Ministry of Defence. But in reality the whole of East
Anglia was a low flying zone, so one had to be particularly watchful, especially
pulling out of a field and of course the procedure turn was done at about 200 feet
or the exact same height as the fast jets.
There is a system in place called the Civil Aircraft Notification Procedure or CANP,
which meant that we could ring a central number and give the location of the day’s
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work in terms of a circle of operation. This information would be then circulated
to RAF airfields where their operations would inform RAF aircrews. The system
worked well but it was only as good as the information held and short notice jobs
or ferry flights were always vulnerable to a ‘near miss’ or more accurately, a ‘near
hit’. Indeed, CANP came about after an accident in the Fens when a low flying
Phantom and Pawnee smashed into each other in the 1970s. Such is the way of
aviation that changes only take place, after lives are lost, also known as the
‘Tombstone Imperative’.
The main airfields and their aircraft in East Anglia which concerned us were RAF
Coltishall’s Jaguars, RAF Marham’s Victor tankers and Canberras, RAF
Honington’s Buccaneers and RAF Wattisham’s F4 Phantoms. The Americans flew
Phantoms, A 10s and large transport aircraft from RAF Bentwaters, Woodbridge,
Lakenheath and Mildenhall.
The Buccaneers from Honington seemed to be the most predictable aircraft as they
thundered due north at high speed and low level just to the east of Old Buckenham
airfield and the west of the 700 feet high Tacolneston TV/radio mast.
The spraying season usually commenced sometime in May and went through until
September. While the crops are young we often sprayed fungicide onto cereals to
control mildew. But later in the year as the crops started to mature we would be
adding insecticide into the spray mix. The farmers would want a speedy service as
whole crops could be vulnerable in certain circumstances – depending upon the
weather.
Later in the season the work would change again to the control of blight in
potatoes, applying a fortnightly spraying of fungicide. This repeat work was
particularly welcome as the same field could be sprayed up to five times, and you
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became very familiar with them. It was often standard practice to put fixed red and
yellow marker cards on canes in the fields to save the need for human markers.
I have made a note in my logbook that on 24th August 1981 we sprayed 630 acres
of potatoes in the Fens between two aircraft and that I flew for just over five hours;
all very satisfying.
Premature landing
There was also a need to spray sulphur onto sugar beet in the autumn and this was
again quite easy work with quite a low crop. I recall one of my early spraying
operations on 14th May 1981 where I let the wheels go a bit too low into the cereal
crop and got dragged down into a premature landing in the field I was spraying.
Fortunately, I was low on both fuel and spray, so we manhandled the undamaged
Pawnee out of the crop and then took off again from an adjacent field.
Spraying peas was also a nice crop to work over as again they were only a few inches
above the ground and generally left a larger gap between the aircraft and any
overhead wires. However, it was whilst spraying peas that I hit my first animal as
a hare jumped up and hit the wheel and was killed instantly. Sadly we also hit many
birds and the leading edges were always encrusted with insects, which would clean
off with warm water after a good soaking.
Then, as the Autumn approached, the spreader was re-fitted and we were back to
spreading solids – including stubble turnip seeds. This was done as the barley was
about three weeks from being harvested and by spreading the seeds as accurately
as possible into the standing crop, the birds were prevented from gobbling them
all up. This gave the seeds a chance to germinate and after the crop was harvested
would be well on their way to providing a nourishing meal for sheep to graze on.
Perhaps the easiest spreading job was slug pellets. This was done from about 60 –
100 feet and with a hopper full of Draza slug pellets, one had enough to cover
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several hundred acres. The aircraft was more in danger of running out of fuel with
its endurance of just over two hours, than running out of slug bait. It was also
cheering to know that the slugs actually made their way to consume the poison.
Wires were probably the biggest hazard, and they varied from nearly invisible
telephone wires to much more dangerous 11 kV electricity wires on poles and
absolutely lethal 275 – 400 kV national grid wires which were suspended between
pylons going up to 250 feet or more.
The wire locations were meant to be assessed when the job was first taken on and
plotted on an appropriate large scale Ordnance Survey map, which was intended
to be an alert for the pilot. The possibility of a miss-plot of the actual position or
accidental omission led to them to be by far the most serious threat to a low flying
aircraft. The posts were the biggest clue to the presence and orientation of the
actual wires.
It was generally reasoned that if a huge combine harvester could fit under a wire,
so too could a small aircraft – albeit at 100 mph. The reconnaissance phase of
judging the field from above was very important to establish the exact location of
the wires – often it was best to start a spray run in an adjoining field to manoeuvre
and stay low under a wire in the main field.
The aircraft itself had several defences against striking a wire.
The best defence was the prop travelling at around 2500 RPM and an old timer’s
advice was: ’If you are about to hit a wire, put it on the nose and the propeller
should do the rest…’
However, the undercarriage was also vulnerable, so along each undercarriage leg
there was a sharp edge which was supposed to slice through any cable.
Additionally, there was another sharpened edge of metal running up the front of
the windscreen which was meant to either cut or deflect a wire upwards, away from
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the pilot. Then there was a strong metal cable stretching from the roof of the
canopy to the top of the rudder, this arrangement was meant to protect the fin and
rudder from being arrested suddenly by a wire.
Testing the wire defences
I was able to test this latter feature on 19th June 1984, when I was spraying a field
near Wheaton Aston in Shropshire. As I flew out of the target field into an adjoining
field my eyes were peeled for an electricity wire which I knew was ahead of me. But
as I flew out, the lay of the land suddenly dipped away and I realised that I was a
foot or two too high and nicked the wire, with an almighty – BANG!
As I pulled away and up to altitude I realised that I had got away with it, but then
I felt that the rudder was completely jammed and unusable. Time to get on the
ground – quickly with unknown damage.
Fortunately I was flying close to RAF Chetwynd which was then a satellite
helicopter training base for RAF Shawbury. So I called Shawbury ATC with a
Mayday that I was going to land on their big grass airfield, which I did. As I
surveyed the damage I was amazed to find that the top of the rudder, to which the
deflecting wire was secured, was bent or squashed almost through 90 degrees, but
fortunately it had not interfered with the elevator – that would have meant instant
death.
Soon an RAF Gazelle helicopter landed nearby and a sympathetic RAF instructor
flew me the few miles back to Peplow Airfield and reunited me with my ground
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crew, who had become concerned at my absence. They got a bit of a surprise when
I arrived – minus my Pawnee!
Fixing the aircraft was relatively straightforward with a new rudder, and the next
day I flew nearly four hours. There were some complaints from a village which had
suddenly and mysteriously lost their electric power for a while.
This reminds me of my boss-to-be, Bill Wauchope in Australia. When one of his
aerial spraying aircraft brought down a wire, he was sent a bill from the electricity
company for the damage for around $900. Of course, Bill was annoyed with this
so he sent a bill back for the exact same amount to the electricity company for the
damage sustained to his aircraft by the wire. Touché!
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Chapter 5 – Over the Horizon
By the end of my first spraying season in the winter of 1981, I was pleased to have
survived, learnt lots and was content, living the good life in a caravan on a farm.
But looking back through my log book we kept flying through the winter and into
the spring of 1982 with small jobs here and there but with the inevitable poor
winter weather to contend with.
We had made our home base at Old Buckenham airfield in central Norfolk and
kept the two Piper Pawnees at the top of the runway. Left out in all weathers and
tied down with big concrete blocks, this was not ideal for the well-being of our
aeroplanes.
Fortunately, Jim Avis had bought an ex WW2 Blister hangar from Condover
airfield in Shropshire and the structure was transported across in kit form that
winter. We then set about putting it back together again and rebuilding it on its
present site at the north easterly runway threshold, which had been dug up many
years previously. By the spring of 1982 we had covered the hangar with sheets of
corrugated metal and it provided a much needed home for our aircraft.
I was then aware that Bill Wauchope – who had been working as an aerial spraying
pilot in Shropshire was about to relocate to Australia. This opened up an
opportunity for me to replace him and work on my own in Shropshire for a large
chemical company, Hodges and Moss, based in Shrewsbury.
By now I thought I had mastered crop spraying and was keen to go ‘over the
horizon’ a bit to see more of the world; having spent all of my life with the flatness
of East Anglia, I was keen to fly around hills and learn more.
So, on 22nd February 1982, I flew across to Condover in Shropshire, which was to
be our first base and I was immediately struck by the sheer beauty of the county.
John Fergusson would be the loader/driver and we all lived in Bayston Hill a few
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miles from Condover in a rented house. We had a purpose built Bedford lorry with
a hydraulically operated crane to swing a plastic yellow bag over the Pawnee to fill
it with ten bags or half a ton of fertiliser. The lorry also had a sizeable water tank
on board and three drums of fuel. By then we had started to use ordinary Mogas
(four star motor car fuel). It was amusing when we went to fill up at the local petrol
station as we bought around 135 gallons at a time and were rewarded with the
promotional gimmick of several boxes of free drinking glasses.
We also had a crash box with all sorts of safety equipment such as bolt croppers,
and a first aid box with a camel haired brush for taking foreign objects out of eyes.
We also had CAA approved manuals which laid down strict rules by which we were
obliged to operate.
Top dressing work soon got under way. I had a new ‘D’ model Pawnee to fly – G
BFRX in smart British Racing Green livery.
We would soon be flying all over Shropshire from airfields such as Wellesbourne
Mountford, Peplow and Whitchurch. Then from grass strips at Ditton Priors (next
to the amazing Clee Hills), Broomfield near to Ludlow, and Pool Quay near to
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Welshpool. We also ventured down into Herefordshire to fly from Shobdon
airfield, which soon became our maintenance base.
Shropshire countryside & near misses
I found the farmers in Shropshire particularly sociable and welcoming. Perhaps it
was because they mostly mixed farmed with both livestock and crops and they were
used to going to market once a week. I really liked their happy ways.
After the top dressing had finished we started on the spraying but it would be a bad
start for me.
On 1st June 1982, we had set up a runway in a farmer’s field near to Bridgnorth
with the work only a very short distance away. I had started with full tanks of fuel
and was just about to finish the first load, diving into the headlands to spray them
when as I pulled up out of a field the engine stopped at about 200 feet. Suddenly,
I was flying a glider and knew I had to keep straight, not to attempt a turn and try
to put her down ahead.
Unfortunately, I crashed through the top of a hedge before making a heavy landing
in a field. Stupidly, I had run out of fuel. I was shocked that the fuel had all gone,
as although I knew I was low and would have landed within minutes, the fuel gauge
still showed a positive amount and the red low fuel warning light hadn’t come on.
I walked the short distance back to the airstrip to tell John Fergusson the bad news.
We went back to the crashed aircraft and I pointed to the fuel gauge and its
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contents, at which point John tapped it firmly and the pointer suddenly dropped
down to below zero with the red light on. Damn.
I was angry with myself for making such an elementary mistake and we spent the
next few days taking the aircraft apart for a rebuild.
I resumed spraying in GAVXA – at least it was a ‘C’ model and I could see the exact
amount of fuel left in front of me, and I vowed never to run out of fuel again. I
sprayed 487 acres on 6th June, 365 acres on 7th June, 467 acres on 8th June, 43
acres on 9th June and so it went on. We only took days off when the weather
stopped us flying as invariably there was a back-log of work. We would get up very
early to be flying as soon as possible and fly late into the evening to catch the light
winds at either end of the day.
Then a second near accident. I had been returning to land at Condover, about a
mile from touchdown, when I looked out of the left hand window straight at a
Gazelle RAF helicopter with two pilots onboard flying towards me. By the time we
had seen each other we had already passed clear, but it was a heart stopping
moment and I reported it to Shawbury ATC using the appropriate forms. I got a
report back several months later to say that it had been judged to have been a Class
B near miss and no further action was required. Goodness knows what a Class A
near miss would look like!
Looking back at my log book, my last flight in Shropshire was on 28th July 1982.
For some reason there had not been much work during that year and I had
responded to an advert in Flight International. Tony Abercrombie Dick in Kenya
was looking for an experienced aerial spraying pilot – I got the job.
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Chapter 6 – Off to Kenya
There had been a coup by the Kenyan Air force in the preceding days and things
were still quite tense. During a telephone conversation, Tony had reassured me
that all was well, and when I queried the noise in the background, he advised me
that it was only rifle fire – in the distance!
Tony had asked me to bring out some shock absorber units for Pawnee
undercarriages, so my boss Jim Avis packed me off with them in my case, maybe
not something that could be done nowadays.
On arrival in Nairobi there was a terrible stench of death and it soon became
apparent that around 3,000 Kenyans had been killed as opposed to the 100 which
had been reported by the BBC – yet another encounter with selective journalism.
My job would be spraying the shambas or fields of the Maasai in the Kenyan
highlands or The Mau. The unusual feature was that Nairobi itself is 5,000 feet
above mean sea level and The Mau is between 8,500 feet and 10,000 feet at its
highest point.
My first take-off from Nairobi was an interesting experience – as soon as I had got
airborne to follow Tony in a Piper Cub, the engine of my Pawnee belched black
smoke and ran rough. I immediately realised that I had forgotten to lean the fuel
mixture off in the thin air, and as soon as I did so, the engine ran smoothly again.
I followed Tony up to The Mau, amazed at the sudden change of scenery, quite
different to the UK.
I would be based at Olchoro camp for around three months, living under canvas
with a cook to look after me and to keep the fire burning at night to keep wild
animals away. The work was for the Kenya Brewery and it involved spraying barley
with fungicides and copper. The relief was such that there were long tongues of
land running from the east at about 10,000 feet downhill to the west at about 8,500
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feet with massive valleys between the cropped areas. There were about six airstrips
around and whilst it would take me minutes to fly between them it would take
hours for the ground crew to catch up as they faced appalling road conditions and
were constantly dealing with broken suspension springs.
Where do all the tail wheels go?
One of my early landings at Olchoro was without a tail wheel, which ensured a very
short landing as the fuselage frame dug into the soft ground.
I had lost a tail wheel whilst aerial spraying in Norfolk the previous year. Transiting
back to Old Buckenham one evening at about 1,000 feet, I had noticed the slightest
of twitches from the rear of the Pawnee. I would later realise that the slight twitch
was actually the tail wheel falling away. Unaware of the missing tail wheel, during
the landing at Old Buckenham I was concerned that the nose was significantly
higher than normal, but there was not much I could do about it and completed the
landing roll-out in an unusually short distance accompanied by crunching and
scraping sounds emanating from behind me.
I often wondered whereabouts the tail wheel unit impacted with the ground, as it
is not an unsubstantial piece of gear, weighing a few kilos. I guess it fell harmlessly
onto farm land as there were no complaints of damage or injury and as it was never
recovered. Who knows?
I would also lose a Pawnee tail wheel in South Australia. It somehow held on
without fully falling off, one of the more harmless hazards of Ag flying.
One feature of the Kenyan highlands was that we had to start work very early in
the morning because at precisely two minutes past twelve every day, the storm
clouds gathered and there was the most enormous downpour with lightning. My
tent was right next to several 45 gallon drums of high octane fuel and I always
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hoped that I would be spared a lightning strike, but I probably wouldn’t have
known much about it.
On 16th September 1982, I had an interesting incident as I was ferrying my Pawnee
back from Nairobi when the engine started to run very roughly and lose power. By
now I was half way back over the Rift Valley, wherever I looked it was scrub and
nowhere to make a precautionary landing – I was going down…
But then I spotted a main road with what looked like a massive satellite station.
Whatever it was, I reasoned that I could get help there.
I performed a deadstick landing amongst the few cars on the road and parked the
sick aircraft. I was let into the facility so that I could get some engineering advice
by phone from the Nairobi office. The engineers suggested that I undo the
carburettor filter to check the bowl was clear. Sure enough, tiny pieces of lint had
been left by a mechanic who had thoughtlessly ‘cleaned’ the filter with a lint cloth.
Once I had got rid of the lint the engine burst back into life and I continued my way
back to the camp. Just before taking off from the road an old African had kindly
tried to stop me from flying, the wise old man seemed to think I was in grave
danger. Maybe he was right?
Less dense air in the valleys
One of the problems with flying at 10,000 feet is that the air is much less dense
than at sea level, furthermore once the temperature starts to increase it feels as
though you are flying in a vacuum. With a full tank of spray, you have a very
different and unwieldy type of aircraft to fly.
As previously mentioned, all of the shambas were orientated east, downhill to the
west and I soon found myself flying up a valley to the east with the dead trees
reaching up to the aircraft. Initially I thought I could out-climb the slope but as I
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went further east the trees seemed to get ever closer. I couldn’t turn as I was already
on the edge of the stall and turning would risk spinning me into the trees below –
a lesson that had been drummed into me in my early days of flying training at
NNAC.
So what to do? I was getting desperate, so for the first time ever I reached for the
dump lever and about 100 gallons of liquid shot out of the bottom of the hopper
and into the trees transforming my Pawnee into a home sick angel. I had practised
this action in the early training days, but this time it was for real.
As I climbed away and returned to the strip for a fresh load, I had some questions
from the loaders to answer but at least I was alive and had learnt yet another tough
lesson.
I would have another situation like that later in the season, this time being
confronted with the choice of two different valleys to fly up: one would lead me
harmlessly to burst out into the Rift Valley at about 10,000 feet above mean sea
level – whilst the other was a dead end. Fortunately, I chose the correct one and
the feeling of elation (and relief) as I suddenly went from steadily increasing panic
at about 100 feet above ground level (agl) to 5,000 feet agl was huge.
My Ag flying in Kenya finished in early October 1982, and I flew home with Kenyan
Airways all the wiser for my few months. I quickly picked up again with Howard
Avis Aviation in Norfolk and Suffolk.
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Chapter 7 – Oz Calling
In mid March I returned to Shropshire and a new base. We would be flying from a
field on the side of a hill to the north of Shrewsbury at Stanton-upon-Hine Heath
and living in the village in a rented house. Once again we were flying for Hodges
and Moss, Agricultural merchants in Shrewsbury, and there was a steady supply of
work.
Sadly on 19th June 1983, I had another incident. We had set up in a farmer’s field
as an airstrip for the day. I was not very happy with the field as it wasn’t really long
enough for operations on a hot day with variable winds. I was proved right. On my
first take-off, I was unable to prevent poor old G AVXA from crashing through a
hedge at the end of the runway; fortunately without harming me beyond a cricked
neck.
It was an almost surreal time, as a short while later I was guest of the same local
farmer who had a posh lunch in his garden and I was making polite but awkward
conversation as their mystery visitor. I recall a Rolls Royce in the drive – odd
memory.
My conscience would be eased a few weeks later when it was discovered that the
engine of GAVXA wasn’t in the best of condition and that I had actually
experienced a power loss on take-off meaning I had been unable to stop the aircraft
going through the hedge, whilst braking furiously.
By September 1983, I was keen to explore the world a bit more and decided to try
Australia. I hadn’t been very happy flying in Africa. Whilst there I had taken a few
weeks in Australia as holiday, when Bill Wauchope tracked me down and invited
me to go to Adelaide in South Australia to do a month of aerial spraying. I had to
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do the Australian Air Law exam as procedures were significantly different and
managed to score 100%, which was pleasing.
The aerial spraying in South Australia was great fun as it was around the airstrip
of Virginia to the north of the city and involved spraying small blocks of market
garden produce, lettuce, onions, etc – very small fields but high value crops.
The spraying carried out in New South Wales was for another operator. I was sent
off about 15 miles to spray my first rice field, however, on arrival all I could find
was a rectangular lake with the inevitable power line going across it. The penny
suddenly dropped that the rice was growing in the water and I soon got to work
spraying the lake, which was great fun.
My final flying in South Australia was spraying grape vines with fungicide, again
immensely satisfying work. I was convinced that I was putting the flavour into the
grapes…
Back in the UK and I was flying again for Jim Avis, initially in Norfolk but soon to
return to Shropshire with a rebuilt Piper Pawnee G BFEY. I bought a nice cottage
in Rodington Heath. Whilst there, I had the uncanny experience of meeting my
exact double – the local farmer, Phil Sankey. It was almost like looking in the
mirror – poor chap!
Despite this, Phil kindly invited me to park my Pawnee on his farm and my
commute to work was just a short bike ride down the Shropshire lanes.
1984 would be an incident free year of top dressing and aerial spraying apart from
the wire strike mentioned earlier. I had decided to renovate my cottage in the
country but then got a long distance call from Australia, could I possibly help out
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during their spring season, starting in September? My services were required
again.
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Back to Oz
On the same day that that I arrived in Australia I was crop spraying once again. I
was keen to do a full season’s flying as my brief amount of flying the previous year
had paid for the whole holiday and it made sense to keep working. I had to do
numerous check flights in Cessna type aircraft to prove my ability to fly safely and
to earn an Australian Commercial Pilot’s Licence. I also had to undergo an aerial
spraying assessment by experienced Ag pilot John Freeman, who noted that I
didn’t do the normal steep pull up procedural turn but preferred to stay low and
flat. Pulling up sharply in the UK was likely to put your aircraft into the path of a
low flying jet fighter, hence the difference in technique. In Australia it was fine with
huge fields and no military jets to worry about.
One significant hazard in Australia is the electricity wires which stretch for mile
upon mile and are known as SWERs or Single Wire Earth Returns. They are
particularly troublesome, as being single wires they are extremely hard to pick out
and the poles are a long way apart.
Under the wire
One of my most frightening encounters with a wire was whilst spraying a massive
field of around 200 acres. The field itself was not a problem but an awkwardly
placed SWER was just outside of the field and required flying underneath it.
As I exited the main field with the spray turned off, I was aware of a wire
somewhere in front of the aircraft, but I was also conscious of the presence of a line
of poplar trees of a farmstead rushing up to meet me.
With an almost full load of liquid on board, as I was passing under the wire I
realised that I had very little space to clear the trees which were rapidly filling my
windscreen. I heaved back on the stick and must have brushed through the
uppermost branches and into the clear. From the ground it would have looked like
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a remarkably accurate piece of flying, whilst in the cockpit only I knew how close
I’d come to being a flaming wreck.
I flew around for a few minutes to compose myself and get a better idea of exactly
where the rogue SWER lay.
The full spray tank had sloshed some chemical out of the top lid and all over the
windscreen, which made seeing ahead difficult. It was possible to clean parts of the
windscreen through the side ‘direct vision’ windows with a cloth or glove but only
enough to produce a small piece of clear screen ahead.
When problems happen they all seem to come at once; careful resolution and a
cool head are a must when they do present themselves.
I was very much an extra pilot and my good Australian pilot friends Godfrey
Gardner and Ken Beardon didn’t resent my presence. I was really pleased when, in
late 1984, it seemed that an opportunity existed to fly aerial fire fighting aircraft –
yet more excitement.
Fire fighting
In South Australia in February 1983, a series of bushfires coincided with Ash
Wednesday in the Christian calendar. Within twelve hours, more than 180 fires
fanned by winds of up to 68 mph caused widespread destruction across the states
of Victoria and South Australia. Many lives had been lost, in what has become
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known as Ash Wednesday II, and the South Australian government was persuaded
that they had to take some steps to try and deal with the threat of bush fires.
Bill Wauchope put together a package offering a De Havilland Beaver for the fire
fighting season from around November to March, which happened to fit in ideally
with my lean period.
In late November 1984, I was checked out in DH Beaver VH IJM by Ken Beardon,
who had sprayed and top dressed with the Beaver for around 20 years and was an
excellent teacher and mentor. He had a dead pan delivery, which complemented
his wicked sense of humour, so we got along fine.
I then took a scheduled flight to Sydney to pick up a newly fitted out ‘fire bombing’
Beaver version VH AAJ from Bankstown airfield and ferried it via Mildura for a
night stop and then on to Parafield, Adelaide’s general aviation airport. The ferry
flight took seven and a half hours and was most memorable, following roads and
the great River Murray for miles and generally trying not to get lost. I also flew past
the town of Hay, coincidentally my mother’s family name.
The Beaver had a wonderful range on account of its two main tanks under the floor.
But it also had fuel tanks at the tips of each wing. The trick was to start flying on
the main tanks, run them down and to then let the wing tip tanks refill the main
tanks. This had to be the most wonderful way to fly as the main tanks, instead of
going down, actually went back up to full! Generally the aircraft would be operated
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on the main tanks only, as flying operationally with extra weight and heavy wings
was not permitted.
We did several Fire Fighting test drops for the media at Virginia, using the Beaver,
Pawnee and Cessna Ag Waggon to dump red coloured water in formation, which
was very impressive. But would it work in practice?
Every agricultural aircraft has a dump facility where the whole load can be
suddenly released by moving a single lever, which was also the method of
application. The Beaver was twice the size of the Pawnee and could carry twice the
weight – a ton of fire retardant. Additionally, the trap door opening could be varied
to either drop a mass dump or restricted to allow the drop to spread along a long
line. We could use the restriction method to create a long fire break which might
stretch around 100 metres, instead of a dump of just 25 metres.
Open the dump lever in a Beaver and hang on for dear life, as you rocket up like
the Space Shuttle.
The fire retardant was diammonium phosphate, a bright red powder which when
mixed with water produced a gloopy mass of gunk which knocked fires down flat
and did minimal damage to the vegetation. It was also handy to have brightly
coloured material as a marker for fire fighters. The fire fighting rig was used to mix
the red chemical with water and we called upon local Country Fire Service tankers
to provide tons of water, which is always a challenge in summer-parched Australia.
The operation was set up at Parafield airport, just north of Adelaide. The Adelaide
hills are to the east of Adelaide and stretch for about 50 miles from north to south.
This was where the worst bush fires had been in 1983 and would be the future
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battleground, although I would soon find myself flying all over South Australia and
Victoria to fight bush fires.
There is a fire tower at Mount Lofty and this was where our information came from.
Ironically on one day of patrolling around, looking out for fires, the only smoke
could be found at the base of the tower itself! I really can’t remember why but as it
was a ‘Fire Ban’ day, there shouldn’t have been any smoke anywhere, let alone
there.
A Fire Ban was in force on hot windy days. With a northerly wind from the desert
the temperature regularly exceeded 40 degrees Celsius. In these conditions a state
of tension ran through the inhabitants of the Adelaide Hills.
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Christmas fires
My first fire fighting operation was on Christmas Eve 1984, just two days after
being checked out on the Beaver by Ken. The fire was at Heathfield in the Adelaide
Hills and only involved about one and an half hour’s flying – that would have been
three drops of fire retardant.
On Boxing Day I was ordered to ferry the Beaver down to Emu Springs, about 150
miles south east of Adelaide near Tintinara. We then spent six hours bombing a
fire which had started in the scrub, but as there was no airstrip to fly from, the
Police closed off the Highway and we took off and landed from the road. This was
something I had done previously in Kenya in an emergency but this time our visit
was evidenced by bright red fire retardant sploshed all over the road. This
particular fire was in a National Park and had been caused by lightning, and I
began to wonder at the sense of chasing a massive fire around, when there was no
chance of actually knocking it out. I also realised that being in just the right spot at
the right time would prove almost impossible.
I did many drops and it proved a good training ground for future fires in the hills.
I was making it up as I went along, when to drop, how to use the wind and it was
helpful to have radio contact with the fire fighters on the ground–. My call sign was
Bomber One.
Soon the Beaver changed colour to bright red as the fire retardant coated the back
of it – probably not the best way to treat an aircraft.
Then we had a big fire at Telowie Gorge, which was just to the north of Adelaide.
This was more the sort of thing I had expected with steep hills, rugged terrain and
several households, but still nowhere near the vulnerable Adelaide Hills. I started
to experiment with the ‘bomb door’ by restricting the amount it would open – in
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this way the drop would last about four times as long and cover a much greater
distance.
This type of delivery was called for by the Country Fire Service (CFS) to reinforce
the fire breaks that they were making with bulldozers and grading machines.
Reinforcing fire breaks was much easier as there was no actual firebombing
involved. It was also possible to see clearly the red stain on the bush.
To my amazement I found a photo of my Beaver on the front page of the Sydney
Morning Herald following this fire. My log book records 20 hours aerial fire
fighting on 27th, 28th and 29th December 1984 – a satisfying way to end the year.
I had a quick flight to Virginia, the crop spraying base on 2 January, for some photo
runs as the TV cameras were always following bush fires and suddenly they had a
new subject.
There followed about 10 days off due to a change in the weather where the
temperature plummeted into the twenties and the fire risk lessened. I soon got
used to springing into action when needed. In those days I had a pager system to
alert me for an emergency call, but it still left a mass of spare time, slightly on edge,
looking for trends that the temperature was warming up.
From 18 – 21 January, we were fighting another fire in the Danggali Conservation
Park, about 200 miles east of Adelaide. These fires were normally started by
lightning. The chances of my Beaver doing any good were slim, but I recorded nine
hours of fire fighting in two days from an airfield called Canopus.
I don’t recall all of the detail but I well remember landing on an unsuitable airstrip
and being told that it would be very straightforward for a grader to ‘make another
strip’. This meant a bull-dozer driving through the scrub to make a dead straight
new runway. The only trouble was that to keep straight, he had steered directly at
a dead tree on the horizon, so whilst we suddenly had a usable strip, it also had a
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fierce obstacle at the end of it. My next request was for him to push the poor old
tree over, which he did.
Open country fire
Then it was back to Adelaide from 22nd to 26th January, where I fought fires at
Wistow, Noarlunga (two days) and Callington.
The Wistow fire was a very different kind of fire. It was more in open country and
the fierce grass fire was ripping through the countryside at about thirty miles per
hour, fanned by a northerly wind, producing clouds of billowing dark smoke. As I
reconnoitred the fire it was obvious that anything in its path would be cremated
within the next few minutes. Suddenly I saw a homestead in its way and
immediately decided to drop a load of retardant between the building and the track
of the fire. As usual the next trick was to get back as soon as possible with another
load, but this involved a 20 minute ferry to Parafield and then another 20 minute
ferry back to Wistow.
As I flew back to Wistow I became slightly disorientated as the fire of 40 odd
minutes ago – had vanished. How odd. Then I found the homestead and realised
that my drop had stopped the grass fire – dead. At last, a well timed drop and a
house saved plus hundreds of sheep and possibly human life as well.
It was pleasing to see an article in the local paper describing the drop and a happy
‘cocky’ or farmer. Apparently he had thought I was a media aircraft trying to take
photos of the fire and was rather bemused when the red fire retardant had dropped
in front of his property. See the photos section for the article.
On 3rd February I attended a fire at Mount Barker. Then there was a three week
period of inactivity until the next fire came. Any fireman will tell you that waiting
is the hardest part of the job. It’s a strange combination of feelings: the hope that
you can keep flying mixed with a reluctance to actually want a fire with the possible
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misfortune for A N Other. I would learn later of dark stories about firemen who
had actually started fires, which they would then go and heroically put out. Not for
me!
The next fire was rather distant at the aptly named Coffin Bay on the Eyre
Peninsula, due west of Adelaide This involved quite a long ferry of 1.5 hours over
beautiful waters with the knowledge that sharks were prolific in this part of the
world. I listened intently for any irregularity in the beat of the Pratt and Whitney
engine. The Coffin Bay fire was a massive blaze over thousands of acres, which
looked rather like a World War One battlefield with burnt scrub and trees. There
weren’t many houses around. I soon realised the folly of trying to tame nature with
such a small aircraft – 16 hours of fire fighting seemed a waste of time and money
in such a remote place.
Suddenly it was March and the end of the fire season, as autumn approached in
the southern hemisphere. It was time to wing it back to the UK, for another
summer of Ag flying.
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Chapter 8 – Summer Ag Flying
The summer of 1985 was uneventful. I was keeping my Pawnee in a grass field close
to my house in Rodington Heath just to the east of Shrewsbury in rural Shropshire.
Our actual base was at Peplow airfield, an ex WWII training base a few miles away
where I took off from a few hundred metres of old perimeter track.
Ag flying was becoming second nature to me, as many other pilots find in all areas
of flying. There’s a certain instinct which develops, spotting trouble early, learning
lessons and appreciating that you have to keep your eye on the big picture as well
as any single factor that seems out of place. It amused me that every time I did the
pre landing checks I checked that the undercarriage was ‘down’. With a fixed
undercarriage this would seem somewhat superfluous but I also knew that one day
I hoped to fly other aircraft where such a check would be a ‘must’, so rightly or
wrongly I did it for each and every landing. Like other things in life, we dutifully
do the same things over and over, knowing that one day they could be critical.
On 16th August 1985, I was spraying potatoes near to Lichfield in Staffordshire. It
was a fairly typical day and we were flying off a grass strip to get as close as possible
to the work. I had done several loads of fungicide spray for blight protection and
the fields were easy to fly over.
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Don’t buy the farm
However, on my last take off from the grass field I came very close to ‘buying the
farm’ (RAF euphemism for losing one’s life) which was odd as I had already done
several take-offs and not had any difficulty whatsoever… but this take-off would be
different.
Possibly because I had refuelled and had a full load, I was heavier and went slightly
further down the field towards a large hedge, at which point my right wheel
smashed into a large boulder and promptly collapsed. It all happened rather
quickly and as I was just about to get airborne I dragged the wounded Pawnee into
the air and hurtled towards the hedge, which I just cleared. That was as close as it
ever got to buying the whole farm, but my troubles weren’t over yet as I realised
that landing could be tricky with no undercarriage on the right hand side.
I flew over to the potato field and circled around my friend, the ground marker
John Fergusson, who was holding his ‘dead’ arm with his other hand in an attempt
to warn me that my wheel was stowed into the right hand wing. I knew, but it was
good to get confirmation that I had a serious problem. The next thing to do was to
spray the field and get rid of the fungicide in an efficient manner – no point in
wasting it! It was a strange feeling to be flying a crippled aircraft, which would
become important after I had finished spraying, so - what to do next?.
I wrote a hurried note for John, saying that I had enough fuel to fly down to our
maintenance base at Shobdon, and dropped it out of the window so that he could
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phone and warn them of my arrival in around 30 minutes time… with only one
serviceable wheel.
That was one of the strangest ferry flights ever, just wishing that I could be
returning to Rodington as normal but now flying to Shobdon – to crash!
Why today? And what had I hit when taking off? I never found out, but it must
have been a massive stone, in a big grass field.
As I flew south, I began to rehearse how I would deal with this odd situation. I
knew I would survive the crash but the plan was to do as little extra damage to the
poor Pawnee. I began to think that I would shut the engine down on final approach
and somehow get the propeller angled such that it wouldn’t be bent by the ground
with the starter motor.
When I approached Shobdon I called them on the radio. They were expecting me
and knew of my dilemma. The usual parachuting had been stopped and to my
horror I saw about 30 people standing in a group outside of the club house,
awaiting the live entertainment.
I told Shobdon radio that I had a plan to shut the engine down on final approach
and to try to work the stationary propeller into a better angle by prodding the
starter button. But my message was cut short by an authoritarian voice who told
me, ‘Don’t mess around – just land normally and accept that the aircraft may be
damaged further.’ The voice seemed to know what he was talking about so I revised
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my plan accordingly to land and hold the wing up as long as possible before it hit
the ground.
On the downwind leg I went through my usual mantra of checking the wheels were
‘down’ – well, near enough for Government work – then made sure that my
harness was as tight as possible.
As I came into land on the grass I slowed the Pawnee down and gently put her
down on the left wheel. Immediately I shut the engine down and then experienced
a sort of pirouette as G BFRX went into a lazy turn to the right, breaking the spray
boom on the right hand wing but doing surprisingly little damage as the smashed
right hand wheel was still working to some extent.
The crowd soon dissipated –maybe a little disappointed at the lack of any great
drama.
As I walked around the Pawnee I was welcomed by an elderly gentleman with a
German accent. ‘I had to crash on a single wheel three times during World War II
when flying Focke Wulfs,’ he said. ‘Nice landing, by the way,’ he added
thoughtfully.
Incredible.
Then I met the chap who had spoken to me on Shobdon’s radio and had persuaded
me not to ‘mess around’ before landing – a middle-aged man in a wheel chair. He
told me that he had been a Service pilot flying F4 McDonald Douglas Phantoms
and had experienced an in-flight emergency when his radome (the entire nose
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section of the aircraft) had somehow become unlocked causing it to rotate through
ninety degrees whilst still hinged on one side, making his Phantom unflyable.
Sadly he had then tried to save the aircraft by trying to land with the problem and
had either crashed or had to eject at a low altitude but had survived, only to spend
the rest of his life in a wheelchair.
I will always be grateful for his calm insistence that I should not try to be too clever
with a sick aircraft and can now thank him for preventing me from experimenting,
which may well have given the crowd something slightly more exciting to
remember. Such is life.
The damage to the Pawnee was not great and with a few phone calls to replace the
spray boom and the right hand aileron, plus other bits my log book tells me that I
was ready to fly again by the next day. The show must go on.
I returned to South Australia again in early December ready for the next fire
fighting season but with odd aerial spraying jobs thrown in around Virginia – those
high value salad crops again.
On the 17th December I flew down to Kingscote on Kangaroo Island and we spent
three days chasing the fires around, and whilst it was good fun for me, I was quite
sceptical about the effectiveness.
I was on duty fire fighting until March of 1986 with quite a few blazes but no
particular excitement.
Back in the UK, 1986 turned into a big year for me, as I would meet my future wife
Nicki and we would be married in the October, it all happened quite quickly but all
good fun at the time. Later on, I would begin to feel slightly resentful that I had to
go to the other side of the world to make my living through the winter months. I
had lusted over and bought a wonderful Triumph TR6 in British Racing Green and
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loved driving it. To complete this idyllic picture, I also had a black Labrador dog
called Poppy, who I would miss terribly.
I returned to South Australia in early December 1986 to do my fourth and final
year of aerial fire fighting. I would be ringing the UK complaining about the 40
degree heat and long spells of standby, reading War and Peace and Anna Karenina
but not finding any sympathy from those back home who were shivering in a
particularly grim and cold winter.
Nicki came out for Christmas and whilst living in a town called Nairne, we found
we were living next door to someone who knew the Agricultural College in
Shropshire where she had studied. What a small world!
I recall seeing the deeds for the little house I had rented and was amused to find
that the occupation of the owner around 100 years before was – ‘Gentleman’. I
liked that, something to aspire to...
I didn’t fly for nine days in early January. This wasn’t easy, as you are always ‘on
call’ to get airborne within 15 minutes or so, which played havoc with your personal
life. I went to the odd International cricket match at the Adelaide Oval, praying for
a quiet day.
Last year of Ag flying
By now I was ‘doing a good job’ having learnt from many mistakes and felt
confident with my Ag flying as I entered what would be my last year in 1987. My
father had always taught me to look ahead and spot trouble coming, and I could
quite clearly see that agricultural flying was on its way out. This was mostly caused
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by the environmentalists who were, perhaps not unreasonably, getting more and
more upset about our flying antics and the odd instances of missing the target zone.
I had an interesting flight in early 1987. Whilst shopping in Shrewsbury I got a
message to get down to a flat field near to the river Severn close to Welshpool as
the weather was vile. There was heavy rain, violent winds and the river was about
to flood and drown my Pawnee as it was parked very close to the water. I would
need to fly it to Pool Quay airstrip – only about two miles away but higher and safe
from flooding.
I drove down to the aircraft and with some colleagues we manhandled her into the
fierce wind. I warmed the aircraft up and when I opened the throttle and my crew
let go of the wings she more or less rose vertically into the sky, due to the wind
speed. I hung on tightly for the extremely bumpy short flight to the other airfield.
As I lined up to land on the new airstrip, which was mercifully more or less directly
into the gale, I had almost full power in the descent. Normally, you would throttle
back to two thirds power or less, but on this day I needed full power, such were the
down draughts and the severity of the turbulence.
As I got lower, the wind did actually die away a bit so I was able to steer my Pawnee
in a very agricultural manner towards the strip where I landed with judicious use
of fistfuls of power and was able to turn on the ground to return to my parking spot.
What a memorable flight!
As I put the Pawnee to bed I looked across to the nearby flat grass field I had just
taken off from, and it was already flooding and would soon be under water. That
was close.
So, 1987 was destined to be my final year of aerial crop spraying. I can see from my
log book that on 2nd July I did 10.9 hours – these were tachometer hours which
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translated into well over 12 hours of duty time, spraying in excess of 600 acres.
Immensely rewarding but also quite exhausting.
Time for a change, as I had already lost a few mates to Ag flying and I was obviously
aware at the time of the potential harm from toxic chemicals, even though it was
more of a worry of long term exposure. I thought it would be just a matter of time
before my luck ran out. Plus I had got married in 1986 and over several years I’d
always felt a failure by not been able to work in my home country for more than six
months.
This brings me to the flight that very nearly killed me.
The flight that very nearly killed me
Ironically, it was scheduled to be my last flight in a Pawnee, ferrying it back to Old
Buckenham in Norfolk from Rodington in Shropshire on my mother’s birthday on
17th September 1987.
As I set off, I was aware of some bad weather ahead from an occluded front and as
I flew eastwards into the Midlands the visibility worsened so I dropped lower and
lower to keep clear of the stratus cloud. Then it started to rain with the usual loss
of forward visibility through the water droplets covering the Pawnee’s windscreen.
This makes navigating at low level challenging and within a few minutes I was lost,
or in technical jargon, ‘uncertain of position’. By now, I was experiencing a massive
dose of ‘get home-itis’, which can often be deadly. Must get there for Mum’s
birthday – might not be good for one’s health.
I flew around aimlessly trying to find out where I was, but the more I flew the worse
the weather got and the more frightening the whole experience became. Damn,
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why on my final flight? I’d flown in some pretty rough conditions over the past 10
years or so but this was very bad and getting dangerous.
I kept flying around at about 300 feet above ground level, just in and out of cloud,
but there was a very real risk that I would stumble into an obstacle or the national
grid electric pylons at about 250 feet. That’s what happens, when one is lost..
So I reverted back to training and headed west or where I had come from, knowing
that the weather there was ‘better’. Suddenly I was aware of a racetrack behind me
and a quick look at the map showed that it must be Mallory Park, a few miles off
my intended track and at last a pinpoint to return to Rodington to lick my wounds.
As I flew back west I realised how near I had come to hitting an unseen obstacle,
but at least I was flying back into better weather now and I knew precisely where I
was and where I was going – home.
I landed back at Rodington and refuelled the aircraft. I’d just burnt about 45
minutes worth, so time to top up and rethink my ferry flight.
I returned home and made a few phone calls about the weather. After a few hours’
wait I decided that I could get through as the weather in East Anglia was fine and
it was still my Mum’s birthday… so I recommenced my ferry flight. But this time I
followed roads or railway lines across the Midlands to make sure that I didn’t get
lost. Pilots have to learn fast and not make the same mistake twice.
In flying, we call the process of bad weather flying Instrument Flight Rules (IFR)
as opposed to Visual Flight Rules (VFR) for fair weather flying. So I had elected to
fly IFR or, colloquially, I Follow Roads, a sure-fire way to get back to Norfolk for a
birthday but a classic trap for the inexperienced.
The second ferry flight passed without any further difficulties and soon I was on
the ground at Old Buckenham with the engine ticking over near the blister hangar
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that I had helped to build in 1981. I suddenly realised that this was a pivotal
moment in my flying career; as I shut the engine down I knew I would never fly a
Pawnee or a Beaver again for many years, if ever.
But at least I was going to be taught how to fly safely in rubbish weather – what
could possibly lie ahead?
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Chapter 9 – Safe Flying?
In 1987, there was an upturn in the flying market such that there were
opportunities across the aviation industry for aircrew ‘to move up the greasy pole’
– this of course reflected the wider economy which was in a mini boom, as people
wanted to travel and had money to spend.
So, I had timed my departure correctly and now I was going to be instructed in how
to fly in bad weather, ‘by sole reference to the flight instruments,’ the Instrument
Rating or the dreaded IR.
The IR was considered to be a tough flying test to pass, as with everything in
aviation it is defined by very strict limitations of error. For the self-sponsored pilot,
the IR is also very expensive, as the flying has to be done in multi-engine aircraft.
I realised that if I could get sponsorship for my IR by an airline in exchange for a
bonding arrangement, it would save me a huge amount of cash. After looking
around the various options I decided to take the offer from Air Atlantique at
Coventry, who had conveniently just been awarded the Maritime Pollution Patrol
contract from the Department of Transport and were looking for pilots who knew
a thing or two about spraying from the air. The only slight catch was that the
spraying was to be done by DC 3 Dakotas and Britten Norman Islander aircraft –
multi-engine aircraft.
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Air Atlantique
I began my IR training with Atlantic Flight Training, Coventry (a subsidiary of Air
Atlantique) on 23rd September 1987, only six days after the Pawnee ferry flight
that nearly cost me my life.
The IR training was tough as I was forced to put aside some of my past flying
techniques and follow the way it is taught, in order to pass an Instrument Rating
Test (IRT).
Miraculously, I passed my IRT first time. The test was done at Stansted in a
Grumman Cougar light twin and for the difficult Non Directional Beacon (NDB)
approach and due to commercial traffic I recall being given around a 20 mile final
approach, which gave me time to set the aircraft up nicely in benign weather
conditions. The date was 18th November 1987, just two months after my fateful
ferry flight, but now I knew how to fly in poor weather, given the right equipment.
I can see from my log book that I then flew around five hours in a DC 3 Dakota (no
simulators available) before being let loose on the line as a co-pilot on 15th
December 1987, with the legendary Captain Kath Burnham.
The DC3 was good fun and challenging to fly; most of it was done at night on ad
hoc freight charters around Europe. You soon got used to having oil drips on your
blue shirt and wearing a leather flying jacket to keep warm.
We did unusual freight trips such as ferrying loose sheep from Dieppe to Belfast.
It was very odd to look around whilst turning to land and peer into their eyes and
for the sheep to go Baa!
The main function of the DC3 fleet was to spray the sea with oil dispersant
chemicals, which was a 24/7 standby commitment for the company. We did many
practice sorties around the UK. The trick was to try and get below the level of the
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bridge of any passing ship, as the photos will testify. We all wore life jackets, just
in case the worst happened.
My DC3 flying only lasted around nine months, so I never did get a command on
the type, but I have some great memories, for example of flying through
thunderstorms over Europe and going up and down 1,000 feet which wasn’t really
allowed. As we had no radar it was all done by trial and error, and a case of hanging
on, with snow blowing in through the window and all over the charts and
navigation log. But at other times it was a fascinating and soothing type of flying
with basic airmanship and primitive systems.
On one charter, returning from France, we were diverted in flight to London
Heathrow, instead of returning to Coventry. I suspected it was quite good fun for
ATC to deal with such an elderly aeroplane. After landing at Heathrow we taxied
to a parking area and were promptly surrounded by four police type cars with
flashing blue lights. Not good… But the bored young coppers were so fascinated to
see such an old aircraft that all they wanted to do was to visit the flight deck, phew!
Flying at Air Atlantique was quite demanding as it was a school for young pilots
who could generally be leant upon. These guys were so keen to do a good job and
progress up the pecking order within aviation, it is often said that, ‘They would
have sold their grandmothers in exchange for their first flying job...’ We did
standby days and often we would be contacted to be told that the standby day we
had just done and not flown would actually be logged as a ‘Day Off’ – but this was
retrospective, so not exactly fair.
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Interesting flying
We also did regular runs for the Post Office carrying mail, and not many people
would believe that their post had been carried by such an old workhorse, but very
reliably and professionally.
We flew all over Europe – Spain, Belgium, Germany and Norway – challenging for
the skippers and I was quite pleased to remain a first officer and defer to their
overseas experience.
We did passenger flights in those days and I well remember a DC3 flight on 20th
March 1989 when we were due to fly back from Bournemouth, but, as we took off
in the pouring rain we realised that the air speed indicator was reading zero. Little
did we know but some helpful person had put the covers on the pitot tubes (used
to measure airspeed) during the day as it was so wet. Now Captain Kath Burnham
did one of the most brilliant pieces of flying by doing a low level circuit and landing
purely by sense of ‘feel’ with no speed reference – great stuff. The passengers were
slightly curious as to why we had returned so quickly so I made it look as though I
needed to go to the loo. I jumped outside pulled the pitot cover off and before long
we were airborne again. Another lesson learnt.
In August 1988, I decided to have a go on the twin-engine Cessnas – the tip-tanked
C402 which was the spotter plane for the Marine Pollution Control Unit (MPCU)
and the C404 – a light freighter.
This was more like my type of flying because I could do my own thing, and it wasn’t
long before I was doing maritime patrols with my radar operator and observer
Steve Fayer. Steve was a lovely, steady man whose answer to, ‘How are you?’ was
always, ‘Not too bad…’
We would set off in the C402 on trips up to Scotland and patrol many thousands
of square miles of North Sea with our sideways looking radar. We stayed at
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Kirkwall on The Orkneys and Sumburgh on The Shetland Isles – a wonderful part
of the UK. It was fascinating flying and we would go away for several days. I loved
the variety and the responsibility. Our main task was to log oil slicks and try to
catch and record oil tankers ‘washing out their tanks’. This was deeply ironic for
me as now I was definitely a poacher turned gamekeeper but it was our job.
Out of sight, out of mind...
The 6th July 1988, was a bad day when the Piper Alpha oil rig blew up with much
loss of life and the entire DC3 fleet was scrambled up to Inverness to be on standby
to spray the sea around it. But as the rig was over 100 miles off shore from
Aberdeen and way out of the public view, it was quickly decided not to spray.
We all flew back to Coventry a bit disappointed that we had trained so hard and
now we had been abruptly stood down, but we celebrated by all wearing paper kilts.
Take a look at the photo in the photos section.
I would return to Piper Alpha a few weeks later as it was still ablaze and dangerous,
and we witnessed Red Adair (a famous American oil rig disaster expert) dangling
in a bucket over the rig trying to work out how to kill the fire.
We stayed in a wonderful country house called Pittodrie House around 30 minutes
from Aberdeen airport and life was good, but the memory of the huge loss of life
was always there.
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Hurry slowly
One day I was scrambled in the C404 from Coventry to Southend and I was in such
a rush that when I came into land at Southend with a strong cross wind I kicked
the rudder as normal to line the aircraft up with the centre line and nothing
happened – the rudders were like they were when I had the wire strike in the
Pawnee all those years ago – locked solid and immovable.
Blast – what could be causing that? I quickly realised that I had failed to take the
bright red rudder lock out on the ground as I’d been in a rush at Coventry and the
only way to get the aircraft on the ground out of wind, would be to use differential
power to skew it straight on landing.
I did a go around, sorted myself out and then landed with asymmetric power. I was
so embarrassed at this most basic mistake that I quickly pulled off the runway onto
the taxi way, got out of the aircraft and pulled the control lock out. The thought of
taxiing an aircraft onto the apron with a large red control lock in place was just too
embarrassing.
Another lesson learnt, festina lente, hurry slowly!
On 22nd September 1988, yet another oil rig blew up, the Ocean Odyssey off
Aberdeen again, but this time with a very spectacular fire which can be seen in the
photos.
At first we orbited whilst the rig was pulled off the pipe which ran down to the sea
bed. Now the percolating gas was flaming onto the surface and this continued for
around 30 minutes, but we were told that the pipe stack would eventually collapse
at some point and sure enough, it did.
I decided to circle down and do a low run over where the fire had been for
absolutely no other reason than it was fun. But as we roared in at wave top height,
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Steve in the back laconically mentioned that, ‘It might not be a good idea as we
might be vaporised by the gas explosion as our engines lit it up.’ Good call Steve –
I’ve always tried to listen to good advice and take Health and Safety very seriously.
There was one death on the Ocean Odyssey, a radio operator who had not been
able to evacuate, and our thoughts were for this poor man who had just been ‘doing
his job’.
My final flight was in a DC3 on 31st August 1989, with Captain Bill Mann who had
flown Boeing 707s and had explained that anyone knowing their three times table
could fly an airliner. Generally, airliners descend 1,000 feet for every three nautical
miles flown, so from a cruising altitude of 30,000feet, if you could multiply 30 by
3, you knew you should start your descent 90 nautical miles from destination.
Somehow, I just knew that my good education would help me get the right answer,
so I decided to get a really super safe job and do the best I could for my young
family.
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Chapter 10 – A Love / Hate Relationship
About this time there was a photo of a BAe 146 doing a very steep climbing turn on
the front cover of Flight International and as I gazed at this picture longingly, I
knew that we would have a relationship. Little did I know the extent of that
forthcoming love/hate association.
As happens every few years – and in 1989 in particular – there is a positive upswing
in the aviation market and now I had transitioned from a ‘crop duster’ to an almost
decent pilot, I felt I could go for that final safe job which would take me through to
a happy retirement – or at least, that was my cunning plan.
Air Foyle
First on my list was Air Foyle, who looked at my application form and promptly
invited me to an interview.
Air Foyle at Luton Airport operated two BAe146s for the goods carrier TNT all over
Europe delivering overnight parcels, and they were due to expand by five or more
aircraft. Unexpectedly, my interview would focus far more on aerial crop spraying
than anything else.
My interviewer, Chief Training Captain Stu Waring, was a former RAF Canberra
and light aircraft pilot and knew Peter Lawton well, and apparently Stu had always
hankered after being an aerial crop spraying pilot himself. So, I got my dream job
and my whole life would change, for ever more!
I began my jet flying career at Hatfield in September 1989, with a two week
intensive technical course followed by around two weeks on the BAe 146 simulator
at Hatfield. During the ground school, I remember clearly the British Aerospace
instructor telling our course of pilots that we would be breathing high pressure
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‘Bleed air’ or ‘Engine air’ tapped off the jet engines. I distinctly recall at the time
thinking that just didn’t sound correct…
It was quite a step up from a DC 3 to the BAe146 but the trainers were mostly ex
RAF and extremely good at their jobs, and before I knew it I was doing circuits and
bumps around Prestwick airfield, Scotland in a real jet aircraft.
Line training followed from Luton airport, and I would be introduced to the
dubious delights of Cologne (Koln) Bonn airfield into which around 20 TNT BAe
146s flew every week day night from all over Europe, arriving at around 10pm and
departing again at around 3am, with sorted small packages. Most European
countries operated two jet aircraft, but Air Foyle would soon be expanding its fleet
to six or more BAe 146’s based first at Luton then at London Stansted, and finally
based at Liege in Belgium in 1997.
I would visit around 80 different European airfields during my time at TNT and
life was good as I loved the flying, and it seemed odd to be paid to go to work!
Indeed, we also received health cover, a generous final salary pension, cash
expenses for going away, the best hotels to stay in and a promising career ahead.
Not only did we move parcels at night, but we also flew unusual loads, like German
orchestra instruments, nuclear waste to Dounreay in the far north of Scotland with
a teenage security officer with a machine gun to make sure we didn’t misbehave,
and at the weekends, race horses (which were worth more than our BAe 146) all
over Europe, but mostly to Ireland, France and Italy.
There were around seventy pilots in the company and we felt more like a family.
There were the usual characters, and some who would become lifelong friends. As
a Senior First Officer, I was rostered to fly twenty five consecutive sectors over
about four weeks sitting alongside a new captain, Peter Morgan. We were well past
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a point at which we had run out of things to talk about so I called Crewing and said
‘Enough’. We never flew together again!
Whilst I loved my new job with all its challenges and responsibility, I would soon
have a different trial to deal with in the spring of 1990, my usual excellent health
would take a sudden dive into chronic illness.
Chronic illness
I don’t recall the exact date, but I do remember walking down a supermarket aisle
(in Koln, Germany) when the coloured goods on the shelves suddenly started to
move about on their own, as did the fluorescent lights in the ceiling. I’d had a beer
or two the night before, but this was way beyond any effect that a couple of lagers
may have had – and I was frightened. After bumbling through the check-out I
staggered out into the spring sunshine sweating heavily and confused. I returned
to the Hyatt hotel to manage my sudden temperature control problem by drinking
masses of orange juice, which just made me sweat even more.
Suddenly, I had to manage this new ill health problem, which I had assumed would
go away. But when it didn’t, I figured (erroneously as it turned out) that it would
probably have been caused by having just endured around six months of
continuous night flying which was quite demanding.
I was experiencing rapidly deteriorating memory, word finding difficulties, severe
sweating, garbled speech, a constant echo of spoken words in my head and being
utterly fatigued, amongst other symptoms. At the age of 35 – I was feeling very
unwell.
But I told no one, not even my wife or doctor, as I knew that any talk of such serious
illness would immediately ground me and bring my flying career to a sudden stop,
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kissing goodbye to a very generous income and perks, putting my young family
with two children into financial difficulties.
My stoicism from serving eight years at boarding school had kicked in and I kept
flying, rather like a guinea pig on a treadmill.
Slowly killing me
By 1994, I had got my command on TNT’s BAe 146s and would have enjoyed the
responsibility but had become quite introverted, as I preferred to deal with my
illness in the solitude of my hotel room. All of the symptoms I was experiencing
combined to make me bad company in a group, but I could just about cope with
one-to-one. I remember carefully planning to avoid an Air Foyle pilot sing-song in
a German pub as about twenty pilots all met up for a boozy lunch. It was a deadly
feeling. I would soon lose any interest in alcohol too, as many poisoned pilots talk
of feeling ‘permanently intoxicated’ anyway.
By 1998, I knew beyond doubt that night flying was somehow slowly killing me, so
I decided to make yet another move into predominantly day flying. By now I didn’t
have the mental agility and capacity to learn the extensive technical data for a new
larger type of aircraft such as a Boeing 757. This meant staying on the BAe 146,
which by then I could fly as easily as riding a bike, so I took a job flying from
Birmingham airport with Jersey European who would soon be better known as
British European and then finally Flybe.
I said farewell to the TNT Chief Pilot on the apron at Liege and I could barely
communicate such was my stammering and word finding difficulties by then. Good
riddance to permanent night flying!
Life was marginally better again with daylight flying and pretty cabin crew girls
looking after the ‘self loading freight’ as we affectionately called our passengers.
Although I still had the dreadful permanent ill health symptoms, I had learnt to
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live with them to a degree and had become quite good at acting ‘normal’ by not
saying much.
I recall sitting at a briefing table in our crew room with a First Officer and three
cabin crew and rehearsing a safety and security question for them. I would blurt
out the question and then just sit back and listen. That was my contribution as
Captain.
Then, with the serious symptoms still persisting and worsening I reasoned that if
I became a Training Captain I might fly less and be able to do BAe146 simulator
work. So, in September 2001, I put myself forward for a Training Captain’s course
at Southampton. On the three day course I was filmed for around 45 minutes
making an appalling presentation, and then criticised by my fellow flying
colleagues. This would be one of the hardest periods to deal with as I looked
perfectly fit and well on the outside, but I was by then a walking zombie and
struggling to communicate.

(This YouTube video can still be seen in the

Appendix).
By some fluke I passed the course, but I had misjudged the outcome of becoming
a Training Captain – no simulator flying, but now qualified to sit in both seats as
either Captain or First Officer when the company was short, thus perversely
increasing the amount of my flying.
I was now unknowingly making very poor life decisions.
Decision making problems
I couldn’t see myself ever reaching retirement age as, with the greater quantity of
flying being generated by the race to the bottom of the low cost ‘budget’ market in
full swing, my time spent in the cockpit increased even more. I found my health
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was rapidly worsening to the point where, as a Senior Captain I was more of a
passenger and relying heavily on my First Officer to get us safely through the day.
Finally, on 29th August 2004, I cracked up and walked off a passenger BAe 146
airliner just prior to a flight to Salzburg. I had several months off flying with
intervention from doctors and CAA psychiatrist, Gordon Turnbull, but I was
adamant that I wouldn’t take any of their medication. This is what saved my life.
Their (incorrect) diagnosis was that I had something called PTSD or Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder. But what exactly was the trauma for me? It had started
in a German supermarket fourteen years earlier.
I eventually returned to flying in early 2005 after being persuaded by my family to
go back, to keep the money coming in, but part time and on a reduced salary yet I
still never admitted to being ill or to any of the evidence here.
I have since understood that this slow wind-down is ‘normal’ for other aircrew too.
By then I knew that I was a danger not only to myself, but to my passengers as well,
and so on 30th June 2005, aged forty-nine, I unexpectedly flew my final flight from
Edinburgh to Birmingham in a BAe146 – unaware that I wouldn’t fly again for
nearly a decade. I was shot to pieces.
You can read more about the cause of why I and many of my aircrew colleagues
have had to stop jet flying in my book Aerotoxic Syndrome – Aviation’s Darkest
Secret published by Pilot Press, the publishing company Peter Lawton and I set up
in 2014.
Essentially, since 1962, all aircrew and passengers are enclosed in a confined
environment where the cabin air is pressurised by the engine or ‘bleed’ air. A
fundamental design flaw means jet engine oil, which contains 3-5%
organophosphates (famous for killing and maiming countless sheep-dip farmers
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but never being legally held to account), and the bleed air are allowed to mix, and
as no filters are used - all occupants of jet airliners are contaminated by varying
amounts of so called ‘normal’ toxic cabin air. The ‘seals’ which are meant to keep
the oil and air completely apart are not actually seals but membranes, which are
designed to leak as a known design flaw.
Subsequently, I did not fly any aircraft following that final trip in a BAe146 in the
summer of 2005, and would end up feeling suicidal and burnt-out for the rest of
that year.
Fortunately, I found out the real cause of my, and others’ ill health from a BALPA
(British Airline Pilots Association) colleague and former BA Captain, Tristan
Loraine, in the spring of 2006. This turned out to be life saving for me. Captain
Loraine had arranged for 27 BALPA pilots, including me, to be tested by Dr Sarah
Mackenzie Ross of UCL (University College London), who found that all 27 of us
(100%) had the same problem – a cocktail of chemicals in our blood and fat, and
symptoms which included below average cognition. She subsequently published
several papers on the contaminated cabin air issue.
Dr Mackenzie Ross also, worryingly, estimated that: ‘If a modest passenger
number of 100 per flight is assumed, then over 196,000 UK passengers a year could
potentially present to General Physicians with symptoms of acute toxicity after
exposure from oil fume event flights.’ I quickly concluded that those passengers
who were deliberately being starved of the facts surrounding their illness were
diagnosed as suffering from… jet lag.
I am one of the 30% of humans whose livers cannot process, and are therefore
allergic to, organophosphates found in the jet engine oil in most jet (and turboprop) airliners. The sole exception to this is the Boeing 787, which does not make
use of pressurised ‘bleed air’ but uses electrically pumped ‘outside’, clean air from
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nostril-like air inlets either side of the forward wing roots. The clever folk from
Boeing allegedly ‘worked the poisoning out’ in 1999.
Organophosphate poisoning?
Interested readers can find out more about the history and politics of
organophosphates (OPs), they were invented in the 1930s by German scientists to
disrupt the neurological systems of pests. OPs were subsequently employed in the
development of nerve gas during WWII – which gives an indication of how
damaging that compound can be to humans. As readers will know, I had first
become aware of the poisonous properties of OPs in the late 1970s when I entered
aerial spraying, but at least I knew about the hazards and was able to minimise
them by personal risk management, as one of the many dangers I faced as an Ag
pilot.
An addendum to this book is an excerpt from the full CAA Aerial Application
Manual from Howard Avis Aviation Ltd., dated March 1985. The full document can
be downloaded from http://www.PilotPress.net/ I had to sign this document to
show I understood, with clear reference made in section 6 ‘Chemicals – The Health
Hazards and Handling Precautions,’ the action of OPs and the known harm that
even small repeated doses were designed to do – both to pests and humans.
Interestingly, whilst I was Ag flying I was very concerned about the possibility of
exposure to the OPs I was routinely spraying – so much so that, in around 1984 I
went to see my GP and mentioned about a cholinesterase (a chemical in the human
body which controls muscle action which would be diminished by the presence of
OPs) test which should be done to create a base line of exposure to OPs. The logic
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being that if you had your blood regularly tested it should show up any
abnormalities and be on your work record for future reference.
However, I distinctly remember my Shropshire GP getting confused over a
cholesterol test for fats, and due to the confusion, I decided not to mention the
cholinesterase test again, so I was never tested.
I have learnt from Peter Lawton that his employer, the Lincs Aerial Spraying
Company, made sure that all of their staff – pilots and ground crew – were tested
annually to provide a base line reference in the event of any of them being poisoned
by OPs. Compare this with the total lack of any OP blood testing of aircrew
nowadays. The only blood test aircrew are required to undergo during their
periodic medical examinations is an almost useless check for anaemia.
For all of this science and history to have been comprehensively airbrushed from
the record and denied is both extraordinary and wrong. The power of big business
knows no bounds and repeated shrill calls for ‘more research’ have caused
governments and their paymasters to realise they cannot be seen to be doing
nothing on a public health issue.
I have created the new term ‘desearch’ to describe the ongoing ignoring of all
previous research and manipulating data to make an inconvenient truth disappear.
The predictable establishment medical and science position that ‘low’ amounts of
repeated exposures to OPs cause no ill health, whilst now finally for the CAA to
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admit that acute exposure can cause paralysis, makes a mockery of the published
evidence and suggests that different types of bullets cause varying damage.
https://www.caa.co.uk/Passengers/Before-you-fly/Am-I-fit-to-fly/Guidance-forhealth-professionals/Aircraft-Fume-Events/
We all know that bullets maim and kill.
My ‘safe’ job almost killed me
It has been doubly ironic to me over the past forty years that it was my perceived
changeover to a so-called ‘safe’ job of airline flying and exposure to OPs which
came far closer to actually killing me than my potentially hair-raising Ag flying
time.
The illness for aircrew and passengers was first named Aerotoxic Syndrome in
1999 by a US Flight surgeon and scientists from France and Australia who had been
studying the data for around 10 years. I found that I had developed a strong need
to help others who had been affected. I founded the Aerotoxic Association Limited
(www.aerotoxic.org) at the Houses of Parliament in London on 18th June 2007, to
make known the technical solutions already available to combat this terrible,
insidious threat. I want acceptance by the medical ‘experts’ of the cause of mass
public ill health of both aircrew and passengers.
When I first set up the website in early 2007, it was to complement an organisation
in Australia called AOPIS (Aviation Organo Phosphate Information Service), but it
seemed to lack the clout to put the issue firmly on the door step in Europe. And
was missing the key ‘A’ word.
I have published evidence from 1953 onwards from both sides in the public domain
– testimonies, published scientific papers and media reports which are relevant to
the debate. I’ve tried to keep the site and messages professional and unemotional,
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which has been difficult given the nature of the issue. This allows any neutral
visitor to make up their own minds – one way or the other.
It is a fact of CRM (Cockpit Resource Management) training that aircrew are
brainwashed from an early age into acquiescence and ‘get the job done with the
minimum fuss’, thus ensuring the least spread of any dissension from pilots and
cabin crew into the outside world. After all, jobs could be threatened if the
travelling public knew the health hazards in the cabin air of an airliner, so best to
keep it quiet!
We are constantly being reminded of the Health & Safety mantra of the CAA and
the airlines: ‘The safety of our passengers and crews is of utmost importance to us,’
and yet they turn a blind eye to toxic cabin environments on a daily basis. They
also trumpet the higher duty of care to children’s welfare, (also carelessly exposed
to OPs), but have yet to even acknowledge the vulnerable 30% of the population
whose liver function is affected most acutely by OP poisoning, who also require
justice.
It is particularly ironic that those important, wealthy passengers in First Class are
also being quietly gassed and that the specialised fat tests which were carried out
on me and others in 2006 to measure the stored toxins are still not generally
available to the public. This means they will never know how severely they have
been affected.
Apart from formally recognising the ill health which is caused by exposure to toxic
oil fumes in a confined space, one of the most obvious solutions, and the answer
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that everybody assumes is already in use and only a few challenge, are toxic oil or
poison detectors in all bleed air jets.
Is it detectable?
These poison detectors would alert the flight crew to their presence and allow the
crew to stop further poisoning by turning the offending ‘bleed air’ line off.
At the moment, economically compromised professional aircrew, particularly
cabin crew, are sniffing the air and wondering whether to action published
checklists which call for full oxygen use and immediate diversion, in case of
potential reprisals.
Note that there is no protection for passengers, as the ‘drop down’ oxygen system
is fitted solely for loss of cabin pressure, and anyway mixes toxic, ambient air with
the oxygen and only lasts for a few minutes. Which is just enough time for the pilots
to descend the aircraft into thicker, theoretically more breathable air and useless
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for crossing the Atlantic, due to the drastically increased fuel consumption at the
lower levels.
Activated charcoal face masks offer some protection for passengers and I have sold
over 1,000 masks to airline passengers over the past 8 years and called them Flyer’s
Friend. The crew have their own personal protection.
We have proof that WW2 Hawker Typhoon RAF fighters were fitted with carbon
monoxide detectors in 1943. Surely passenger airliners seventy years later should
have similar protective warning systems?
I have been in touch with countless survivors (I hate the word victim) of Aerotoxic
syndrome over the past 12 years and all of them say, ‘If oil exposure can harm a
grown adult like me – what will it be doing to children?’
Yet still, some people ask me why I don’t just give up with this battle? Shame on
them. If no one else wants to know a cause of serious ill health, why should I
personally care? We have all got our own lives to lead but I do worry deeply about
some so called ‘doctors’ and ‘lawyers’ who seem to be defending the indefensible.
At the end of the day, it is for our society to decide.
At the moment it is reasoned that the European aircrew Unions are powerful
enough to protect their airline workers whilst flying, and the Germans will be the
ultimate winners. However, the University of Gottingen, which has been
investigating fume events and damage to aircrew, closed indicating the enthusiasm
of the establishment to shut down troublesome research.
All aerospace research is carried out by universities, such as Cranfield, who rely
entirely for their funding from the likes of Airbus and Rolls Royce, who would not
pay for inconvenient conclusions. Whilst the VW emissions scandal of 2016
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reminds us that large corporations can be brought to account for obviously rigged
research and malpractice.
We often hear about the outrageous International scandal of intentional selfdoping, professional athletes, but compare this to the six decade long,
unintentional, covered-up, doping scandal of professional aircrew and passengers,
where even the poisoning mechanism is still being denied and special laws apply
for the airline industry.
I would wait until the spring of 2014 before flying again, following my move from
Warwickshire and back to my Norfolk roots in July 2013 and stopping my diary
which I’d kept since my birthday in 2006 as too introspective and taking too much
time to write!
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Chapter 11 – Aerotoxic Syndrome
During this period, I followed a lead to Peter Lawton’s coaching website and from
that managed to renew my contact with him.
After nearly 40 years it was wonderful to be back in touch with an old buddy and
before long I was seeking his professional help as a ‘life coach’ to assist me with the
difficulties I was facing – primarily with writing my book but also trying to make
sense of the world I had been living in since I had become seriously ill in 1990, 24
years earlier.
Some people have smugly pointed out (almost as if I hadn’t had the same thought
over the past twelve years) that as an ‘Ag pilot’ I was always going to be more likely
to be affected by organophosphates and therefore it is ‘only my problem’ and not
relevant to other aircrew or passengers.
Clearly I was working with OPs from 1980 to 1987, but due to their reputation and
my training in chemistry, I minimised my exposures. Of course, this period may
well have made me more vulnerable to being poisoned from 1990 onwards. Who
knows?
This argument for others is clearly nonsense, because when I first worked out the
exact cause of my serious ill health in the spring of 2006, I realised that two of my
aircrew (cabin crew and pilot), close neighbours from a small Warwickshire village,
also had identical complex neurological illnesses which their NHS consultants
couldn’t understand. They had never been anywhere near Ag aircraft or OPs, but,
they had been similarly poisoned by repeated low dose exposures of toxic cabin air.
They would typically have flown for around 10-15 years before burning out and
failing safe, just as I had done but only after I had converted to flying jets. Whilst
my good friend, Godfrey Gardner in South Australia is still Ag flying, and the aerial
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fire-fighting which I helped to pioneer in the 1980s has meanwhile become a
multimillion-dollar business.
Misdiagnosis isn’t an accident
Indeed, many of my airline friends from forty years ago have been diagnosed with
MND (Motor Neuron Disease), Parkinson’s, ME and MS but if the published
Aerotoxic blood tests were performed now, they would demonstrate nothing more
complicated than organophosphate poisoning – an inconvenient truth for the
airline industry.
Blood tests developed over the past 15 years and published in the last few years can
now accurately prove:
1. Damage caused by organophosphates.
2. The potential for individuals to damage their DNA from OPs which is vital
to identify future sufferers.
These medical tests take the pressure off the victims’ testimony, as they provide
black and white evidence, and just like blood tests from any other issues such as
drink/driving, the tests are completely measurable and objective. These medical
tests are not currently generally available, due to the establishment discrediting
the scientists and doctors who have been pioneering them, and the political
difficulties associated with these thorny issues. Potentially many aircrew would be
grounded and passengers wouldn’t want to fly. It would be fatal for the industry.
So, I now work only for the protection of children who require professional adults
to represent their best interests, as the adults have known full well about it for over
sixty years. The medical fraternity, scientists, lawyers and politicians have been
failing children systematically on this issue since before I was born. In 1953
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scientists from the US had worked out that rat, and by extension human, exposure
to toxic chemicals in a confined space caused ill health.
It is more than a little embarrassing and shameful when governments still claim
that ‘health is always of paramount importance’ and that there is ‘no positive
evidence,’ when I know of children from a single airline ‘oil fume event’ flight in
2007 who are still suffering the medical after effects – over ten years later.
Perhaps the worst offenders are the quasi establishment media like Private Eye,
who claim to be whiter than white and gave my web site an award in 2010, but
actually only cover what they deem to be newsworthy and in so doing– prevent the
known technical solutions from being adopted.
The news has become ‘normal’ for this issue and printing anything normal is not
exciting or likely to please their paymasters.
There is evidence
One can imagine how difficult it is for the UK Civil Aviation Authority and the US
Federal Aviation Authority to balance the scandal of toxic cabin air as they have a
purely commercial role and are actually funded by the airlines. However, the UK
Air Accident Investigation Branch and the US National Transport Safety Bureau
come out of the scandal appallingly as they obediently mirror the CAA, FAA and
government dogma, whilst they are supposed to be independent and solely
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concerned in fully investigating all aspects of flight health and safety, regardless of
cost.
Essentially, some doctors and lawyers cannot believe the past or present written
testimony of any professional aircrew or passengers. But, why would we make it all
up?
I suspect that no amount of new evidence or signed testimonies will make the
slightest bit of difference to those civil servants whose job it is to cover-up an
inconvenient cause of public ill health.
Many agree that we have been pandering to the status quo for 60 plus years where
huge numbers of innocent people have been gassed, then intentionally
misdiagnosed and mistreated – all in the pursuit of greater profits. Most good
doctors would be horrified at what has been going on under their noses for over six
decades.
Even doctors must wonder why their pills and potions don’t work, but no state
employed doctor is allowed to recommend that a patient stop flying and then do
nothing for two years to get better and, most importantly, take none of their drugs.
The sheer waste and cost of ‘testing for the wrong illness’ – particularly in aircrew
– is mind boggling.
By gagging all professional aircrew (which is clearly a very dangerous long term
game to play) the ‘other side’ also have to ignore everything which has been written
by us (including Court papers and testimonies to Parliament).
I have always had the highest respect for service air veterans, as does the public,
and it seems right that their every word from the past is analysed for meaning and
authenticity of their previous flying experiences. However, when a present day
aircrew begins to describe their ill health symptoms immediately following being
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gassed by a fume event flight their words have been both ignored and not believed.
Strange, but absolutely true.
In theory, a veteran after a fume event flight would be the perfect person to be
believed. One can only imagine Battle of Britain hero, Douglas Bader’s, opinion of
the toxic air scandal – unprintable!
Any person, on any jet flight can be affected
Peter (Lawton) was able to help with my book like no other as he was well
acquainted with the Swiss Cheese model for pilots – where several slices of Swiss
cheese, each representing a factor which could contribute to the cause of an
accident or incident all come together such that one hole in each of the cheeses line
up with all the others, thus allowing the ‘Accident Arrow’ to pass through – which
my editor did not fully appreciate; he was also a mine of flying information
including the principles of CRM (Cockpit Resource Management).
You will have read about the end of Peter’s flying career in his section where he
related his incident of 2012 involving the Olympic restricted airspace and I was
shocked that the CAA had been so harsh and made such an example of such an
experienced pilot who had clearly made a one-off mistake and not a premeditated
failure, as with the six decade Aerotoxic fiasco.
Returning to good health
I expressed an intention to return to flying in 2014, as my health had more or less
returned to normal. I am only left with a body temperature control problem which
means that I don’t feel the cold as others do. There have to be some advantages!
I had followed the advice of OP sheep-dip expert Dr Sarah Myhill in early 2006 to
simply, ‘Stop all further jet flying exposures, to eat well, sleep well, and avoid all
medication and after two years I would be OK’. I’m firmly of the opinion that my
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health now is better than ‘normal’ as what hasn’t killed you, makes one stronger –
no question. As a thirty-something year-old I felt like a decrepit pensioner, now,
having distanced myself from passenger airliners, I’m in my early sixties, and I
really do feel as though I’m back in my thirties and alive again.
When I was being supported by the Brain Injury Rehabilitation Trust (BIRT), my
cognition was tested by the NHS in October 2011, and I scored 0.5 /10 or in the
‘impaired range.’ The State-employed Psychologist, Mr Poppleton, made it clear
that my low score could never be attributed to toxic air in airliners as it would have
serious consequences for aviation. Not very reassuring that he had my, or his other
patients’, best interests at heart.
Thankfully I know that I will score a lot better now and plan to be tested by the
NHS again soon, after returning to recreational flying again, which has generally
reconnected my brain and sharpened me up enormously.
Peter had warned me to be prepared for General Aviation to be quite a different
world from how I had left it to go airline flying back in 1989...
I returned to my old airfield at Old Buckenham, where I had first flown Ag planes
for Howard Avis Aviation, and was welcomed by Peter Smith, the owner of the Old
Buckenham Aero Club (OBAC) and former Wing Commander, Gerry Honey, OBE,
the Chief Flying Instructor who quickly put me through a Private Pilot’s Licence
(PPL) renewal.
My first cross country was to Ludham, which I had flown into during the ‘80s, and
then over Swanton Morley and back to Old Buckenham. I was shocked that the
airfield at Swanton Morley had been planted with trees, and the massive ‘J’ hangar
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had been replaced with two smaller hangars as the Army had taken over and
obviously didn’t need a huge 250 acre grass airfield anymore.
So, I regained my PPL quite quickly and then bought a fifth share in a Rockwell
Commander which was based at Old Buckenham.
I would do a flight down to Paris for lunch with fellow aviator, Tony Abel, to meet
Jean Christophe Balouet, the father of Aerotoxic (Balouet created the term
Aerotoxic Syndrome in 1999 along with scientists from the US [Hoffman] and
Australia [Winder]). Additionally, I had planned to do many flights with friends
and family but I found the navigation systems complex, and on one trip I didn’t
manage to engage the auto pilot after an hour, which made me feel a bit stupid so
I didn’t feel entirely safe.
I decided to renew my instructor’s rating so, following Peter Lawton’s
recommendation, I went to Andrewsfield in Essex to be taught and tested by Carol
Cooper. But first I had to pass a flying instructors’ symposium at Shoreham Airport
under the tutelage of Dorothy Saul Pooley, who as a former aviation lawyer, told
us that a lawyer could basically find a technicality in virtually any flight and that
we’d better be sure of ourselves.
I started to instruct at Old Buckenham and quickly got back into the swing of
something I’d been doing for 40 years. Gerry flew the Boeing Stearman doing
joyrides and I did a few in the PA28 Cherokee, plus I had some student pilots to
teach how to fly.
Back flying
All was going well and at last I felt able to enjoy flying light aircraft again. We only
flew three days a week but it was the perfect way to live, with the rest of my time
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dedicated to the Aerotoxic cause, which I was still enmeshed in and keen to wrap
up after nearly 10 years of activity.
But in November 2014, my life would suddenly change, yet again. I was driving out
to Old Buckenham one foggy Friday morning with visibility of about 100 metres,
knowing from the forecast that we would not fly at all for three long days, when it
suddenly hit me that flight simulation would allow us to continue to teach flying –
in any weather.
By the end of that stretch of road, I had decided to Google ‘Flight Simulator’ and
‘Norfolk’. On reaching Old Buckenham airfield a few minutes later, I got on the
computer and quickly found a contact in North Walsham - Sim Air a flight
simulation company run by Phil, who used a Boeing 737-800 series simulator.
After talking to Phil on the phone, I went over to see him and he very kindly talked
me through the basics and in no time at all I was flying a Piper Cub on my PC. This
looked extremely promising!
It wasn’t long before I was using an Apple iMac and I can well remember putting
the first disc in and the image of a Cessna 152 flooding the screen with every rivet
showing. That was the moment when I absolutely knew that I could make a
business out of flight simulation.
I was soon teaching friends, Liz Somers and Robin Catlin, to ‘fly’ using basic
controls. This was serious fun.
I started to write a business plan and I could see that the barrier to entry was low,
so others could do what I was doing. I thought about the franchise possibilities and
equipment sales – so many opportunities...
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Chapter 12 – Flight Simulation
My flying at Old Buckenham had encountered a problem. One morning in
November 2014, Peter Smith solemnly told me that I had violated controlled
airspace during one of my flights on 9th November 2014, and that he had received
a letter from the CAA wanting to know who was flying G-LFSC?
I had actually been flying twice on 9th November 2014, but on both flights I had
either been talking to Lakenheath ATC or not flying near controlled airspace.
On closer inspection of the undated letter, it claimed that my flight was on 9th
November 2012. When I pointed this out to Peter and Gerry they said that it was
typo and that it must be 2014. Suddenly, my cosy world was turned upside down
again. I was sure that the CAA were out to get me after I had tweaked their tails
with my published book.
Around five days later Peter Smith called me to tell me that I was innocent, and
that indeed the date was 2012, and that someone had violated Stansted controlled
airspace in G-LFSC. But it wasn’t me.
I began to understand how Peter Lawton had felt following his Olympic ‘hurdle’.
The death of a friend
For a couple of weeks before Christmas 2014, I was stressed with not knowing what
to do, as I now had a different issue to face – the forthcoming Coroner’s hearing
into the death of my friend Richard Westgate. He had featured heavily in my book
on Aerotoxic Syndrome, as a BA pilot whose death had been indirectly caused by
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organophosphate (OP) poisoning. Richard had clearly suffered for many years –
just as I had.
A look at the legal background of Aerotoxicity shows an Australian High Court win
on 3rd September 2010, after cabin crew Joanne Turner, who was flying as a
passenger, was exposed on a single BAe 146 flight in 1992. It took her 18 years to
finally win her case against East West airline. There are countless other legal cases
around the world at any one time, but it is worrying that they are all settled out of
court with desperate, grounded aircrew happy to accept a modest cash settlement
to avoid an 18 year court process. So, the lawyers are doing very nicely out of the
issue, as they hold the airlines and insurance companies to ransom with their
clever games, continuously playing for time and extorting huge sums of cash, as
they never kill the goose which lays the golden egg.
Meantime, lawyers, doctors and politician passengers and their friends and
families will also be getting ill from single airline fume event flights, yet they appear
to be either remarkably stupid or fixated on the wealth aspect, rather than the
health responsibility, which the long suffering public expect of public servants.
Richard’s case would be important in our fight for recognition that Aerotoxic
Syndrome is damaging the health of crew and passengers. If the Coroner’s
judgement was that Richard’s death was as a result of OP poisoning, the airlines
and the authorities would be forced to finally address the problem.
I knew that I couldn’t fly safely whilst also being worried about Richard’s public
Court case, so I decided to ground myself once again as the safer option at the end
of 2014.
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Grounded again
This was difficult, but I had done it before, and I told Peter Smith that I had
reluctantly decided to ground myself on 1st January 2015, and I also notified my
local Aviation Medical Examiner who supported my decision.
So, now I was fit but not flying, and it was difficult to explain this to students, but
I told them the truth and everyone seemed to accept my reasoning. It wasn’t long
before I was getting on with flight simulation as it seemed wide open with no one
else doing it.
I registered Flight Simulation Ltd. and then whilst walking home in Norwich on
the evening of Friday 20th February 2015, I got a notification that the Richard
Westgate public Court inquest had begun and that it was on the main ITV news. It
wasn’t on the BBC, as they cannot share the debate with the public about an issue
of public interest. Indeed, the word Aerotoxic appears to be taboo on the national
network, as when I was reluctantly interviewed by the BBC in 2015, the interviewer
began with ‘Aerotoxic syndrome does not exist…’ The media like to remind us that
the illness is not formally recognised, we have to put up with the ‘so-called
Aerotoxic Syndrome’ label.
Running the Aerotoxic Association for ten years with such restrictions on open
speech and expression has been a nightmare. I have just lived my life from day to
day. I never expected to be living like this.
Little did I know that Richard Westgate’s family and friends, and all those who
were trying to right the wrongs, would be thwarted by lawyers continuously finding
technicalities with which to delay hearing after hearing. Where are the lawyers for
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the other side who should be representing aircrew, passengers and children? Frank
Cannon in Glasgow is a lone voice.
It is becoming clear now who knew what and when, so where is the media
coverage? Sadly, I fear that we’ve been here before… I would be more convinced if
the lawyers elected to hold their court with visible, white oil fumes swirling around
them to prove that oil fumes are somehow not harmful?
The 2017 court case - the Westgate death
I’ll tell you a little more about Richard. He made contact with the Aerotoxic
Association on 16 March 2012. Richard was a senior first officer with BA and a pilot
of sixteen years flying experience; he was slim, fit and a paragliding champion. In
his email he asked: ‘Do you have any doctors you recommend for treatment as I
am deteriorating badly and my doc hasn’t got a clue?’
As with many others, I referred him to my good friend Dr Michel Mulder and his
team of medical specialists for possible treatment in the Netherlands. Richard
single-mindedly went straight to the Netherlands for urgent treatment from Dr
Mulder.
Richard became passionate about alerting the medical community to this little
known cause of ill-health, and we were all deeply shocked when he suddenly died
at the age of 43 on 12 December 2012. He was found dead in the bed of his hotel
room.
For many years before his death, Richard suffered pain and discomfort, including
frequent severe headaches, fatigue, paraesthesia (numbness and ‘pins and
needles’), ataxia (clumsiness and awkward gait) and cognitive deficits (poor
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memory and thought processes). In addition he suffered chest pain, and
experienced bouts of sleep apnoea.
Richard had been grossly misdiagnosed and mistreated with antidepressants. The
Westgate family (including his twin brother and fellow pilot Guy) wished to
understand the cause of Richard’s death. Anyone who knew him would confirm
that it would be difficult to find a less depressed fellow human being, and that
treatment with antidepressants would never have worked.
Along with two autopsy reports (one for the Dutch Minister for Justice and Security
and one for the family), Professor Abou-Donia performed a specialised newly
developed test, using the deceased’s ante mortem in vivo blood which
demonstrated very extensive injury to the peripheral nervous system (PNS) and
central nervous system. Histology tests on the brain tissue, reported: neuronal cell
loss and prominent spongiosis of the prefrontal and frontal cortex; demyelination
of the cortex; spongiosis and demyelination of the hippocampus of the brain;
substantial cell death in, and demyelination of, the cerebellum of the brain; and
lymphocytic invasion and demyelination of the spinal cord. These findings are
consistent with organophosphate exposure. Such injuries result in weakness and
deficits of posture, locomotion, fine movement, cognition, learning, memory,
skilled movements, gait and coordination of movement of limbs.
These symptoms are also reported by flight crews who were confirmed as having
been exposed to known and documented contaminated cabin air events while
flying.
In August 2014, a peer-reviewed scientific paper, on the subject of Richard
Westgate’s death, was published as a case study [Abou-Donia et al Autoantibody
markers of neural degeneration are associated with post-mortem histopathological
alterations of a neurologically-injured pilot Vol 1 Tab 26]. This is the first time that
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a grounded aircrew member has been followed all the way from presentation of
symptoms, diagnosis and tests to post mortem histopathology findings.
2017 UK Coroner’s Court Rule: ‘Overdose by pentarbarbitol –
accident.’
On 13 April 2017, after five years of media inattention, political and industrial
interventions, and catastrophic changes of key parties, the UK Coroner’s Court
ruled ‘Overdose by pentarbarbitol – accident.’
There was no recognition of the six years of ill health suffered by Richard leading
up to his death.
Additionally, there was no ‘rule on measures necessary to prevent further deaths,’
as Richard’s death was deemed not to be caused by ill health, but a drug overdose.
This was according to a single coroner, with no jury present and ignoring other
autopsy reports and peer-reviewed evidence.
Other people may take action against the industry in the future – not now, as no
rule was made by the new coroner.
A whitewash?
Stanhope Payne, Dorset Senior Coroner, was originally charged with the case. He
appreciated the copy of Aerotoxic Syndrome: Aviation’s Darkest Secret sent to
him by John Hoyte (author). On 16th February 2015, Stanhope Payne published
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his report into Richard Westgate’s death and ordered a response from BA and the
CAA: ‘To prevent future deaths’.
https://www.judiciary.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Westgate-20150050.pdf
There was plenty of media interest from ITV, but, tellingly, not so much from the
BBC. BA and the CAA respond on the 13th April 2015, critical of the Coroner,
Stanhope Payne:
http://aerotoxic.org/information/reports-and-evidence/caa-and-british-airwaysrespond-to-coroners-report-to-prevent-future-deaths/
Lawyer Frank Cannon was removed from the case and Michael Rawlinson QC took
over in early 2015, when the whole legal case was jeopardised as different vested
interests splintered. This was a very confusing time for outsiders to understand.
Stanhope Payne, the original coroner, made a powerful challenge to both BA and
the CAA whilst working with lawyer Frank Cannon and Dr Mulder. However,
following this challenge it was planned to retire Stanhope Payne in March 2017, a
few weeks before the Westgate inquest was due to commence.
A new coroner from ‘outside’ was drafted in to reverse Stanhope Payne’s decisions.
At the Pre Inquest Review (PIR) on 21st July 2016, when the door of the court
opened, it was not Stanhope Payne as coroner but Dr Simon Fox QC. Conveniently
for BA and the CAA, Dr Simon Fox doesn’t believe in Aerotoxic Syndrome. He
directed that Aerotoxic Syndrome would specifically not be considered as a factor
in the case, and that the inquest would not be an Article 2 inquest, where the wider
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public health should be considered or that a jury would be required. He would
make any judgements – on his own.
The Westgate family then knew that the inquest would be a whitewash.
It’s reasonable to assume that BA and the CAA wanted to establish that Richard
was depressed and unstable in the years leading up to his death, and that he took
his own life through depression. During the inquest from 6th – 13th April 2017, BA
and the CAA tried to prove that Richard was not ill from organophosphate
exposure, but took his own life for other reasons.
I offered diaries and emails to the Westgate family as evidence that Richard did
not take his own life. Richard and I were actively planning to go to the Court of
Human Rights in The Hague over the Aerotoxic scandal in early 2013; begin an
Aerotoxic Foundation to assist other victims; and, Richard’s optimistic idea was to
have all pilot’s DNA tested at annual medicals.
Multiple colleagues also testified that Richard was not suicidal. When he died he
had a sleep apnoea alarm set and a mouth guard to assist his breathing. These were
not the actions of a suicidal man, as admitted and presented by the coroner when
summing up.
It was clear that Richard had been taking pentarbarbitol secretly for some months,
as traces of the drug were found in his hair after death. Not even the Dutch doctors
knew. The conclusion of the coroner was technically correct, ‘Overdose by
pentarbarbitol – accident,’ but it absolutely avoided ‘the elephant in the room’ of
what caused Richard’s mysterious ill health for six years leading up to his sudden
death.
The importance of Richard’s case cannot be over-stated as the evidence presented
to court by his brother Guy and BA pilot colleague Richard Reynolds, on oath,
described Richard as being ill for around six years prior to his death. No UK doctor
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was able to diagnose his mysterious condition. This is because the UK government
is absolutely determined that no citizen exposed and poisoned by organophosphate
in commercial jet aircraft will be properly diagnosed and treated.
Any admission of a wider Aerotoxic problem for the airline industry in a public
Court, would be financially catastrophic.
Read the Westgate official family statement after the inquest on 13th April 2017:
http://aerotoxic.org/news/in-the-courts/westgate-family-statement13th-april-2017/
Others have suffered and will continue to suffer
I suffered almost identical ill health from the spring of 1990, when I first began
flying the BAe 146. This is detailed in a statement of 22nd May 2006, when, along
with 26 other BALPA pilots, we were noted to have identical ill health. Countless
other victims, who are effectively invisible, have been gagged and ignored.
http://aerotoxic.org/information/cognitive-function-following-exposurecontaminated-air-commercial-aircraft-case-series-27-pilots-seen-clinicalpurposes/
http://mailchi.mp/bassa/westgate-inquest
I refused to take the prescribed drugs in 2004/5 or since. Anti-depressants were
prescribed by Professor Turnbull, who also ‘treated’ Richard Westgate and others.
Logically, these drugs would have only further worsened our poisoned conditions.
I have been fortunate to almost completely recover my health (apart from
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temperature control issues) and have discovered a new way to make a living from
simulated flying instruction.
The bigger picture is that countless innocent people have been similarly affected
since bleed air was first used commercially in 1962, and as a result of this rigged
public court case, many more will continue to do so. Public court is the only place
to resolve differences, and the Westgate case is the only UK public court case to
date. All other personal injuries are settled ‘out of Court’ and for financial
settlement, rather than holding an industry to account.
The media have a duty to cover public court cases as evidence is presented to a
public court under oath, and can be reported and debated in the public interest.
I sent details of the Westgate Court case, one week in advance, to many media
outlets, including: BBC R4 Today, ITV News, The Times, The Daily Telegraph,
Channel 4 News, The Mail, The Mirror, The Guardian, The Independent and
Archant newspaper group Editors. The results of the media reporting were
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virtually non-existent, with ITV showing a very strong piece but the BBC
completely avoided the wider public health issue and appeared to be gagged.
Coordinated cover up?
The Courts, medical industry, airline industry and media are coordinating their
resources to cover up the issue of Aerotoxic Syndrome.
The flip side of ‘not being believed’ is that victims can say anything they please, and
it will still not be believed or taken to a public Court for judgement.
Therefore, on 22nd May 2016, I publicly and deliberately libelled Professor
Bagshaw on the internet. A lawyer’s letter soon arrived from Bagshaw’s legal
representatives demanding retraction of the evidence.
http://aerotoxic.org/blog/professor-bagshaw-evidence-can-never-publicised22nd-may-2016/
The lawyer’s demands were ignored.
Further evidence from Germany was provided to Bagshaw’s lawyers and an
invitation to have the libel resolved openly in a public court was issued. Of course,
it’s impossible for Bagshaw to bring an action as he would lose if the issue were
ever prosecuted by a proper jury in a public Court.
Richard Westgate is just one example of a family member who has had their health
ruined by single or repeated exposures of warfare nerve agents in the confined
spaces of commercial jet aircraft.
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What now?
It is the wider aspects which are crucial, as the poisoning is not limited to aircrew
(or pilots’ disease, as the BA QC maintained in Court) but impacts countless
travelling passengers (including children), as highlighted in this public Court case
from 2010 when 20 passengers (including children) were chronically Aerotoxic
poisoned on a single fume event flight from the UK to the US on 1st February 2007.
http://www.stewartslaw.com/boeing-767-flight-number-xla-120-aerotoxicpoisoning.aspx
As the cause of ill health, contaminated bleed air has been clearly known about for
over 60 years. Unsurprisingly the ‘known solutions’ are now becoming available
and suggestions that the solutions can be introduced secretly and ‘without anyone
knowing’ are absurd, as by definition those affected and benefiting from these
issues will make the solutions (the filtration of bleed air) as publicly known as
possible. Victims can still talk.
From 19-20th September 2017, an international conference at Imperial College,
London met to launch the filtration of bleed air by Pall Aerospace Ltd.
https://www.aircraftcabinair.com/
Ironically, the British Airline Pilots Association (BALPA) held a conference, also at
Imperial College London on 20/21 April 2005, on Contaminated Cabin Air which
resulted in an unambiguous statement from all delegates, but which was reversed
the following day:
http://aerotoxic.org/information/proceedings-balpa-air-safety-cabin-air-qualityinternational-aero-industry-conference-held-imperial-college-london/
The 2017 conference was due to be opened by Commander Jim Lovell of Apollo 13
fame. Air quality issues prevented a moon landing in 1970. Ten years ago Lovell
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queried, and was shocked to discover that the bleed air in commercial jets was not
filtered. Now he has decided to publicise the known solutions to the media and
industry, in September 2017.
It is confidently predicted that the German airline industry will choose to take the
lead due to demands from German Unions. They take a longer term and
commercial view of the Aerotoxic scandal, and they held a second public
demonstration at Frankfurt Airport on 28th April 2017.
German airlines, such as Lufthansa, can see the commercial
advantages of not poisoning their aircrew employees and customers.
Freedom of speech, social media, the internet, professional duty to report and a
sole celebrity victim’s voice is all it will take to bring about rapid change, on the
precautionary health and safety principle, for the benefit of all.
Sim-Fly flying
Meanwhile, my flight simulation company Sim-Fly Norfolk has expanded into
basic teaching of flying and enjoying all aspects of nostalgia flying, mainly for the
public but not on boring, toxic airliners. We mostly sim-fly Cessna trainers, Red
Arrow Hawks, Lancasters and Spitfires.
Any plane, any time, anywhere is our strap line – which also happens to describe
quite subconsciously the likelihood of an oil fume event.
We have created an Aerial Combat room with four flight simulators, two Spitfires
and two Messerschmitt’s for realistic dog fighting, team building and corporate
entertainment. We became UK and Commonwealth preferred dealers for Virtual
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Fly of Barcelona, and we are building our own flight simulation PCs and aim to
supply amateur flight simmers in the future.
All of the above will be franchisable or licensed, specifically and especially for those
pilots who have been prematurely, medically grounded by Aerotoxic Syndrome
and need another source of income by working full or part time with, often, the
only skill they possess for a modest set-up cost in a 3 metre x 3 metre room.
People often ask if I miss real flying. Naturally I want to fly, but it’s also rather a
critical business and at the moment I’m quite content to have cherry picked the
best parts of flying with flight simulation, where the weather has once again been
set to ‘permanent summer’ like when I migrated down to South Australia every
year in the early ‘80’s. I am happy to be free from the entrenched amorality of the
Civil Aviation Authority.
Having now been self-grounded for around five years whilst International lawyers
deliberate over whether or not the Aerotoxic issue is serious enough to be tried in
a public court, I have decided that as I miss flying so much, I will regain my licence
sometime in 2019 but will return to a more simple type of flying at our new base of
Felthorpe near to Norwich, Norfolk, UK. Many of my colleagues take up hang
gliding later in life as they also want to experience pure, uncomplicated flying.
It’s a pleasure to share ‘flying’ once again with members of the public in a safe
environment but also thrilling to try unusual flights like Sully Sullenberger’s
miraculous Hudson River landing, or getting new pilots to fly upside down, at 500
mph in the Welsh Hills, or nurse a Tiger Moth onto the ground with a sick engine.
Endless pleasure after very little instruction, and always with something new to try
out.
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What now for John Hoyte & the Aerotoxic Association?
I have spent more than twelve frustrating years publishing evidence in the public
domain at www.aerotoxic.org and have been invited to the London GCAQE
conference in recognition of my work. It would be appropriate to symbolically close
the Aerotoxic Association Ltd. on 17th September 2019 at the next conference, as
the stated aims and objectives have been achieved and future assistance for
aerotoxic victims (including children) would be more appropriate coming from
professionally qualified doctors and lawyers, not former brain damaged aircrew.
We marked (not celebrated) the 10th anniversary of the Aerotoxic Association on
18th June 2017 at Old Buckenham airfield with an open public viewing of previous
documentaries. Having invested around £200,000 and due to my poor skills in
anything other than flying, I have failed dismally to get a membership going with
all of the known medical and technical solutions for other sufferers and having
tried on numerous attempts to sell protective face masks for passengers
unsuccessfully.
But 2019 is the year when the French criminal public Court gives it’s final verdict
in the Easyjet case and it is known that Easyjet changed their oil on the entire
Airbus fleet in the summer of 2017 as an easy option and they will fit both the filters
and poison detectors by June/July 2019 – before the French criminal Court orders
them to do so in September 2019 – coincidentally just prior to the next London
conference.
Easyjet will be the first airline in the world to have protection for their crews and
passengers and it is expected that their share price will… go up or North? As will
the share price of Pall Aerospace, who have 25,000 airliners to filter.
There was a little excitement in August 2018 when the BBC told us that they were
going to do a radio programme about Aerotoxic but that it would be recorded, not
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live and be broadcast on the World Service to non-licence fee paying Russian and
Mongolian peasants in the early hours of the morning. I remembered the BBC
Panorama from 21st April 2008 and how the BBC ‘forgot’ to include the key ‘A’
word – at all. Yet they did report along with many other bodies such as the House
of Lords Science & Technology Committee, ROSPA (Royal Society for the
Prevention of Accidents) how over 20 UK passengers (including young children)
had been poisoned on flight XLA 120 on 1st February 2007 and I was looking
forward to knowing from the BBC how their legal case ended up in the public
Courts? But I took the time to meet one of the poisoned passengers, Samantha
Sabatino, in December 2017 and know that they got nothing in terms of any
compensation, but I was still keen for the BBC to report this shocking evidence.
I was asked to be in the radio programme and reluctantly agreed to be interviewed
for it but when I realised that the BBC would edit out the useful information I
refused to be part of the recorded programme on 1st January 2019 and was not
surprised when I heard it, as the recorded programme contained round 80% of the
evidence from the Welcome aboard Toxic Airlines documentary film of 2007 – but
without the XLA 120 passengers!
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/w172w0q34d6cs2y
So I wrote to advise the BBC that I would ONLY be interviewed ‘live’ in the future
but that can never happen, as my evidence would be far too hot and inconvenient
for the ears of the public.
In November 2018 I went to Europe for two weeks after the BBC refused to cover
the sending of evidence to the International Criminal Court at The Hague. Again
and despite a well organised 6 month long attempt to pass evidence from aircrew
and passengers on to the Authorities, neither the BBC nor De Telegraaf in The
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Netherlands chose to cover the B&W ‘story’, which just goes to show the extent of
the establishment media cover-up, such that social media is the way ahead.
But on my travels in Belgium I received some most compelling evidence from a
major European group of airlines about their strategy for dealing with so called
Aerotoxic Syndrome. Of course we all have a public duty to pass criminal evidence
on to the Authorities and I did so with the Swiss Police and Norfolk Police – but
none of our formal evidence is ever acknowledged by post by the BBC & Police,
which leads to difficulties in dealing with any other formal paper work.
So quite how the BBC will eventually cover their own ‘A’ class public cover-up in
the future or September 2019 is up to them, but I know that I have done my best
to draw the cause of public illness to the public’s attention and can sleep at night
with a clear conscience.
My family and many of my friends, including lawyers, doctors and scientists, also
know the exact inconvenient cause of mass public ill health, but choose to look the
other way, as it’s a problem too big and difficult to handle. This has left me with
difficulties in trying to manage Simulator Flying Ltd., a new business which uses
flight simulation systems. This type of ‘safe’ flying, with no chance of toxic
exposure, can be shared with anyone and it will provide a healthy financial future
for those associated with it.
People constantly remind me that there are much worse things than the subject of
Aerotoxic Syndrome, and I would agree that it has become a norm and part of life
over sixty years. I do wonder what would happen if we applied the same outrage
that we feel towards children being sexually exploited to them being knowingly
chemically poisoned in aircraft cabins.
However, as a professional pilot, I have a fundamental and professional duty to,
‘finish the job and land the aircraft,’ where a cause of public ill health is concerned
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and my Aerotoxic colleagues around the world and I wouldn’t even know how to
give up.
Sim-Fly Failure…
I am now writing a summary of how Sim-Fly failed in late 2018 and early 2019 and
how I made one of the hardest decisions of my life.
On 31st October 2018 I went to see the manager of Old Buckenham airfield, Matt
Wilkins, to ask permission to film on the airfield as Tristan Loraine had asked me
to be filmed for his latest documentary ‘Everybody Flies’ and he needed to film in
an aircraft as the weather was due to be bad the next day. Tristan was also going to
film a ‘marketing film’ for Sim-Fly as although the business was settling down, it
would still need help in the future.
I recall going to see Matt Wilkins with Chris Knowles of 101 Computers as we were
expecting a ‘parcel of bits’.
On entering the office of the manager I asked whether it would be ok to film the
next day?
‘No it was not OK, no there are no parts and get out of the office as it’s cold…’
I was shocked and wondered why Old Buckenham had suddenly turned on me, but
I recall several months earlier explaining about my Aerotoxic work, but Matt
Wilkins explained to me that they were on the CAA’s side as a CAA airfield and not
sympathetic to my cause or human health.
Chris Knowles was embarrassed by the rude dismissal and within a few minutes
was going through the ‘new lease’ which had been signed on 17th September 2018
where it quite clearly stated that ‘No filming or photography or interaction with the
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media’ – this was a new clause which had been added as the previous lease which
had run out in February 2018 made no mention of this draconian restriction.
Suddenly I realised that Old Buckenham were getting very serious about the future
and I quickly reorganised the filming to take place at Shipdham airfield on 1st
November 2018 as there is ALWAYS a way around any problem but suddenly Old
Buckenham airfield had shown their hand and it was not good.
In December 2018 I was keen to sell as many vouchers as possible and Archant had
offered to make a film about Sim-Fly, but of course I would need permission from
Old Buckenham to make it.
In mid December 2018 Old Buckenham did not give me permission to film and I
knew that I would have to leave as soon as possible, so wrote them a letter giving a
months notice. I would be out by 16th January 2019, but unsure of where to go but
as ever treated the leaving more as an opportunity as Old Buckenham is situated
in the middle of nowhere and was ‘difficult to find for new customers’.
By now I was struggling with the business – flying the customers, doing the
marketing, finances, administration and remembered that then I was airline flying,
all I had to do was ‘Fly’ – other people did the other jobs and I got paid simply to
fly.
It was an unsettling Christmas time as clearly Old Buckenham were going to make
life as difficult as possible for me, but it wasn’t just me as they seemed to fall out
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with countless other people and businesses, so I was in good company as everybody
found them rude, arrogant and not nice people to do business with.
In late December 2018 I desperately asked on Face Book if anyone knew of a future
base for Sim-Fly and I really wanted to be much closer to Norwich and the 150,000
population.
I was put in touch with Felthorpe Airfield and it wasn’t long before the owner, Bob
Gotts came over to Old Buckenham and invited me to join the just off the new
orbital road – perfect!
The move went according to plan and on 15th January 2019 I quit my old base once
again, but in a very nasty atmosphere where the present Landlord is a ruthless
bully who is all about money and nothing else.
I had predicted that it would take a couple of weeks to get up and running again,
so an opening on 1st February 2019 seemed reasonable and Peter Lawton was
invited to help with the reopening along with my Mama.
It was wonderful to be at Felthorpe where Bob Gotts was really easy to work with
and the complete opposite of Old Buckenham. He even proposed building a
purpose built room for the simulators if it all worked well but in the meantime I
converted a Portakabin. However I could sense that in time when the temperature
rose the Portakabin would become like an oven, so I began expecting developments
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to happen quickly as by April the temperature would be rising and could reach 25
degs.
All was well as suddenly I was surrounded by other professional pilots and would
meet up with Steve Vince again who I’d trained with at Swanton Morley in 1976
and others – life seemed fine.
But I had miscalculated with Old Buckenham as now they threatened to sue me for
not staying the full 12 months at Old Buckenham and not taking photos – how any
business could exist like that was beyond comprehension and soon the dispute was
becoming more and more serious – a case of ‘Constructive eviction’ and lawyers
were soon involved with angrier and angrier e mails for Matt Wilkins, which if they
weren’t serious would have been funny as he scorned my Aerotoxic work.
So I settled the debt but due to losing my car due to a freak accident where it trolled
down the hill at Bracondale I was suddenly in serious financial difficulties as the
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Christmas advertising had failed and few vouchers were being sold in early 2019 –
my business was starved of cash.
I was putting 100% into Sim-Fly but in late March I was hit by three pieces of
Aerotoxic evidence whish made me reappraise my whole future – again.
On 28th March 2019 the BBC announced that: ‘Airlines face law suits over
toxic cabin air’.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-47740523
Then a few days later the second piece of US news: ‘Rep. Garamendi and Sen.
Blumenthal Introduce Bill to Protect Airline Passengers and Crew
from Toxic Jet Fumes’.
https://garamendi.house.gov/media/press-releases/rep-garamendi-and-senblumenthal-introduce-bill-protect-airline-passengers-and
Then, almost unbelievably the third piece of news from Belgium which would
make me decide to give up Sim-Fly and concentrate on Aerotoxic:
‘Study reveals permanent brain damage among pilots and cabin crew’.
https://www.aviation24.be/airlines/study-reveals-permanent-brain-damageamong-pilots-and-cabin-crew/
This latest news was truly shocking and reminded me that I should concentrate
on one issue solely and not be distracted by other matters.
By the spring of 2019 I had ‘flown’ in my simulator with around 2,000 mostly
non pilots and explaining the controls over and over again, often in the same day
was becoming rather exhausting and repetitive. I well remember a couple of
gentlemen in the 70’s cracking the same jokes of ‘Crashing’ and thinking No! –
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get me out of here, I have MORE important work to do! I also noted that the
temperature in April was rising and being in an airless Portakabin with several
people at once – I had visions of the temperature being 30 degs outside and
inside the Portakabin 45 degs or so it felt.
I had sought the help of a very kind American lady Yvette Townshend who was an
employee of the City of Norwich Aviation Museum in a last ditch attempt to sort
the admin of Sim-Fly out, but despite several adverts in the local EDP and a failed
and costly Social Media strategy which created no new sales and a great new flyer
with over 100 Trip Advisor ‘Excellents’ I somehow knew I had to concentrate
again on Aerotoxic alone as it is human health and therefore a priority.
Therefore on or around 13th April 2019 (my daughter Lucy’s birthday) I decided
to shut Sim-Fly down as I could not keep going more or less on my own.
I had met some really capable people such as young Pan, who excelled at the
Combat side, but no experienced business man who could help as a partner,
maybe the Aerotoxic aspect put them off, who knows?
It was then very hard going from 100% to o% over night. So many things to do,
cancel sessions, deal with the equipment, explain to everyone – but I did it as I
knew I had to stop.
Like all decisions, once it was made one just actions it and over the past 40 years
flying I’ve become well used to making tough decisions. I knew that the next few
months would be difficult – what would I do from day to day? Despite the scary
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news from 3 different countries once again there was a stony silence in the media
and a long time to wait until the next opportunity of 17/18 September.
But my main problem was paying back around £5000 in vouchers which I could
not fly but that is what I had to do as I wanted to leave on a positive note with my
integrity intact – I even gave people the real reasons, but few understood.
I managed to sell the equipment to Bob Gotts but after moving out at the end of
April I have not been back, as I preferred a clean break as I have lost much of my
love of flying. I remember Bob asking me ‘What are you going to do?’ He still has
no real idea of the reality of the Aerotoxic battle or my passion to see it through
with no shortage of work to be done.
I realised I would need help with the Aerotoxic battle and advertised for help in
the local EDP – I got one reply!
Then I advertised in Private Eye for a Ghost-writer help to rewrite and add to my
Aerotoxic book and again got a single reply but the reply was from an experienced
journalist who has had articles published in The Guardian and The Telegraph
who maybe have the integrity to publish the inconvenient truth of the 2019
conference https://www.aircraftcabinair.com/ and Tristan’s latest documentary
film ‘Everybody Flies’. https://www.factnotfictionfilms.com/everybodyflies
Perhaps the piece of writing which best summarises the ‘Aerotoxic Cover-up’ is
an article by Private Eye’s first editor, Christopher Booker, who skilfully
described the cover-up in June 2007 (odd that I still had a wife, house, car ,
pension at the time – but not now) like this:
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https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1555467/Christopher-Bookersnotebook.html
G AVXA
Readers will know that on 19th June 1983 I had an accident whilst flying G AVXA
when I went through a hedge on take off in Shropshire and I always wondered
what happened to this Piper Pawnee PA25 made in 1967?
I was quite shocked recently to find that G AVXA is STILL flying with the South
Wales Gliding Club at Usk airfield as a glider tug and I intend to visit the airfield
on 25th August 2019 to say hello to an old friend. No doubt she still has the dent
in the panel on the right hand side (see photos later) where I thumped her one
day in 1981 when I found around 10 things ALL going wrong at the same time but
it’s remarkable that this particular aircraft has done SO much quite dangerous
flying but STILL is flying after 54 years.
On reflection after 40 years of flying, maybe agricultural flying, which is still
potentially lethal, is mitigated by total respect for the known dangers of poisonous
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chemicals, practical aviation professionalism and a happy band of trusted Ag
brothers.
The cover-up goes on… I only wanted to fly aeroplanes!

Photos From Peter & John

G-AWUG John’s First Solo Flight 17-10-76
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Denys Howard in G-AVXA Pawnee
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Beaver Hopper Release Door
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Beaver Operating Off of The Road
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Inside View of Beaver Cockpit
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John Breaks His Tailwheel Again!
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John in front of a Beaver at Parafield Adelaide
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John in a Pawnee Trying to Work
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John Fergusson in a Pawnee in G AVXA’s hopper (Note dent in coming on RHS…).
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Pawnee Flying Under the Wires
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Pawnee Landing
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Peter in a Pawnee
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Masaai Child in a Pawnee in Kenya
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Kenya Brewery Land Rover in Rain Storm That Happened Every Day
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John at the Kenyan Camp Site Outside His Tent Next to Fuel Dump
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Australian Bushfire
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Australian Bushfire close up
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Making a Runway in The Australian Bush
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View from the Beaver with a Fire on the Horizon
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Wistow Fire 22-01-85
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Air Atlantique DC3
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Air Atlantique with kilts at Coventry After Piper Alpha Callout
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Ocean Odyssey Cessna 402
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Ocean Odyssey Cessna 402

Piper Alpha From Cessna 402
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Piper Alpha From Cessna 402
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Aerial Application Manual
Below we have some excerpts from the 123 page Aerial Application Manual from
Howard Avis (Aviation) Limited. You can download the full PDF from our site:
http://www.PilotPress.net/
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Video Links

Watch

the

full

video

and

interview

with

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wF5O91kyMMs
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John

fire

fighting:

Watch John’s Training Captain Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gw7z6Mytq1M
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Peter Ag Flying in the 1980s – watch the video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQPFErXyDow
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John Ag Flying in 1981 – watch the video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6onC1Z1WqQ
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Whispering Bolter – Peter Lawton

This rich, action-packed love story challenges sexual and religious taboos with
gritty style and humour. In 1970, a naval task force is sent to cover the withdrawal
of British troops from Singapore. Seen through the eyes of fighter pilot Lieutenant
Chris McKay, the action follows his squadron’s flying missions and romantic
adventures in the eternal quest for a “girl in every port.”
After settling into civilian life, Chris and his family are struck by tragedy. He is
forced to drastically re-examine his hopes, dreams, and future plans. Singapore
beckons once more. Get your copy of Whispering Bolter...
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Aerotoxic Syndrome: Aviation’s Darkest Secret – John Hoyte

Aerotoxic Syndrome is aviation’s darkest secret, yet the cause of this toxic illness
has never been formally accepted – despite it doing incalculable damage to aircrew
and passengers’ health for over half a century; exposure to deadly neurotoxins that
leak from jet engines into cabin air makes countless flyers seriously ill, and has led
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to some deaths. This frank layman’s account is required reading for all those who
fly in jet aircraft.
Decide which is the greater scandal – the poisoning or the cover up…
Get your copy.

Do you have an aviation-related documentary, story or experience you
want to get out there for all to read? Are you a keen, budding author,
archivist or photographer?

We have the answer…
Pilot Press assists aviation specific authors, offering a wide range of
services to help you create and release your book. So, make this the
year you publish.
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Contact us for details of our
Bespoke self-Publishing Service (BSPS)
office@pilotpress.com | www.pilotpress.net
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